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PREFACE

industries;

(b) More appropriate technologies should be utilized;

(AIDF).

2. The advantage in setting u? £ ^S^i^lX*
decentralization of production and "^"J^Sd'^S.ir establishment
account for more jobs per unit of caP^al ^ested « an(J inter.linked

HSST'

BLs<ssj
2=r«5fi5=r.3fuss r,.s.--::-—
-dustrial entrepreneurs in their manufacturing activities.

*. The united NaticnS Economic emission ^rica U P^se^to provide
African small- and ^dium-scale industrial entrepreneurs wx ^^^ ^^

of the Directory of Project Profiles on ■«" •"Jei"^£ioili fields of national
Directory may also be used by all ^"^f^J.V^nril.ility for the

^ -^^l^ -ade for Africa. The present

^«.8/= . Sixth Conference of African Ministers of Industry, second part,
paragraphs 5-24, Addis Ababa, November 1981.
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document is a revised version of the first edition, taking into account the

iLrT61^ fr°m Vari°US S°UrCeS aDd also incorporates additional

t^ctot sHsT^df^SS^Tt
other project development information and also to include other product Hnes
As it xs, lt covers 7 product areas and 49 items. In order to facilitate

of addr^l^? ?°d inV?stment' the di""ory provides inexhaustive list
or addresses of suppliers of each profile.

activitv

s25

^ti0Ynab3ed to have an insight into the production

over, rate of return and break even analysis.

7. The directory has drawn,on various publications including statistical
documents on machines, equipments and some finished products imported by African
countries, as well as publications by countries.which have proven experience
thP tL HI small-scale industries development, such as India, China, Japan,
the two Aoreas, Brazil, etc. Experiences of some African countries have also
AnrT^-er!at • ' znc\udxnZ information provided by various European, Asian
sSfll-scalfI'evef Ban^facturer8 of »«fcinery ** equipment to be used at

8. Comments, suggestions, and inquiries are welcome as they would enable
EOA to improve on the presentation of the directory in order to meet the demands

of Iht ™n!? ? ? 5 m ?ont?ifclltin8 tetter to the programme of the development
of the small-scale industries in Africa. Such consents, suggestions and
inquiries should be addressed to:

Joint ECA/UNIDO Industry Division

Economic Commission for Africa
P.O. Box 3001 .

Addis Ababa

ETHIOPIA . -



For the

CHAPTER I

BACKGROUND OF SMALL-SCALE MANUFACTURING ACTIVITIES

of promoting self-reliant and self-sustaining industrial

35/66(b) the General Assembly formally proclaimed the years 19oO-1990 as the

Industrial Development Decade for Africa.

In order to implement the General Assembly resolution, the member States

UtiHii
and the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations m July

The Sixth Conference of African Ministers of Industry has considered the
development of small-scale, cottage and rural industries as one of the priority
subsectors in the Industrial Development Decade Programme.

The promotion of small-scale industrial activities has been considered by

S si ii=-ssse
of small-scale industrial activities has

tS isrzssnz sirs ii=--ssse
mobilization of domestic resources.

Industrial Development Decade Programme.

and basic information on their production made available
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The project profiles provide potential industrial small-scale entrepreneurs
with information on basic requirements for the production process, the investment
cost involved as well as the type of profitability that can be expected. They
also constitute a technical reference regarding availability of raw material
machinery, production capacity and, where possible, parts, components and
accessories and conditions/-of supply. The profiles also give an idea of the

market for products.
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CKAPTER II. TffiVKW&GF OF ESTABLISHING THE NiMJFACTUP ING

SKALL-SCPLE INDUSTRIES

industrialized countries are adopting sophisticated technologies and mass

production techniques in order to achieve the fullest advantages f ™*^ °f
mass production. However, most of the African counties arc feeed with acute
problems relating to inadequate availability of some or most of the «»^
inputs required for industrialisation such as financial resources, sRU ^ »n-
power, managerial personnel and professionals required for establishment and
successful operation of plants, infrastructure facilities Ilke el-tri=_ P°«er,
water, suitable means of transportation of raw materials and finished products.
Inadequacy of national demands conducive to large-scale operations, communication

bottlenecks and entrepreneurship.

Large and sophisticated industries for the production of capital
industrial machinery, fertilizers and products like computers watches, machine
tools, etc. need the above-mentioned industrial inputs in relatively larger
™re apart fro, sophisticated process know-how" and use of latest production
techniques and technologies which are not available internally to the African
countries. These factors are not conducive for establishing ^mediately such
industries in most African countries during the present stage of development.
Small-scale industries on the other hand, offer certain aefinite advantages

like lower investments per unit output, higher employment potential per unit
d shorter gestation periods and use of relatively ««^n^

the
indent, shorter ges p
of production which are relatively easier to procure either ^ £*in
country or other African countries and sister developing countries. In certain
specific fields resort may have to be made tc procurement to develop an
industrial base and environment and ensure increased use of local entrepreneurship,
raw materials, equipment, human skills, development of backward ^^^f^
the social advantage of more guitable distribution of the national income thus
satistying the aspirations of the masses. Faced with such circumstances, the
strategy for industrialization for African countries, to be realistic and meamng-
f™as to be based on proper thrust of development of small-scale x£«»t™s £
produce goods which satisfy the day to day use of the common man T*1S d^ ™
preclude the endeavour to establish large-scale industries. What is rao^ ^tant
Is that products which can be manufactured in small-scale sector at reasonable costs

and of good quality should normally be reserved for small-scale sector.

Small-scale industries have proved to be very effective in modernizing the
economies of some developing countries particularly rural areas of such economies
^established in the rural areas, these industries tend to generate «**£*"«£
and income and therefore help to stream down rural urban migration and at the same
time improve standards of living in these areas. Being usually labour intensive

and accounting for more jobs per unit of invested capital, the small-scale
industries are also centres for the development of semi-skilled manpower and
indigenous entrepreneurial capabilities which are essential ingredients tor
industrialization. This has been the case in the industrially advanced countries

like Japan, West Germany, United States as well as developing entries like Indie,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore and South Korea. About 9C per cent of the
industrial establishment in Idlest Germany have around 100 meaningless employees.
They account ^or more than 30 oer cent of the total enploynent in industry and
contribute about 25 per cent of the industrial output.
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In the United States about 275,000 out of a total of 300,000

manufacturing establishments or roughly 90 per cent have around 100 employees.
They employ about 5 million persons or 30 per cent of total industrial employment.
The value added comes to 40 billion dollars or 30 per cent of the total from all
manufacturing establishments.

In Japan, where small-scale industries have played a major role for over a
hundred years, small and medium-sized enterprises account alone in manufacturing
for 99 per cent of the number of establishments, e.g. those with less than 30
persons represent 95 per cent, and those with four persons or less represent 59
per cent.

The small industries in Japan account 75 per cent cf the number of
workers and 55 per cent of the value added in that sector, the total number of
enterprises being 570,000 and workers 10 million in all manufacturing establishments.

in India, small-scale industries are estimated to have been employing 80 per
cent of the people and out.of the total manufacturing activity, more than 50 per cent
account for the small-scale sector and rural industries. Small sector in India
accounts for 80 per cent of the total working force in industry, and 35 per cent of

the entire industrial production. Once established small-scale industries encourage
the growth of an integrated and interlinked industrialization in that such industries
are maDor suppliers of ancillaries to large-scale industries and different kinds of
arrangements for subcontracting can be developed within a country and also at the

subregional level. If geared towards the production of components of spare parts
equipment etc.,. these industries can stimulate the growth of other sectors namely
food and agro-based, light industries, building materials, transport and communicaticnr
and energy sectors.

In the African region, small-scale entrepreneurship has already established
firm roots and is gaining ground. Its organized growth needs to be fostered and
accelerated; most small-scale industrial entrepreneurs and potential ones are not
in the position to embark on small-scale industrial activities without institutional
assistance.lt is necessary to strengthen their capacities to collect and make
effective use of basic information relating to the types of products that can be
manufactured by small-scale industries, production technology, equipment and their
suppliers, manpower requirements, finance, marketing, etc.

For the purpose of reaching self-reliant and self-sustaining industrial
development, it is extremely important at national, and subregional levels to
identify the current products and those to be manufactured by small-scale industries
and to formulate the projects suitable for small-scale production. The main criteria
for identifying the products to be manufactured is the satisfaction of basic consumer
needs, and use of local raw materials, particularly in rural and urban areas and
marketability.

Since the programme for the "implementation of the Industrial Development Decade
for Africa puts emphasis on. the promotion of resource-based and engineering core -
industries such as those processing locally grown agricultural products and producing
basic engineering, capital goods, metallurgical and other light consumer goods, the
following product areas have been selected in this first stage of assessment of
products and process of small-scale production activities in. Africa: food, leather,
textiles, paper and paper products,, wood, metal working, engineering products,
building materials and rural household products.
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CHAPTER III

INDUSTRIAL ESTATE AS INSTITUTIONAL INFRASTRUCTURE FOP. RATIONAL

PROMOTION OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRIES

1. Concept and objectives of industrial estates comprising a number of small-scale

industries > :

The concept of industrial estates consists in the establishments of an agglomerate

of small-scale industrial units with collective infrastructural facilities such as

working sheets, power, steam, transport, bank, post office, canteen, etc. and with

special arrangements for professional inputs in technical and financial fields and

specialized services such as maintenance, shop, tool, room, etc. which an individual

unit can ill afford. In addition the industrial estate can have highly professional

cadre of personnel if the raw material procurement and marketing of finished products

is done by a conmon agency or department.

Industrial estates serve as instruments for encouraging the establishment of

modern small-scale units in view of their lower capital investment requirements and

operational costs as compared to establishment of individual small-scale units. The

industrial estates by virtue of their being a conglomeration can also be an internal

service cf technology and engineering assistance among the various units of the estate.

The 'tovernrcent of concerned authorities generally find it nore convenient and
economical to provide the assistance in the form of certain concessions and facilities
applicable to small-scale industries established in industrial estates rather than to
the individual units scattered far away from each other. The assistance xs generally
in the form of constructed industrial sheds with developed infrastructure and common

facilities for maintenance, testing and training etc. at concessional rater either on

hire or purchase.

The concept of the development of industrial estates is gaining ground due to

certain inherent advantages ever the establishment of such units on scattered basis.
These advantages are: production on relatively small-scale with maximum economy ensuring

mere rigid quality standards of production, availability of high level tecnmcal and
managerial expertise which individual small units cannot afford to have, common raw

material procurement and marketing facilities thus making it possible to provide
professionals in the field which individual units cannot afford individually. In
certain cases, the industrial estates provide the advantage of inter-co-operation

between various units in the industrial estates to use the end-products of one another.
industrial estates also help the countries to achieve the objectives like creating a
climate for industrialization, development of backward areas and regions, industrial
ization of non-metropolitan areas, encouraging involvement of local personnel in the
process of industrialization, creating a cadre of skilled and trained manpower mu

professionals in specialized fields thus forming a sound base for rapid industrializatio

process.
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In order to derive maximum advantage from industrial estates and ensure their

successful operation, it is essential that factors such as prcximity to areas of

ready availability cf work force, raw material sources, consuming markets and

developed infrastructure should be given due importance at the time of choosing a

suitable site for an industrial estate from amongst the various alternative evaluated
for the purpose.

2. Types of industrial estates and products range

There are various types of industrial estates according to the type of units

included in them and generally they are classified into five types:

(i) General purpose cf composite industrial estate

This is a general type of industrial estate and may include most of

small and medium industries and no preference is shewn for any particular

industry. It is a collection of various types of industries selected on

the basis of raw materials availability and demand etc. in the region;

(ii) Ancillary industry estate

This type of industrial estate is normally established in the vicinity

of a large-scale industry and consists of small-scale units manufacturing

components, parts and stores 'which cater for the demand of bought outs

required by a large-scalb industrial unit, e.g. ancillary estate for

machine tools, automobile manufacturing unit, watch factory, etc.;

(iii) Single trade industrial estates

This type of industrial estate normally includes industrial units

belonging tc the same trade, e.g. leather goods, ceramic products

manufacturing units,rubber and plastic based industries, fruits

processing units, ate.?

(iv) Functional industrial estates

In which tht functions of one industry are sub-divided among a number

, of small units located in one place, each functioning according to a

co-ordinated manufacturing programmes, e.g. functional industrial estate

for production of electronic components, castings, forgings, electro
plating etc,;

(v) Industrial estates for purely export processing cf goods

The wide variety of products which can be included for manufacture in

these types of industrial estates is illustrated belows

(i) Agro-based industries
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- Canning and preservation of fruits and vegetables;and

processing of meats;

- Manufacture of biscuits and confectionery, chocolates, etc.,

- Distilling, rectifying and blending cf spirits;

- Tobacco manufacture;

- Saw mill and wood products;

- Manufacture of edible oils;

- Solvent extraction plants;

- Vegetable and animal oils and fats;

- Rice milling plants.

(ii) Leather and leather-basec1. industries

- Manufacture of footwear and $>ther leather products;

and other leather products;

- Tanneries and leather finishing plants. . ._ ■.._..

(iii) Paper and paper-based industries

- Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper boards;

- Printing, publishing and allied industries..

(iv) Rubber and Plastic-based industries

- Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

such as rubber pipes and tubes, rubber footwear,

plastic cap cases, lunch boxes, ets.

(v) Cheraical and chemical-based industries

- Basic industrial chemicals;

- Pharmaceutical products;

- Paints, varnishes, lacquers, etc.

(vi) •Mineral-based industries including glass and ceramics

- Manufacture of glass and glass products;

- Manufacture of cement and ceramic products.
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(vii) Metal-based industries

- Steel re-rolling mills;

- Electrical appliances;

- Repair of motor vehicles;

- Spare parts for automobile industry.

(viii) Electronic items

- Electronic components;

- Assembly of Radio and TV sets.

(ix) Ancillar industries

- Parts and components for electronic equipment,

machine tools, watches, telephone industry,

automobile industry, heavy engineering equipment

and other such industries,

3. Steps involved in establishment of industrial estates

(a) Identification of industrial opportunities through the preparation

cf project profiles or pre-investment indicators for specific

projects keeping in mind the lower investment costs and operational

costs and incorporating general data and information on such aspects

as minimum economic size of operations, broad details cf technology

and production process, requirements of major raw metals, utilities

and services, manpower requirements including technical and skilled

work force, najor production costs and other techno-economic para

meters.

In order to prepare those profiles, data regarding cost cf land,

buildings and civil works, broad idea of cost of equipment and

materials, costs of manpower for various categories of people, cost

of raw materials, cost of water cost of approach road, - ost of

transportation of raw materials and finished products, cost of

power, etc. shall have to be collected in order to arrive at

realistic project information.

(b) Identification of entrepreneurs for various industries. Once the

entrepreneurs .and-industries have been identified.it would be

possible to design the Master Plan of the industrial estate for

the country depending upon the number of units to be included in a

particular industrial estate.
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(c) Selection of site for the industrial estate: The various

data outlined in step (b) above shall have to be obtained for various

probable sites and relative economies worked out in order to arrive

at the most optimum solution. To this end due emphasis should be

placed on development of backward regions and creation of employment

in the region.

(d) Development of a phased development programme for the establishment

of various units in the proposed industrial estate in order to make

most optimum use of the available resources,

(e) Indication of the expected viability of each identified unit.

(f) Analysis of the tender bids. Detailed negotiations with various

bidders should be carried out and after detailed technological

economic evaluation of the final bids, orders should be placed on the

most suitable suppliers.

(g) Detailed design of buildings and civil engineering works including

working drawings. Preparation of tender papers, invitation of tender

bids, selection of contractors, and issue of work contracts.

(h) Preparation of detailed designs for services and utilities equipment

outside the plant boundary limits, preparation of tender documents,

evaluation cf bids and placement cf orders.

(i) Preparation of detailed design for common facilities centre(incorporating

tool room, maintenance workshop and training centre).

(j) Project management services including preparation of time schedules for

construction and erection works, monitoring and updating up schedules,

programming of finance, manpower requirement and training, construction

materials and equipment deliveries, inspection of equipment and super

vision of construction and erection, start up, commissioning and initial

operation of the plant and handing overoof the plant after ascertaining

that the units have achieved the guaranteed performance.
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CHAPTER IV

FIUNCIAL ISSUES

This chapter is in two parts. The first part;sources of finance outlines

the main sources of finance from which an entrepreneur can turn. The second part,
"Determination of profitability and selection of investments", discusses the concepts
and methodologies used in determining profitability and investment priorities.

The profiles have thus avoided repeating ideas handled in this chapter
particularly regarding source of finance and determination of profitability. Resource

inputs, pricing mechanism and policies, distance from source of capital sales prices

are but a few of the determinants in calculating profitability. These differ from
country to country. An entrepreneur eager to proceed with determining viability of the

project can with the help of the information in this chapter make the*preliminary
research and calculation peculiar to his case. If on the other hand, he needs further
help this can be sought in the respective countries or from the author;United Nations
Economic Commission for Africa.

A. Source of finance

The most important source of initial capital to finance a new project by an
entrepreneur is his own personal savings. The entrepreneur should in addition explore

other sources such as financial institutions. Towards this end, he should study
his project thoroughly with special emphasis, put on determining and demonstrating
profitability and rate of return over the life of the project. His confidence in the
project depends on the expected return and on his other sources of finances.

A successful product attracts wholesalers, retailors and middlemen. It also
attracts speculators. The entrepreneur who ventures in the production of a new product

can effectively negotiate advances from a wide range of interested businessmen including
those enumerated above. If on the other hand the product has already been tried on the"
market and satisfied the clients in terms of prices charged, quality and quantity offered
his bargaining capacity for further advances is that more enhanced.

_ A small scale industry needs imported or local raw materials. Suppliers of raw
materials are .equally interested in selling their products. Once they see that the
entrepreneur has successfully achieved to produce a marketable product, the tendency
is to supply him with raw materials with short-term credits. The amount of raw materials
and .he payment period depend on the negotiation between the entrepreneur and the
suppliers of the raw materials. This required a strong personality on the part of the
entrepreneur to convince the suppliers of the raw materials that his new venture is
profitably functioning, and thus his business is an extension of their business.

Commercial banks are short tern financiers. Transaction of the product is a
very important indication to bankers. The turnover demonstrates the success of the

business. The entrepreneur of a small scale industry must closely work with the bank.
His exercise or presenting and acceptances of cheques has important bearing and
xmplications. Post-dated cheques are preliminary credit facilitie. >f finance A
successful entrepreneur is often tight in cash. It is at this stage that he has to

resort to commercial banks to solve his problem of liquidity.
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Entrepreneur of snail-scale industries have the advantage of getting long-

term loans from development banks. This because the effort of the entrepreneur is

basically developmental. It is recommended in this note that the entrepreneur should

use such source of finance effectively for the purchase of useful machinery and for

the purchase of strategic raw materials. The fund should not be used for financing

land and building which do not contribute directly and immediately to the value added.

A successful entrepreneur converts his enterprise into a share company.

Shares are sold to investors. With proper planning the proceeds of shares will

become an important source of finance for expanding a new-venture.

An entrepreneur can affiliate his small-scale industry with another bigger

industry doing the same type of business. This is with the aim of raising capital

and withstanding other market/ones including competition.

Finally to increase his working capital an entrepreneur could device discount

rates for selected clients in exchange for cash advances for future delivery. Discount

ing is a good source of initial capital particularly during the early stage of an

enterprise.

DETERMINATION OF PROFITABILITY AND SELECTION OF INVESTMENTS

A wide range of criteria have been suggested for choosing investment

proposals. These criteria may be classified into two categories: non-discounting

criteria and discounting criteria.

1. Non-discounting criteria:

(i) Payback Rariod (PP)

(ii) Accounting Rate of Return (ARR)

2. Discounting criteria:

(i) Net Present Value (NPV)

(ii) Internal Rate of Return (IRR)

I. NON-DISCOUNTING CRITERIA

1.1 Payback Period

The payback period of an investment is the period during which the net

cash inflows frcm the project equal the initial outlay. If a project involves an

outlay of US$10,000 and its net cash inflows are $2,500 ,.2,500 and 5rOOO for the years

1, 2 and 3 respectively, its payback period is three years.

The payback period for an investment which has a constant annual cash inflow

is simply equal to the initial outlay divided by annual cash inflow. For example, if

an investment involves an ir.itial outlay of US$18,OO0 and its annual cash inflow is

$4,000, Its payback period is 18/4 = 4 1/2 years.
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According to this criterion, a project with a shorter payback period is

preferred to a project with a longer payback period. Generally, firms using this

criterion accept projects which have a payback period equal to or less than a

specified period. This peiiod is often three to four years.

Advantages; The payback period is a widely used investment criterion. Its wide

use appears to stem from the following advantages:

- It is simple, both in concept and application. It does not use involved

tedious calculations.

- It is a rough and ready way of treating risk. The payback criterico is

titled in favour of projects which:generate more cash inflows in earlier

years. It tends to discriminate against projects which generate more

cash inflows in later periods. Since risk generally increases with

futurity, the payback criterion sfaems to favour projects which are prima

facie less risky. In defence of the payback method, it is argu«d that

the benefits beyond a period of 4 - 5 years are highly uncertain na "

may he ignored.

Limitationss The Imitations of the payback criterion are as follows:

- It does not take into account the time value of mney. m the

A and B, are given below:

I22£* ° i I 3 4

B t"^'™ o'°°° 3'°°° 2'°°° i'000B $-10,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 2,000 6,000
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of $6',000 associated with'B in the sixth year.

This sh6rtcoming of the payfcac* criterio,^J^

It is a measure
to Cash recovery, not profitability

suggestion are given below:

investment. :

- Accept the project if \tok payback period is say less than four

the net present value;is positive.

1.2 ACCOUNTING RATE OF RETURN (ARR) [_

The Accounting Rate of Return (ARR), also

, has many variants due to dif£«^8 " ^L^iZ concepts ~ in calculating

popular version it is measured as:

Rverage »nnual accountina^rofi^after_taxes.over the life of the project.

.. ^. '±4™ t^o life of the project after depreciation.
Average book investment during the life or me y j

. The .BC conpany is considering an^-e

the ARR is:

^^ g ^^

outlay of US$1O,OOO. "^^^^^.i^^fitfiter iax are as follows: US$2.OOO
^ ^Si^iLferthro.ugh 1O. Civen this information.

= 1500 . = 30%

5OOO

2000 X 5 +

10

10000 +

looo

0

X 5

selected.
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Advantages; it is conceptually simple.

It makes use of accounting information which is readily
available and familiar to businessmen.

Limitations. It is based upon accounting profit, not cash flow, it
does not take into account the time value of money. An
example may be given to illustrate this point. Suppose
that an entrepreneur has two investment proposals, A and B,
each requiring an outlay of US$lOrOOO. Both the proposals
have an expected life of four years after which theifsalvage
values are expected to be o. The expected after tax profits

LT flows.of ***** Proposals assuming the use of straight
depreciation are as follows: ^raignt

us$

i

II. DISCOUNTING CRITERIA

2-1 Net present value. (mpv)

NPV

n

t=l

(1)

(1+K)

In equation (1) NPV = Net Present Value

£ "! Th fl°W f°r the yGar t (assumed to occur at the end of t)
K -Cost of capital (bank interest on borrowed capital)
n = Life of the project

I = Initial outlay
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Illustration: The ABC Company is considerinc.- a project which"-has the

following expected net cash flow:

Year

Net cash

flow

0

-100, 000

1

10,000 20 ,000 30

4

,ooo 30

5

,000 30

6

,000 40

7

,000

The cost of capital for the Z\BC Company is 12%. The NPV of the above

proposal is:

- lOOOOO + 100000 + 2000000 +• -3OOOOO +

(1.12) (1.12) d.12)

30000
30000

(1.12)4 (1.12)5

+ 30000

(1.12)*

40000

(1.12)

US$15,610 (2)

According to this method, projects are ranked on the basis of their NPV.

The higher the NPV, the more desirable the project is. Projects which have a

positive NPV are accepted. Projects which have a negative WPV are rejected.

It should be noted that the NPV depends on the discount rate and the

ranking of projects may not remain constant for all discount rates.

. advantages: It takes into account the time value of money and all the

flows with the investment proposals.

1/
Limitations: This method assumes that the discount rate k, is constant-

If k is likely to change the margin, the utility of this method is unpaired. It

must be remembered that the ranking of projects and their acceptability depend
crucially on the value of k. If k is likely to change, the decisions may be

incorrect.

2.2 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN (IRR)

The Internal Rate cf Return (IRR) is defined as the rate of discount
which brings about equality between the present value of future cash flows and initial
investment. It is the value of r in the following aquation.

1/ Strictly speaking, this is not true because NPV can be calculated with
varying"discount rates too. This, lowever, is rarely done. For practical purposes,

only a single discount rate is used in HPV calculation.
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n

(3)

t=l (1+r)

Illustration: A project calls for an initial outlay of US$10,000 and is
expected to bring the following cash inflows over the next ten years: US$1000, lOco
1000, 2000. 2000, 2000, 3OO0, 3000 and 3OOO. Its IRR is the value of r which
solves the following equation: .

locoo =

Calculation

loco

1+r

20O0

(1+r)5

3OOO

(1+r)9

of the

+ 1000 +

(1+r)2

+ 2000 +

(1+r)6

+ 3C00

(l+r)1C

value of IRR

1C00

(1+rJ

2000

(1+r)

+

3

7

(4)

20C0

M+r)4

3000

(1+r)2

To calculate the value of IRR, a trial and error method is used which may be
described as followd: ■ *

1. Select an arbitrary value of r.

2. Calculate the value of the right-hand side (RHS) of the equation (3)
with this value of r.

3. If the RHS is lesser than the left-hand side (LHS), reduce the value
of r. If the RHS is greater than the LHS, increase the value of r.
Continue this till the RHS is very close to the LHS (If the RHS and LHS
become equal, steps (4) and (5) are not required).

4. When the RHS cones very close to the LHS and is slightly greater
(slightly smaller) than the LHS, try a value of r obtained, at the end
of step (3). With this value of r, the RHS is mostly likely to be
smaller (greater) than the LHS.

5. interpolate to find the value of r which will render the two sides more
or less equal. ;

This procedure may be issustrated for the project cited above, equation (4).

1. Choose r = 8% initially.

2. The RHS with r = 8% is US$12,243.

3. Since USU2,243 is greater than US$10,000, try r = 10%. With this, the
RHS is $11,018. Since this is greater than $10,000, try r - 12%; than
KHS is $9,982. which is very close to US$10,OOO.

4. Try r = 11%.' With this, the RHS is' $10,418.

5. Interpolating, the value of IRR is 11% + 418 = 11.96%

436
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Advantages: It takes into account the time value of money. It makes

sense to businessmen who want to think in terns of yield.

Limitations: IRR represents tke yield on a ^ ^
intermediate flows can be re-investe* at the IRP. of the project Often^
not be possible of a firm to re-investment intermediate flows at the IRR.

may

internal

- It is generally agreed that the Net Present Value (NPV) and the
' of Return, (IRR) of a project are the most satisfactory measures

ditd cash flow technics -£" £»£
. The

internal ^Zr of Return, (IRR) of a project ar
oflts profitability. Therefore, discounted cash flow technics £ £
oreater"emphasis. They are theoritically superior and practically feasible,
use of M2e techniques compels a firm to "look ahead" which in itself has a
significant payoff.

It should be noted also that the cost of capital is an important factor,
the yardstick for judging the worthwhileness of investment opportunities. It is
£y" evaluating the *W ard determining whether the IKR is attractive cr not.

Ill, COMPONENTS OF CASH F

Cash flow is defined as the amount of money arising at a firm from sales,

and repaid debts, and net of the a?«unt being spent.

Initial

Cash flows^7 associated with a project may be divided into three parts:
flows, operational flows and terminal flows. The outlay i*aae in the

j h flwining uP of the project are terminal cash flows. Uhereas the inxtial cash flows
are" usually negative, the operational and terminal cash flows are generally
positive. These flows are measured in post-tax termso

in estimating the cash flows of a project, the incremental principle
and the opportunity cost principle must be borne in mind. According to the ,
incremental principle only the-,nances in cash flows of the firm, as a result
of adopting the proposed project, should be considered.

The development of relevant cash flows is illustrated with a few examples.

1/ 'The cash flow for a yee.r is expected to occur at the end ,of it.
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Example 1; An Entrepreneur is planning to manufacture a new product for which

a new special purpose machine costing US$20,000 and financed by long-term funds is

required.. In addition, $5,000 of long-term financing is required for the working

capital. The long-term requirement of $25,000 would be financed as follows: $10,000

of equity and $15,000 of debt. Long-term debt would carry 12% interest,, The product

will be manufactured for five years. The machine will be depreciated 10% per annum

according to the written dovm value method,, After five year? the machine is expected

to fetch $1,250. The incremental sales are estimated to be $10,000 per year. The

incremental cost of sales is estimated to be $3,000 per year* The tax rate applicable

to the company if 60%.

?able 1: Computation of the.Cash Flows

YEAR

A, Fixed investment

B. Working capital

C. Sales

D. Cost of sales

excluding interest

on long-term debt

E. Interest on long-

term debt

F. Depreciation

G. Taxable profit

H. Tax

I. Profit after tax

J. Salvage value of

fixed investment

after tax

K. Net recovery of

working capital

L. Net cash flow ~

-'•■■ I + F + J + K

O

20000

5000

10000

3000

1800

2OOO

32CO

1920

1280

(25000) 3280

- 2

10000

3000

1800

18C0

3400

20.40

1360

3160

3

10000

300O

1800

1620

, 3580

2148

1432

3052

US$

4

10000

3O00

1G00

1458

.3742

2245

1497

2955

5

10000

30CO

1800

1312

3888

2333

1555

12086

5000

19953

Example 2: XYZ company is interested in finding the cash flow associated with

the replacement of an old machine with a new machine,. The old machine bought a few

years ago has a book value of $30,000 and it can be sold for $30,000,, It has a

remaining life of five years after which its salvage value is expected to be nil. It

is being depreciated annually at 10% (written down value methods)»

The new machine costs $100,000. It is expected to fetch $50,COO aftar five years

when it will no longer be required. It will be depreciated annually by 10% (written

down value method). The new machine is expected to bring a saving of $30,000 in manu

facturing costs. However, investment in working capital would remain unaffected. The

tax rate applicable to the company is 50%.
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Tabie 2; Computation of incremental cash flows relating to long-term funds

US$

YEAR

A. New Investment -

B. Saving in

manufacturing cost

C- Depreciation on new

machine

D. Depreciation an old

machine

E. Incremental

depreciation on new

machine (C-D)

F. Incremental taxable

profit (B-E)

G. Incremental profit

after tax

H. Net incremental

salvage value

I. Net cash flow

(E + G + H)

0

-70000

(70000

1

30000

10000

3000

7OOO

23000

11500

185CO

2

3000C

900C

27CC

6300

23700

1185C

1815C

3

3OOO0

810C

243C

5670

24330

12165

17835

4"

3OO0O

7290

2187

5103

24897

12448

17551

5 i

: j

3O00O 1

6561 1

1968 j

4593 ]

2 5407 i

12703 |

50666 j

67962 !

V. COMPUTATION OF COST OF PRODUCTION

In Table 1 above, cost of sales or cost of production consist* of the cost

of raw materials arid intermediates, utilities and fuel, manpower, and factory over-

beads. It is computed as follows:
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Table 3: -Cop* of Production

1. Raw Materials and

Intermediates

2. Manpower

Unskilled lribour

Semi-skilled labour

Skilled labour

Supervisory staff :

Engineering staff

Managerial Personnel

. 3. Utilities and Fuels

Power

Gas

Water

Coal

Fuel oils

4. Factory overheads

Rent

Taxes

Insurance :

Depreciation ;

Repairs and■

Maintenance f

Stores and repairs

TOTAL

Require

ments -

Unit

Cost

Total

Cost

Bases of

Estimation

Margin of

Error

Table 4: Proforma Profitability Statement

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

G.

H.

I.
J.

K.

L.

M.

Sales of goods and services

Cost of goods produced

Change in inventory

Cost of goods sold

Administration and general overheads

Selling and distribution expenses

Operating income before interest and taxes

Non-operating surplus or deficit

Earnings before investment and taxes

Interest

Earnings before tax

Tax

Earnings after tax
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VI. BREAK-EVEN ANALYSIS

The break-even analysis.is broadly defined by the relationship,
output,and-'cost ar.d the break-even point in the volume where there is..no profxt- and

no lose. , >,■ ■ ■:■: • ;.■■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .■■...,. .;- :■"'-:--' '■'

,-Example: ; . Let ue use the fpllowing eyiobois ..- ,

F - fixed cost?

q = quantity produced

V = Unit variable cost ; -.

S = Unit selling price

P = Profit = (Q x S) - F - ,(g x V)

The break-even volume is tbe value of Q for which P - 0.

Q s P +- F
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CHAPTER V. PROFILES OF SELECTED ITEMS

The components included here are the components which constitute the main
expenses for the small-scale manufacturing units. However, the estimates given
are illustrative and will have to be adjusted according to the conditions in
individual countries. The cost of the components such as raw materials, utilities,
contingencies, land and personnel charges would depend on where and in which
African country, the small-scale manufacturing unit is going to be established.
The elements such as living cost, national financial and commercial legislations,
regulations, restrictions, the rate of taxations, etc. mostly influence the cost
of the above components.

The profiles are classified under the following product areas:

A. Food products

B. Leather products

C. Textile products

D. Paper and paper products

E. Wood and wood products

F. Metal and engineering products

G. Building materials

H. Rural household products

Product area A: Food Products -

The significance of and continuing increase in food import bill in Africa,has
been a matter of great concern. Over the last two decades, the food and agricultural
situation has undergcna a drastic deterioration-culminating in significant fall in
average dietary standards below nutritional requirements. Not only has food

production failed to meet population growth, but also losses of food during and
after harvest have seriously reduced the amount of food available. These losses
are due to late harvesting and inadequate techniques of preservation, transport,
lack of storage and processing facilities. For example, it is estimated that some
580,000 tons of the total annual fish catch in Africa are lost every year in the
absence of proper storage, handling and processing facilities. However, the small
establishments are well adapted +0 the processing of fish and certain agricultural
crops. In fact the following are the food products which can be produced at small

scale level for the immediate and direct fulfilling of the needs of specialized markets,
and for providing cervices directly to customers:

- rice milling - fj.sh meat

- bread _ fisn paste

- dairy products - fish sausage

- ice cream - dry fish

- cream cheese . vinegar

- jams and juices - tea

- dehydrated vegetables - animal feed

- biscuits - vegetable and fruit
- contactionery

- palm oil - Soft drinks

- ground nut oil - sugar

- sesame oil - poultry feed

- flours from manioc - starch, etc.

(cassava) and maize
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Since agricultural raw materials are the largest available in Africa, the

production of the above items in preserved form at the small scale level can
constitute the immediate solution to the food problems during the implementation of
the Industrial Development Decade Programme for Africa. It is expected also that
the promotion of small establishments for food production will provide rural employment
and in that way contribute to the containment of rural-urban migration.

A.I. Biscuits making unit

Biscuits are consumed by all people of all ages at all times and they make a
tasty and nutritious snack with tea or cpffee. The biscuits making unit can be
established in smHer towns, village and rural areas and it is expected to provide a
good number of employment opportunities at different levels.

(a) Raw materials and accessories per month

Recepes for biscuits and cookies from composite flour consisting of
wheat, rice and defatted-are-as.follows (Technical Compendium, ECA)

Ingredients Parts :'"

Wheat flour -i 80° : (>■■■
Rice flour " "15fVvV
Defated soya flour 50
Fat ■^50 .

Sugar' ; " ■" : . ■' 3™ . . .
Salt |°
water 180

Baking powder 30

(b) Utilities per month - „.;;.;.;.. ~" ~

(c) Contingencies per month

(i) land r.nd building o...

- Land = 350

- Building (processing roc;?.,

storage of finished goods and

storage of raw materials) «

200 square metres

- Office and packing rocm =

50 square ir.etres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One universal vertical mixercn

model - ?0 fitted vrith 7/2 HP

motor A.C.

- One sugar pulvarirer jcsc

beater 3 ph>se vr.riable meeh

arrangement 75 to 100 kg

cap£icity/hcur
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- One rotary biscuit moulding complete

with motor and set of dies.

- One baking oVen electrically operated

' capacity with thermostat control

- One baking 6ven locally erected Sj

with fire bricks (stand by) :

- Baking pans, moulds and smaller gadgets

- Two delivery vans (cycles)

- One weighing scale - platform type

100 kg capacity

(iii) Various charges connected with machinery and

equipment (10 per cent of cost of-machines
and equipment) h

.;•:<■-;■ Minimum.total fixed capital ;

Xi + ii ,+: iii) *.;;i........ r,'

(e) Process description

The raw materials are mixed together in a paste form. This paste is then
transferred to a mixer for preparing the dough.

The dough thus prepared is brought to the biscuit moulding and cutting

machine where dough gets a desired shape and size which is then passed on the oven
for baking. The baked biscuits are cooled to make them crisp and then sent to
packing office,

(f) Personnel - skills and labour requirements

Salary

Category Number per month (USD)

Manager (chemist) ,. . 1 ..-..-:.

Storekeeper (accountant) i

Purchases/salesman 1

Skilled workers 2 . c;;r

Unskilled workers 5

Total salary and wages

Perquisites 15 per cent

of the salary

Total: •■.■-- ,,.
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(g) Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- Land and building "

- Machinery and equipment

- Various charges connected

with machinery and equipment

(iij MinimHtori total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Other contingent expenses

Grand total minimum capital investment

requirement =>

2. Sources of raw materials . ;

As noted in the component of biscuits the main ingredients are locally available
Coffee and cocoa are good African raw materials for making biscuits. Like there is
chocalate bars it is possible to try on coffee bars (slabs). Cheese is becoming
an important ingredient in biscuit production. In the Mediteranean areas dehydrated
fruits are blended in biscuit production. The entrepreneur must do the necessary

exercise to reach a formulation.

Sources of raw flavours and additives

Harmann and Reimer - West Germany

Bush Bouke Allen Ltd., England

DOW International, USA

BAYER, Liverkusen, West Germany

AKRAS International, Vienna, Austria
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A. 2. BREAD MAKING UNIT

Bakery is one of the importantand popular food^processing units
xn all African countries. It provides nutritious breakfast and "food to a large
number of households in cities, towns and African villages. Bread consumption is
increasing every day in Africa. In fact, bakery manufacturing units can be

established in smaller towns, villages and rural areas of any African country.
Such units can provide employment opportunities at different levels.

Information on baking

Sugar is used in baking as a nutrient for the yeast, as a means of modifying
the bread's flour and as a contributor to the btcrwihg^^reaction necessary for crust
colour.

Animal and vegetable fats and oils are used in baking foods to produce
tenderness. Butter is the sole fat used in some of the more expensive baked food
(bread). The shelf life of bread made of animal and vegetable fat is short because
of prevalent rancidity.

Malted wheat flour can be used as an enzyme additive to break the starch down
to maltose, which is an energy source for yeast during the early stage of gelatization
to improve volume and texture. - .'

Mold inhibitors play and important role in extending the shelf lift of soft
baked foods. Vinegar is the most easily available and relatively cheap mold
inhibitor....

Many varieties of fruits (fresh and dried) are used in flavouring bread. Various
gums are employed as stabilizers in baking powder.

(a) Raw materials and accessories per month ■ • ■ -

- Wheat flour 17 tong

- Sugar 70 kg

* Salt 30 kg
- Shortening 3pq kg

- Dried baker yeast 170 kg

- Vegetable fat 25 kg

- Mineral yeast food or

dough conditionner

- wrappers

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building :

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One floor shifter raotorised

- One dough kneader motorised

90 kg/charge
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- One dough moulding m/c caps 500

- One baking oven locally erected

with bricks (stancly)

- One bread slicing and wrapping

and saling m/c

- One baking oven electrically

operated '- '■«■■■!

- One baking pans, moulds, etc.

- One rack

- Office furniture and .equipment

(iii) Electrification and installation

(10 per cent of cost of .machines

and equipment) ■ '

Minimum total cost of machinery and

equipment (ii + (iii) =

Minimum total fixed capital

(i + ii + iii) *

(e) Process description

It is recommended to knead iall *he ingredients together in the
reparation of dough. At intervals of 40 minutes, the bowl is removed and mix
lxSW is fermented for two hours ready for dividing. The dividing is

^ne as per the size of loaf to be manufactured, The devided dough pieces are
panned and kept for final processing. When the dough attains a P«^
SisLg, they are baked for 40 minutes at 420 degrees P. Baked bread is cooled
sufficiently, sliced and then wrapped.

(f) personnel (skills and labour requirements)

; ' iJ '■. -'■".■ . ,_,. . Salary rate
dategory Number , :1 .per month

Manager (accountant) 1
Storekeeper *

Clerk-typist/salesman 1

Baker 1
Skileld workers 3
Unskilled workers 3

Cycle boys

Total salaries .: ■

Perquisites 15 per cent

TOTAL :

;■■ r..-:.-''U.A
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(f) Personnel (skilled and labour requirements)

(9) Minimum total investment recmired to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital ....

Land and building *

- Machinery and equipment....

- Electrification and installation --,,..

charges

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials .,.;....

-Utilities v..

- Personnel

- Other contingents expenses

Minimum grant total capital investment

requirement ...•

2. Sources of Raw materials

Wheat is not yet the staple crop in many African countries. Maize, millet,

sorghum, cassava and rice are in the diet of the African mass. The blending of

wheat with the available indigenous cereals to form composite flour is highly
recommended by food technologists and researchers.

Type of non-wheat substitutes used and possible level of substitution (%)

Millet Sorghum Maize . ... Rice Cassava

15-20 15-20 20-25 25-30 20
f-

seeds pounded to form pastes can be added to the doughs of the above

recepes. This will increase the quality-of- the bread- both in -flavour, softness
and appearance. The same way other grain oil seeds may be fried to achieve the
same improved result (Technical compendium on Composite flours UN-ECA).

3. sources of machinery and equipement" and' addresses of suppliers

(a) India .'"..'.'

(i) M/S Oriental Machinery supplying Agency, p-21,
Mission Row Extension, Calcutta

(ii) M/S Baker Co. (p) Ltd., Omrigar Building,

Oppo. Crawford Market, Bombay-400 003.

(iii) M/S Evr Fresh Products, Rambaug, indore (M.P)

<iv) M/S Nagpal Bros. (Regd.), 2789, Hamilton .: (
Road, Delhi 110 006.

(v) M/S Mangal Engineering Works, Lahori Gate,

Patiala

(vi> M/S New Era Industries, Firozepur Road,
Ludhiana
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(vii) M/S Semoni Industries, Hoshiarpur Road Jullundur City - pb.

(viii) M/S Verroa Bros. Engg. Industries Rega Co. Ltd.,

12/4, Veer Nariman Road, Brady House, Fort,

Bombay-^OO 023.

(ix) M/S Boady Morris Engg.

(b) Japan ,

(i) Moritani and Co., Ltd., International Trading

and Engineering, 4-23, Yaesu 1-Chome, Chuo-ku

Tokyo.103-91

(ii) Fugi Machinery Co., Ltd. 14-10, >-Chpme,

Kamejima, Nakamura-Ky Nagoya 543

(iii) The Yokohama Industrial Institute, Nihon -

Odori 11, nara-ku, Tokohama.

(c) Switnerlahd

(i) Glatt, Masch. und Apparatebau AG, Kraftwerkstrasse

3, CH-4122, Patteln

(ii) BAFAG, backonfenfabric, CH-35334, Signau.

(iii) Sigg Aktien - Gesellschaft, Walzunhlestrasse 51,

CH-8500, Frauenffid.
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A.3 EDIBLE OILS

Oil seed crops occupy an important position in the agro-industrial activities
in most African countries. Most of the edible oils are produced from palm oil seeds
groundnut, etc.

The oil milling units are more labour intensive, need a lot of more unskilled
labour and are much more divisible than their counterparts in basic and capital
goods industries. The oil processing units can be set up in various sizes The
edible oil processing units can be set up as rural enterprises. Therefore, the
oil processing unit offers a wide and viable field to promote occupation diversi
fication in the villages and to expand and broaden the base of economic activity
and thereby provide a bridge between agriculture and industry, rural and urban
cultures and provide practical benefit to the population. It must be noted also
that edible oil is an important raw material of soap and therefore the production
of edible oil lead to the production of another liked product. The oil cake is
also another important raw material for animal feed. The sale ability of oil cake
has made the production of edible oil profitable and viable. Edible oil is
convertable to margarine. This project profile relates to a capacity of fifteen
tonnes per month.

(a> Requirements of raw materials and accessories
per month ,

(i) Palm kernels groundnuts and other oil seeds
according to local availability;

(ii) Gunny bags;

(iii) Plastic, tin containers;

(iv) Glass, bottles

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital .,, •••.,....

(i) Land and building

- Land: 350 square meters

- Building: 250 square meters,

- Working shade, storage room,

office and store

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One oil expeller - crushing capacity

1 tonne per day;

- One 20 H.p. motor with starter switch,
gear, etc.;

- One small boiler with super heater;

- One filter press 16" x 18" plates

with plunger pump and filter cloth;

- Three oil storage tanks 200 kg capacity

- One weighing scale flat form
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(iii) Various installation charges:

- Electrification and installation charges

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and

equipment)

- Cost of tools, fixtures; belt and pulley ...

- Furniture ..,..,,.?•<•- • ••

Minimum total fixed capital - (i) + (ii)■+ (iii) » ■■

(e) Process description ; . ....;._..

After breaking the palm kernels or groundnut seeds to approximatively 0.3 inches
in size, the broken kernels seeds are fed into the press at a rate of 35 kgs/h.

The oil content of the broken kernels seeds is reduced from 49 per cent to 17
per cent (65 per cent efficiency)* Repressing the cake a second time at a through
put of 49 kgs/h reduces the oil content of the cake to li per cent (77 per cent

efficiency)*;

•The press can also be used for expelling the oil from whole or unbroken kernels.

For a throughput of 60 kgs/h the oil content of the kernels is reduced to "2 per

cent (55 per cent efficiency). It is noted that the machine takes about 5-10 minutes

to reach a maximum throughput of kernels.

The filtered oil is neutralized with caustic soda. China clay is used to

bleach the oil to give the product as much as possible transparency in colour. The
oil may also be passed through a vaccum heater tank to be deodorized. Such production
process will give the oil an acceptable quality standard both in terms of order and

appearance,

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate

Category Number per month

Manager (chemist) *
Store keeper (accountant) ■ 1

Mechanic 1
Purchase/salesman 1

Skilled worker 1
Unskilled worker 4

Total salaries and wages

Perquisites, 15 per cent

of the salary

Total:
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(g) Minimum total capital investment required to
establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital . ♦

(ii) Minimum total

- utilities ,

- other contingent ....... ••••.,

- personnel «...

Minimum grand total capital investment -

requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

The main ray, materials from agricultural sources. Containers (glass, tin,
plastic, or bags) may be obtained from trade sources.

3* ■ Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

Oil expellers are simple metal screws attached to a stand horizontally. The
oil seeds are fed from above. The screw is run with a motor thus crushing and

expelling oil from the seeds. Oil expellers are made locally practically in all
African countries..

When making enquiries, please specify whether complete machinery and equipment
or only some items of equipment are required.

U.K. ;-

Simon Rosedowns of Hill, England, various capacities including
MINI AD Expeller

India

(i) Delhi Iron and Steel Co. (P) Ltd. G.T. Road, Post
Box No.7, Ghiaziabad (U:P:)

(ii) Lyllpur Engg. Co. G.T. Road, Post Box No. 9,

Ghiaziabad (U.P.) ■ -■-

(iii) P.S. Engg. Co- 7917 Latouche Road, Post Box 218

Kanpur (U.P.)

(iv) The Punjab Oil Expellers and Co. Patel Marg,

Ghaziabad (U.P.)

(v) Punjab Engg. Works, 32, Rama Krishna Samadhi Road.
Calcutta - 54

(vi) Swastic Engg. Works, 198, Panjera Pole Road,

Bombay - 4 •.:■■•

(vii) Sunstone Engineering Industries (P) Limited,

P.O. Kuchaman Road - 341509 Rly. Stn Nawa City.

District Nagour (Rajasthan)
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Japan

(i) Moritani and Co., Ltd. International Trading and Engineering,
4-22, Yaesu 1 - Chome, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo, 103-91

(ii) Yuken Kogyo Co. Ltd., A Miyamae, Fujisawa, Kangawa pref.

(iii) Ebara Manufacturing Co., Ltd,, 11, Haneda Asahi -
Cho, Qta-ku, Tokyo

(iv) "CECOCO" ChouBoeki Goshi Kaisha, 9-29, Matsugamotocho,

Ibaraki, Osaka.

(v) Fuji M chineries Co., Ltd. 14-10, 2-Chome Kamejima,

Nakamuza-Ku, Kagoya 543

France

(i) Establishments Olier, 63-Clermont-Ferrand, Bureaux: 12

Avenue George V, Paris 6dme

(ii) SociStS des anciens gtablissements, Lhnilhier, 5, Rue Amedee-Bargy,

2-Dijon; ...»..'-_

(iii) Co^pagnie Hc^art, 11, rue galilee, Ivory-Port (Seine);

(iv) Ri Desumlles, *, rue Paul Doumer, Aubervilliers (Seine)

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) Borsing Aktiengesellschaff, 1 Berlin 27 (Tegel).,._■

Postfach 12 ..„.'-.

(ii) Kruppr Fried Harburger Eisen und Bronzewerke, 21 , ■■:,

Kamburg - Harburg Postfach 105 j ..-,.-

(iii) Muller, Fritz Pressenfabrik, 73 Essiingen (Neckar),

postfach 310

(iv) Reinarts, Uathias Machinenfab^ik, 404 Neus, Postfach 137

(v) Estraktions, Technik, Gesellschaft fur Anbagenbaumbh,

P.O. Box 7501447 D-200Q, Hamburg 76 W.6.
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A.4 FISH DRYER UNIT

Africa
be ablf^f^ n seashore«' P^nty of lakes and rivers must
be able to use fish resources to feed its populations.

„* -Jt 1! k?OW1 that fish Protein contains large amounts of amino acids which
are important, indispensable, and nutritive substances for domestic l

-

exp!riments' Lt »>»> been well recognized that domestic animals such

(a) ^w material requirements, intermediates and accessories
per month: I ————————_

(i)Fish about 50 tons/3ay
(ii) Bags

(iii) Tin containers, etc.

<b> Utilities per month: ..„...,

(c) Contingencies per month:

(d) Fixed capital . :

(i) Land and building

- Land 3,000 square metres

Construction of the unit consists of: ,

steel frame, lower part, concrete block,

upper part, mortar finish on metal,

bathing recruitment is floor space «
1,320 square metres

- Building (storage, processing,

packaging and office areas)

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Transport car

- Fish tray

- Pre dryer

- Dryer

- Rail

- Blower

- Oil burner

- Electric motor

(iii) Various installation costs

- Electrification and installation charges (10 per cent of the
costs of machinery and equipment)

- Other costs
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Total :

Minimum total cost of machinery and equipment

(ii) + (iii) ..-

Minimum total fixed capital

(i) + (ii) + (iii) =

(e) Process description

It is recommended to ensure not only uniform but specifically more than enough

ventilation. Preliminary drying is liberally to help prevent the materials becoming

steamy or scorched during drying. The hot air generator is used and then the fumes

will be exhausted outside through the chimney. Being free from fire, the materials

will not be infected with the smell of heavy oil. The temperature, wind force,

quantity of circulating hot air can be adjusted depending upon the types of fish

and various operating conditions. There are three drying processes which give the

most suitable conditions, namely :

(i) Preliminary drying by normal temperature and strong wind;

(ii) Drying by hot air of low temperature;

(iii) Drying by hot air of high temperature

The hot air blows upon the surface of the materials placed oh the transfer car.

The transfer car is easy to operate and the whole unit is easy to handle. The
transfer car can also be automatically moved from place,to place as occasion requires

by a time switch. The availability and kinds of materials (fish) and operation

costs determine the suitable drying method to be used.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate
Function Number per montn Total

Manager 1
Storekeeper (accountant) 1

Fishermen 2

Purchaser *

Driver 1

Mechanic *

Skilled worker 1

Unskilled worker 4

Total salaries and wages :

Perquisites, 15 per cent of the salaries

Total :
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(g) Minimum total capital investment required

to establish the fish dryer unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital ......

- Raw materials ." ':

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Other contingent expenses ■

Minimum grand total capital investment requirement:

2. Sources of raw materials

Theraw materials are; available locally, namely: fish from lake, river, sea

3- Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

(a) Japan
:. til ' ■ ,

(i) Yanagiya Machinery Worksk Ltd., 1-Chome,

Shinten-Cho, Ube, Yamaguchi-pref

(ii) Maruo Trading Co. Ltd., Otori, Bldg., 2,

, . - 2-Chome, Nihombashi Tori, Chuo-Ku, Tokyo

(iii) "CECOCO" Chuo Boeki Goshi Kaisha, 9-29

Mabsugamoto-Cho, Ibaraki^: Osaka^pref

(iv) Moritani and Co. Ltd., International

Trading and Engineering, 4-22 Yaesu 1-Chome,

Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-91 ' . .

V
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FRUIT PROCESSING

Fruits are perishable, agricultural products and therefore encounter a

percentage of damage. It is to.cqmbat such damage that preservation of fruiti :/.-:;

products becomes important.

. . . . t -. --■■■'."..■■' ! ' ■* : 1';Vj;

Fruits are important garden food products. Horticulture has became a modern
is gaining importance in the diet of the African

population

Fruits are also becoming important foreign exchange earners. African soil*and
climate are very conducive to the Adduction of fruits." A big percentage of fruit
harvest is spoilt because of lack of *wriUties for fruit preservation/processing >,, * ■

African fanners of fruits are not eguiped with^cold storage.facilties,
easily destroy fruits. Therefore the roost appropriate, approach,in sugh ^stances
is to immediately convert the fruits into industrial-products by processing.them

when they are fresh. In extreme cases,.to save the decaying,of; fruits, the fruits

are crushed and fermented to produce local beverage. . ;

All fruits are convertable into jams, .However we have selected Aa-this study
orange as our raw material because it has more pectin content than the rest. Pectin
is an important chemical ingredient in the production of preserves.

Production *

Fruit preserves are mixture of cooked fruits and sugar. Marmalade and jam

are the most popular marketable fruit preserves.

Sugar and fruits are the main raw materials. ; ; .

Imported raw materials like jam colours, pecUnand citric acid make up

less than three per cent of the whole component.

Packing

" li* ^ aam ispacked in ;450 gms. to 1 kg tin containers. This requires the use of -
complete set of machinery.of can making. The^final product jam in tin containers will
have to be kept in refregerated place which the African consumer lacks.

Glass jars are the most preferred containers for packing jams.

Process

Raw materials are prepared according to the following formulation.

Sugar 50% by weight

Fruits 47%

Pectin 2%

Citric acid *%

100%

The fruit is cleaned and chopped to pieces. Using the above proportion 47 per
cent by weight sugar is added to the fruits. The mxiture is heated slowly to a

temperature of 100°C for ten mintues.
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It is cooled to 40°C and pectin is added to give the product solidity and transparence.
Citric acid to the proportion of one per cent is added to preserve the product from
deterioration and to balance the sugar taste which is too sweet. Then the final
mixture is filled in glass bottle and allowed to cool.

The production of jam can be axorcisod at household level.

Its profitability is certain because prices of jam in any part of Africa is twice
the price of sugar and orange which make 97 per cent of the component.

2000 glass bottles (450 mgs-) per month Capacity

Initial investment

Aluminium pot ;

Stove (burner),..

Filler, table, weighing apparatus etc. ...
Operational capital ... it . ■

Total initial capital :

Cost of 2000 glass bottles at ....each

Cost of sugar, (225 x 2000)

450 kgs. x ......

Cost of oranges (225 x 2000)

450 kgs. x

Pectin, citric acid and colour

Total material cost :

Cost of production (gas, water..)

Total cost of production :.-...■ :

Source of machinery and chemicals

Production of jams, marmalade and fruit preserves requires hygenically kept mixings
pots. Boiling pots must be stainless steel. Aluminium pots can be used as alternatives
Locally made seaming machine is adequate. Chemicals like citric acids are easily
available in chemical stores.
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A.6. PROCESSED VEGETABLES

Vegetable farming is essentially a rural activity but large scale consumption

of the products depends upon the urban market. The economyof vegetable farming can
be improved through the local processing of some of the,vegetables. The shelf-life
of processed vegetables is longer than that of fresh vegetables and transportation
is easier. local processing will also overcome the practical problem of storage

of fresh vegetable and their perishability.

This profile deals with the processing of vegetables by dehydration and their
marketing in packed condition. The capacity proposed is 6 tones per month.

The availability of electric power for the project is assumed.

The operations can be carried out as a women's cooperative,

(a) Raw material requirements par month

The raw materials (aubergines, goud tomato, cauliflower, radish, peas,

carrot, cucumber, etc.) And even dry vegetables like potato and onions may'

according to availability. Garlic is gaining importance in medicine, ^c
like India (Rainboxy's Garlic Pearls) garlic is processed into tablets J££
are gum arabic and glucose. The vegetables are processed individually and marketed

The raw materials required are:

- various vegetables

- chemicals, preservatives, and flavours

- packing materials (laminated paper, plastic or -aluminium bags)

- strawboard cartons

- labels

(b) Utilities (per month)

(c) Contingencies (per month)

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building

Land 500 square metres

Building 300 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment: _

- storage bins

- weighing machines ■

- spray tanks for washing and cleaning

- driers (conveyor or tray driers)

- skin peeling machines

- de-shelling machines

- slicing machines
- assorted equipment like trolleys, trays, vessels, bins, tools

electric "motors and accessories

- office equipment and furniture
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(e) Process description

The vegetables are spray-washed to remove dirt and impurities, cleaned

with disinfectant chemicals and dried. Depending on their category, the vegetables
are then skinpeeled or deshelled, sliced and shreded. They are then subjected to a
low dehydration at a low temperature (145 to 190 degrees farhenheit) in a furnace
in closed containers, the dehydration time varying from 2 to 12 hours. Then they
are passed-through a cooling chamber to vaccum and sealing for marketing.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirement)

Function Number Salary rate Total

per month

Manager cum food chemist 1

Accountant cum

storekeeper 1

Purchase/sales assistant 1

Office secretary/typist 1

Skilled workers ; : ■ 6

Semi-skilled workers, 6

Unskilled workers 8 ,

Total

Perquisites, 15% of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- land and building

- Machinery and equipment

(ii). Minimum total working capital '£; }

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Contingencies

Total

Grand total

2i Sources of raw materials

The raw materials, being fresh vegetables, may be procured locally from the
rural sources of farming.

Preservative and flavouring chemicals and packing materials may be purchased

from trade sources. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry in respective countries

may be contacted for information on sources of supply,

3- Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers
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Canada

Canners Machinery Ltd,, SIMCO, Ontario
Blakeslee GS & Co. of Canada Ltd., Scarborough, Ontario

Hobart Manufacturing Co., Ltd., The Don Kills, Ontario

Csechoslovakia

The Czechoslovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Argentinska, 38, 170 05 Prague 7

Federal Republic of Germany

Hans Binder MaschinenfabriK, Isarstr 6-8, 8051 Marzllng bei

Freizing

Paul Kunz and Co., GmbH, PKC-Maschinenfabrik, 5419

Dottlesfeld/Westerwaid

Mashinenfabrik August Herbert GmbH

Postfach 3829, 3.300 Braunschweig

Zimmermann and Jansen GmbH, Postfach 545, 5160 Duren

Fryma - Maschinetibau GmbH, Postfach 1340

1788 Pheinfelden (Baden)

SGZ Analgenbau GmbH

Postfach 2127, 6380 Bad Hombourg V.D.H.

German Democratic Republic

Fortschritt Landmaschinen Export-Import, DDR-U85 Berlin,

Bruno-^aut-Strasce 4

Hungary

Komplex, Nepkopztarsasag Utha 10, Budapest VI

India

Chemid (India)

Madanlal Nagar, 347 Grant Road, Bombay

Rayon Metal Works, 293 Bellasis Road, Bombay 8

Armstrong Smith Ltd., 1 Sir P. Mehta Road, Bombay 1

McNeill and Nagor Ltd., 28 Barakhamba Road, New Delhi 1

Gladway and Co., 251, Hornby Road, Fort, Bombay-1

National Small Industries Corporation, Near Okhla Industrial

Estate, New Delhi 110020

Japan Consulting Institute

1-1 Yuraku-Cho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
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Korea

Korea Trade Promotion Corporation,

P.O. Box 1621, Central Seoul

Sweden

Tetra-Pak International AB, Lund

AB Akerlund and Pausing Lund

Arenco AB, Kalmar

AB Iwema Pack, Goteborg

Switzerland

Motor AGI, Postfach, CH-6034 INWIL

Goethe Ernest, Ygrubenstrasse 2 CH, 8750 Glarus
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A. 7. RICE MILLING

in Africa, rice is one of the important cereal crops. Its increasing consumption
requires the establishment of more rice milling units in order to increase the

availability of rice in the years to come.

In fact, rice milling is an age old activity which now qualifies for being
looked upon as a» industrial unit. The production activitiy of rice has been
developed from simple hand pounding, foot pounding, hulling and dehusking by
emery disc shelters to the latest methods involving dehusking by rubber roll
shelters and: polishing by modern mechanical techniques.

•mere are single hullers, rice mills and shelter cum hullers operating in the
most African countries. Nevertheless, considerable losses in the form of broken rice
and oSr by pr^ucts take place when paddy is miled through huller and shelter mills.

Due to constraints of capital availability, several African rice producers are not
able to modernize their units. The objective of this rice milling profile is to
incite the producers of rice to set up a modern mill unit consxsting of rubber roll,
shelter for dehusking, a cone polisher or huller for polishing and other accessories

such as paddy cleaner.

(a) Requirements of raw materials and accessories

per month

- paddy

- sacks/bags

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings: ........•• . ...y

Land = 800 square metres

Buildings = 250 square metres

(shed, office- and stores)-

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One paddy cleaner ■

- one modern mini mill capable handling 500 kg paddy 1 hr. with

screw press without motor

- One TEFC squirrel Cage Motor of 15 HP x 1,440 x RPM
- One Huller for polishing rice with a handling capacity of 500 kg/hr

- One elevator

- One platform type weighing machine
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(iii) Electrification and installation

Charges(lo per cent of the cost of

machinery and. equipment \ ,

Minimum total fixed capital:

(i) + (ii) + (iii) m

(e) Process description '■■'

The paddy is cleaned in a paddy cleaner to get rid of the foreign matter, such
as mud, stones, chaff, etc. The cleaned paddy is fed into dehusker, a modeme mini
mill, where it is dehusked with the help of rubber roller and is separated from the
husk. The brown rice with:a small quantity of paddy is next fed into a huller where
polishing of rice is done by mild friction created within the polishing chamber of
the huller. The resulting polished rice and bran are seperated and collected separately,

*f* Personnel (skills and labour requirements) :

Category "' . (: Number / Salary per month

Manager (owner) 1

Accountant-cum-clerk 1

Mechanic : .. 1

Watchman j

Casual Unskilled workers 5

Total salaries and wages

Perquisite 15 per cent

salaries and wages

Total:

(9> Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital ....

- Land and building „... „

- Machinery and equipment

- Electrification and installation charges

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities .-.-

■ - Personnel

- Other contingent expenses

Minimum grand total capital investment requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available locally
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3. sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

When you make enquiries, and in order to satisfy your requirements, please
indicate if you would like to receive complete machinery and equipment or only

some parts.

Machinery for rice milling can be locally produced. Basic equipments like
electric motors can be imported. However many African countries have .resorted to
local production ofxice milling machines. It is absolutely recommended therefore
to use local indigenous metal workshops to design and produce the milling machines

according to the specified capacity.

(a) India

: (i) Binny Engineering Works Ltd., P.B. 1111

(ii) Meenambaan, Madras ■, 600061
(iii) G.G. Bandakar Machine Works Ltd., Bhiwandi, Ihana (dt), Maharashtra

(iv) Gecke,y Engineering Industries, Kashmir Road, Batala, Punjab
(v) Sre^cRama Engineering Works, Transport, Vijaywada 1, Andhra, Pradesh

(vi) kisan -Krishiyantra Udyog, Collector Ganj, 54,

Moti Bhavan, Kanpur-l

" (b) Japan ■»'■-•

(i) "CECOCO" Chuo Boeki Goshi Kaisha, 9-29,

Matsugamoto - Cho, Ibaraki, Osaka

(ii) Chuo Boeki Goshi Kaisha, P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki

City, Osaka, 567

(iii) Fuji Machineri Co. Ltd., 14-10 2-Chome,

Kamejima Nakamura - Ku, Nagoya 543

Switzerland , ■.: ■

(i) Bumler AG Gerbruder Masehinenfabrik, CH-9240, Uzwil

(ii) Dauerio fiG, Heinrichstrasse 217, CH-8081, Zurich
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A.8 YEAST AND BAKING POWDER

and y£st *re very Cr items
timing for deUv^ryT^delav of"dPlf
baking. Bread iH pr^uct whLh must ^
other commodity where allowance can te

to1^b'a ^and ^

itm °"»e°™*° baking powder
and *«* Solves

K"** "* ***** ^^ ***** °f
" iS nbt like

tuenoe of yeast and bakim oLd^r 1?
on these two Lportan^ inirSts L K
yeast and brtlnHSSri^ varied "la^l of b^
Composite flour which is 80 Twheatf^r mixed
being popularized in Africa to pr^uce bread
proportion and application of ba^g ^r and^st

, restaurants

«-t know the consti-

°f «» bread **••*• '
££ ^ reaCti°ns °* «»

\T ' ^^ °X SOrghUm iS '

of &r*£%$£ ^os
0.50per cent of the flour TOight or 2Z%2£

Calcium sulphate

Amonium chloride

Potassium bromate

Starch (flour)

30.0 %

9.4 %

0.3 %

35.0 %

25.3 %

100.0 % ,

starch U used as a filler making the mixture a homogenized lot

Baking powder ' (

do^gh
H^wT i"ates making the quality of the
However, usxng a standard yeast results in standardly fermented
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Production of baking powder

Modern baking powder consists of mxiture of sodium bicarbonate, one or more acid

ingredients, and inert ingredient which serves to keep the re-active components

physically seperated. The inert ingredient is usually .starch dried to 5.7 per cent

moisture. No other material has been able to substitute .for starch, either as a

result of less affinity for water or for economic reasons.

Sodiun bicarbonate (baking soda) is a common factor in all chemical leavening

systems. The use of a proper balance of soda ash and baking acid will result in an

essential neutral product. An excess of soda ash will result in an alkaline condition

imparting and und-^irable soapy flavour. An excess of acid will.impart a bitte? or

a tart taste,

Formulation for baking powders both for commercial and for

... , household use . ,

Constituents

Soda, granular

Monocalcium phosphate

Monohydrate, MCP

Starch dried

Sodium aluminium

Sulphate - SAS - - -

Sodium acid

Pyrophosphate SAPP 38.0 44.0 38.0

Calcium Sulphate - - -

Calcium Carbonate - - ~

Calcium lactate 2.5

Machinery

Stainless steel or locally made aluminium

heavy duty vessel with high speed agitator

Weighing apparatus

Automatic filling machine locally made

Seaming machine locally made

Total fixed capital :

Operational capital :

Total capital layout :

Monthly production of 10,000 kgs. at

Sale? . -

Commercial

(1)

30.0

5.0

24.5

Baking

(2)

30.0

5.0

26.0

Powder

(3)

30.0

5.0

27.0
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Profit margin of 30 per cent monthly profit

Monthly net profit 20,per cent taxes deducted

'Annual profit (six months working period

because of foreign exchange probleml

Rate of return

! Please note that the market capacity for yeast and baking powder is estimated to be
more than 10 tons monthly each in any African country.

Notation

The same machines and apparatus can be used to produce both yeast and baking
powder.
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PRODUCT AREA B: LEATHER PRODUCTS

Even, in old times leather products were useful. However improvements in.

leather technology has increased the usefulness of leather products. Leather,

goods are used as follows;

(a) Leather shoes.-;

(b). Leather shoe uppers; .

(c) Leather sandals; . ■ . ...

Ed) Leather purses and hand bags,

(e) Boots, garments, sport outfits, harness.

(f) Leather goods used for such industrial purposes as belts,

packing,spinning and weaving machinery parts.

Approximately 70 per cent of all leather goes into the manufacture

of footwear. The remaining 30 par cent are used for other products. Leather

footwear and leather garments are one of the most favoured consumer articles with

increasing demand. The annual per capita consumption of leather footwear in a

number of developing countries is far below unity. Though remarkable progress is

being experienced in the rising consumption level of footwear in a number of

developing countries, it would call for a vast economic improvement and hence

tremendous increase in the real per capita income in order to increase

consumption to the level of developed countries,,

An assessment of the prospects of the leather industry in Africa shows

that about 433 and 1,463 million square fset will be consumed within Africa, via

footwear only in the years 1985 and 2Q00 respectively.

African countries must gear their leather industries towards exploiting

the growing domestic market for footwear. In this connexion, what is called for

is organizing and promoting small-scale and cottage type of leather footwear

production.
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B.I LEATHER PURSES AND HANDBAGS

The demand for purses and handbags is multiplying day by day in Africa. These

important fashion items are widely consumed by ladies and men. Attractive designs,

different sizes adapted to the client requirements ,both ladies and men and good

selection of material used for the end product hand bars, make t:_t scope cf

its manufacture widened in the African countries. The indigenous availability of

raw materials and skilled labour offer an important scope for the development of

manufacture of leather purses and handbags in Africa. It is a labour oriented

industry and can be set up in any part of the African rural areas.

"ccessories to leather purses and handb■■ --s -ust be made locally. These component

are decisive for marketing. Blacksmiths and Silversmiths are ;<:ed source of supply.

This project profile relates to a production capacity of:

Handbags:7,500 pieces per annum

Purses: 7,5OO pieces per annum

(a) Raw material requirements per month (US$)

(i) Lining leather;

(ii) Chrome leather?

(iii) Zip and other fittings.

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building

- Land (rented) « 15O square metres

- Building (rented) = 10O square

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Industrial sewing machines;

- One clicking press hand operated

- One stamping machine (HP 0.33)

- One skiving machine (HP 0,33)

- Tools and accessories.

- Office furniture and working tables.
Mini mi im 1-nfal di a jj i i • \ . . . . \
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Process ion

It is recommend to cut the pattern*? according to the samples for cutting

various leather components. The cut leather components are then skived, beaded and

then closed. A suitable lining is stitched c-d attached with the leather bag or the

purse to fit in.properly. Where zips and other fittings are to be used, the same is

done during process as and when desired.

(f) Personnel

Category

Manager

Accountant/clerk

Mechanic

Storekeeper

Skilled labourers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites {20 per corf.

of salaries)

TOTAL

and ] »bo»r reoulaments)

—

Number

X

1

i

1

5

Salary rate

Per month Total

(g) Minimum tqt-il c&pital irvestment required to establish the leather

purses one Lindferijs manufacturing unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital -,*,«..

(ii) Minimum total working capital

Eww materials ....*,.;>«

- Utilities „ o

- Other contingent expenses .,.,„*

Personnel <.,...,.-.•..<>..<

TOTAL
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3. Sources of raw materials

The lining leather, chrome leather,zips and other fittings are often

available locally on the national markets (indigenous or imported,.

4" Sources rf machinery and P.anipaent and addr^ses of supply

India

(i) SP Engg. Works, Daya Bagh Road, New Agra*

(ii) Benson Industries, 96, Sri Arbinco Road, Salkio, Howrah;

(ill) Bata India (P, Ltd., Batanagar, 24 Parganas, West Bengal;

Uv).. A.C. Nitter and-C.,- Bitter House, 71, Ganesh Chandra

Avenue, Calcutta-13;

: (v, Perfect Machine Tools and Co., 6, Sir Phiroz shah Meht, Road,
Bombay-1;

(vi) Francis Klein and Co., Ganesh Chandra Avenue,Calcutta-13•

(vxi) National Engg. Works, New Nagpada Road, Opp. Bo.p±t.1,Be*ay-8.

(VU1) SlngGr Sewin3 Machines Co. Ltd., Mount Road, Madras-2;
(ix) indi. Sewing Machines Co. (P) Ltd., 1/23B, Asaf All Road, New

Delhi-2;

(x) indo G^an shoe Machines Co. Pet. Ltd., 107, Kandivli Jndustria:
Estate, Kandivli (West) Bombay-67;

(xi) Redstar Engineers, D-55, n.d.s.E. Part 1, New Delhi-49;

Japan

Horitani and Co. Ltd., International Trade and Engineering, 4-22, yae,u
1-Choice, Chuc-ku.

Switzerland

Kueny Werner Spezialmaschinenbau, Heiligholzstrasse 8, CH-4142
MUNCHENSTEIN, '

BMD BAD1SCHE ^CHINENPABRIK DURLACH GMBH, P.O. Box 410140 D-75OO
Karlsruhe 41.
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B2. LEATHER SANDALS

Sandals are made in different forms and they are for protecting the foot.

The sandals are used in Africa by villagers, farmers, common people of urban areas

and also by other people. In most hot African countries, sandals have become an

item of fashion and also form a part of dress. To cope up with the requirement of

different users, sandals can be made with different types of materials and by

different manufacturing processes. One of the manufacturing processes is Cemented

Construction. This project profile relates to a production capacity of_

per month.

(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Upper leather chrome;

(ii) Lining leather;

(iii) Insole (leather/rubber)

(iv) Grineries?

(v) Packing materials.

(b) Utilities per month

- Power

(c) Other contingencies per nonth

- Rent

,- Postage

- stationery

- Repairs and maintenance

- Transport charges

- Consumable stores

- Advertising and publicity

- others

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings .....

(ii) Machinery and equipment
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- Strap cutting machine with 300 mm (hand operated)

- Upper serving machine (treadle operated)

- Cement air press, 2 bed (treadle operated)

- Double ended buffing machine, with exhaust motor, 1 HP.

- Trade nark embossing machine, with heating device

- Tools and equipment

■^ Wooden lasts

- Office equipment/furniture, etc.

(iii) Electrification and installation charges

(10 per cent of cost of machines and equipment)

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL (i) + (ii) + (iii)

(e) Process description

As per graded pattern of various sizes for both upper and bottom, the

components are cut and supplied to the closing and making sections respectively.

In the closing section, the edges of the skived uppers are stitched. After the

completion of stitching operation, decorative treatment on the upper such as

punching, fixing of buttons, metal fittings, etc. are done oither by hand or

machine. In the making section, the straps of the upper are inserted in the slots

of insoles. The inserted portion of the strap and its corresponding portion (the

flesh side of the insoles) are roughened and cemented. Finally the flesh sides of

both the irsole and bottom soles are roughened and adhesive is applied. The cemented

soles and insoles are stuck and pressed in a cementing press to make the bonol

permanent.

Th© next operation is finishing in which the edges of the sole and heel

are trimmed, inked and set on the machine or by hand. The upper is cleaned and dressed

before packing into the boxes.
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(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Supervisor/owner

Designer

Mechanic (operator)

Accountant/clerk

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites (20 per cejit

of salaries)

TOTAL

Number

1

1

i_

1

2

5

Salary Rate

Per month Total

lg, Minimum total carnal investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fitted capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials ......•>

- Utilities
- other contingent expenses

- Personnel •• •■'• • - • • •

TOTAL ;

2." Sources of raw materials

in most African countries, the raw materials are available locally. In

-toother African countries, the governments provide the nanufacturers of leather

sandals with facilities to import directly part of raw materials. In any case,

it is recommended to contact the Chamber of Commerce or Industry.
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3* Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses,of suppliers

India : -~

(i) SP Engineering Works, Daya Bagh Road, Neru Agra-282005;

(ii) Benson Industries, 96, Sri Arabindo Road, Salkia, Howrah;

(iii) Bata India.(P) Ltd., Batanagar, 24, Parganas, West Bengal;

(iv) A.C. Mittar and Co,, Mittar House, 71, anesh Chandra Avenue,

Calcutta-13? ,

(v) Francis Klien and Co., Ganesh Chandra Avenue, Calcutta-13s

(vi) Perfect Machine Tools and Co., 6 Sir Phiroz Shah Mehta Road,

Bombay-1.

United Kingdom

The British United Shoe Machinery Company Ltd., P.O. Box 88, Belgrave

Road, Leicester. LE 4 5BX, England.

West Germany

Constantin Hang Maschinenfabrik, D-7320 Goppingen, Postfach 549.

B3. LEATHER SUITCASES AND-TRAVEL-GOODS

In the^ African countries where the finished leather is available, there

is good scope for production leather goods for catering to the growing demand. A

sizeable quantity of leather goods such as leather suitcases and travel goods is

manufactured in the- emall^ecale sector'. The frequent trips d the people from

town to town or from rural -areas .to .the .ijig cities or a trip ^road require

to pack well and to carry comfortably one's personal effects. It is expected

that by using simple machinery, the leather goods industry can be started in

any part of the African countries, in email towns and rural areas.

This project profile relates to a production capacity of 2OOO pieces

per month., .
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(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Printed chrome leather or plain chrome leather;

(ii) Card board;

(iii) Cloth lining (drill or silk)

(iv) Rivets, buckles, pins, nails, packing materials,

iron hoops, thread, wax solution, flour.dyes, trademark

labels etc.

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital ;

- (1) Land and buildings ....*

- Covered area rented = 150 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Flat bed industrial sewing machine (power operated)

■ - Suitcase stitching machine

- Upper skiving machine with stand and spares

- Motor, stand for suitcase stitching machine

- Spare parts

- Tools and equipment ■

- Workshop an <? office furniture ;

: (iii) Electrification and installation charges: (10 per cent cost of

■ machine's")

TOTAi, FIXED COSTS

(e) Process description .

The leather suitcases and travel goods are generally made by hand process.

Some of the important operations are done by machines in order to increase production

and to maintain good quality of products.
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The main operations are: , : ..

(i) Layout and cutting of components as per design?

(ii) Cementing of components with cardboard plywood?

(iii) Assembling (top cover and bottom);

(iv) Stitching of components;

(v) Pitting of handles and locks, rivets, etc.;

(vi): : Lining stitching and fixing

(vii) Finishing and packing.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Category

Manager

Accountant/cashier

Clerk/storekeeper

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

Unskilled workers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites (20 per

cent of salaries)

TOTAL ■;

Number

"

1

1

X

5

3

2

Salary rate

Per month

-.——

——■

Total

— 1 HI! 1 - 1 ■! —

(9> Minimum total capital investment required to establish the

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital "-■-

- Raw materials

- Utilities .,,

- Other contingent'expenses.,

- Personnel

TOTAL
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2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available locally.

3. sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

When ordering, it is advisable to specify whether complete machinery and

equipment or only seme items of equipment are required.

India

(i) M/s. Harman^Sales Union, 24, Kala Bhavan, Kathew Road,Bombay-4»

(ii) M/s. Singer Sewing Machine Co. Ltd., Mount Road, Madras-2f

(iii) Leather and Packaging and Machinery Corporation, 17238, Asaf All Road,

Delhi-2 ?

(iv) M/s.Indo-German Shoe Machine Co. (P) Ltd., 107, Indl. Estate, Kandivli

(West) ,Bombay-67 ;

(v) Bharat Sales Agencies, 14, Maruti Lane, Near Handloom House, Fort,

Bombay-1.

Federal Republic of Germany

Muller and KURTH, D-6O5O OFFENBACH, AM MAIN 3.

B4. LINING LEATHER

Lining leather is made generally from goat and sheep skin. It is used as a

lining material for shoes and leather goods. This project profile relates to a

capacity of 5,000 pieces' of sheep/goat skin per month.

(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Goat/sheep skin

(ii) Chemicals

(b) Utilities;per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital
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(i) Land and buildings

- Land: 1,000 square metres

- Buildingsloo square metres (office, working shed, well with tank,

cenented pits, etc. 200 square metres)

200 square metres ■■- ■ -■ *

(ii) Machinery and equipment , .'::.„

- Chaving machine, single with starter and motor, 7,5 HP

Balzing machine and inclined bed, with starter and motor, 2.0 HP

- Ironing machine,, with starter and motor, 2.5 HP

- Buffing machine, with starter and motor, 3.0 HP

, .t Staking machine, with starter and motor, 5.0 HP

- Wooden drums (8" x 6") with starter and motor, 1.5 HP

- Air compressor, with spray equipments, with a starter

and motor, 3.0 HP

- Toggle boards

- Measuring machine, hand operated

- Platform weighing machine

- Tools, etc.

- Thickness measuring instruments

- Laboratory glass apparatus, weighing balance

- Electrical accessories and installation

- Cost of office equipment (workshop tables, etc.)

TOTAL FIXED CAPITAL (i) + (ii) .

(e) Process description

It is recommended to take the goat/sheep skins having about 5 square feet

area, free from major grain and flesh defects. Wet the skins with 0.5 per cent

weight of the skins;strip with 0.5 per cent of Borax and wash. Give the Semichrome

treatment with 5 per cent chromium crystals, neutralising the tanning bath with 0.5

per cent of sodium bicarbonate (PH of the cut portion 3,8 to 4) and pile the skins.

Neutralize (PH of cut portion of skin 5.5), wash the skins and hoist up overnight.

Skins are dyed with 0.1 per cent dye, with 0,01 per cent of acetic acid. Skins are

liquored with 5 per cent of suitable fat liquor and piled up overnight, dried, saw-

dusted, staked, dried, and softened in a drum. The skins are then seasoned with

pigment finish;apply two bottom coats with brush and one coat by spray. Then the

top coat is applied with two coats with" brush and one coat by spray. The leathers are

dried, glazed and ironed, in accordance with the requirements of the customers, the

skins may also be finished by resin seasons.
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(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Category

Tanner/Manager

Supervisor r '•

Accountant/c1erk

Machine operators

Watchmen

Skilled workers

Unskilled workers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites (15 per

cent of salaries)

TOTAL

Number

1

1 ■

i-t5
2

4

6

Salary rate

Per conth Total

(g) Minimum total capital investment required to establish the lining

leather processing unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingencies .. .

- Personnel

TOTAL

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials such as raw hides are available locally. As far

as the chemicals are concerned, they are available in some African countries

on the national market (indigenous or imported). In other African countries, the
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governments provide the Lining Leather factories with facilities to import the

chemicals directly. In any case, it is recommended to contact the National Chamber

of Commerce or Industry.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

India

(i) Bengal Tanning Machinery Co., g, New Tangra Road, Calcutta-46j

(ii) Shalimar Engg. Works Co., 12-8, Prabhuram Sankar Lane, Calcutta-15.

(iii) Indian Tanning Machinery Co., 17-A Palace Court, 1 Kyd Street,

| Calcutta-16j

(iv) Dien Enterprises, C30 Asia Steel Industries, 88/391, Nala Read,

Kanpur;

(v) Pellomac, 216, R.G. Street, Post Box No. 186, Coimbatore-1.:

; Japan :

(i) Moritani and Co. Ltd.:, International Trading and Engineering,

; 4-22 Yaesu 1, Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-91;

(ii) Smolivakogyosha Ltd., 13-6, 5-Chome, Hagashiueno, Daito-ku,Tokyo*

West Germany

(i) Johs Krause GMBH, Postfach 500968,2OOO Hamburg 50;

(ii) Johs Krause GMBH Maschinenfabrik, PlanckstaBe 13-15;

Postfach 5OO968, 2000 Hamburg 50;

(iii) Maschinenfabrik Mcenus-Turner GMBH, P.O. Box 900669,

D-6000 FRANKFURT 20.

B5. Vegetable tanned hides and skins (semi-finished leather)

In most African countries, cow hides, goat and sheep skins are

tanned and locally utilized or exported to foreign countries. The leather is

vegetable tanned in order to obtain semi-finished products. The semi-finished

leather can be manufactured for use by leather finished units in African countries.

This project profile related to a production capacity-of .'—.. per month.
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(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Raw hides

(ii) Chemicals

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

- Land 10,000 square metres

- Building 1,100 square metres

(office, working sheds)

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One paddle 6" x 6" with 10 HP raoto r

- One drum 8" x 9" with 15 HP motor

- One drum 6" x 6" with 10 HP motor

- One fleshing machine with 7.5 HP motor

- One unhairing machine with 5 HP motor

- One scudding machine with 5 HP motor

- One setting out machine with 5 HP motor

- One boiler

- Other tools and equipments

- Electrical accessories

TOTAL

(e) Process description

h quantity (about 500 pieces) of vet salted cow hides with average

weight of 10 kg each is soaked in plain water tor a few hours. After proper soak-"

the material is lines with 1.5 per cent sodium sulphide and 10 per cent lime for

4 to 5 days, rfter liming the material is unhaired, fleshed and the fleshed weigh

of hides noted. Than the pelt is delimed with 1 per cent anmonium sulphate and

1 per cent sodium bi-sulphite.
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After proper deliming, the pelt is pickled with 3 per cent salt and 1 p^v

cent sulphuric acid, run for 30 to 4S minutes/ Then add in the pickle bath or;~

tanning syntan and run for one hour. Add 1 per cent starasol KB7C and run for

30 minutes. Add leached myrobalem liquor (PH 5,5) equivalent to 50 per cent poucl:

myrobalem nuts. Run for 2 hours and add 10 to 12 per cent wattle extract. iWiii*

run for 2 hours. All water and bleaching syntan run out for 20 minutes.

The tanned leathers are struck out, dipped one by one in 5 per cent solutic

of epsoni salt to fix the tanning am piled overnight. In the following morning U.

leathers are piled up, set and dried. As far as the bleaching with myrobalem —• -

powder is concerned, t.ie powder myrobalem is leached overnight with 3 to 4 tines <:.

its weight of warm water containing:

- 4 per cent sodium sulphite

- 4 per cent sodium bi-sulphite

- 2 per cent neutralized naphtalene sulphoric acid santan

The following morning the leach liquor is filtered and used for tannin■:,

The PH of the leach liquor should preferably be 5.0 tc 5.5. If desired a thr - "

pit rotary leaching system may be adopted. This eliminates possible loss of -■*•-■

due to insufficient leaching.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Category

Leather technologist

Mechanic

Supervisors

Accountant

Clerk/typist

Storekeeper

Timekeeper

Watchmen

Skilled workers

Unskilled workers

Casual labourers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites (30 pt=r c^nt

of the salary)

Number

1

1

3

j_

1

1

1

3

10

5

10

Salary .rate

Per month

1

Total
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(g) Minimum total capital investment regnir^ to establish the unit

(i) minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities :

- other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Mimimum grand total investment requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials such as raw hides are available locally. As far as the

chemicals are concerned, they are available on the national market (indigenous or

sported, in some African countries. In other African countries, the governments

prOvide the tannary factories with.facilities to. import the chemicals directly. In

any case, it is recommended.to contact the National Chamber of Commerce or Industry.

3. sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

India .••.<"• . :

(i) Abba woodcrafts, M.C. Road, Madanpur, ■ N. Arcot Dt., (Tamil

Nadu) jt

(ii) Prakash Engg., M.C. Road, Amiur, H. Arcot Dt./ (Tamil Nadu);

(iii) Peliimac, 216, R.G. Street,P.B. No. 186 Caimbatore-1 (Tamil

Nadu);

(iv) Siva Engg. Co., Ambur, N. Rrcot Dt. (Tamil Nadu),

(v) Jagadguru Engg. Co., ZVmbur, N. Arcot Dt. (Tamil Nadu);

(vi) M/s. Bengal Machinery Corp. Ltd., 9-A New Tangra Road,

Calcutta-46; ..f..

(vii) M/s. Shalimar Engg. Works Pvt. Ltd,, 12-B Probhuram,

Sakar Lane, Calcutta-15?

(viii) The India Tanning Machinery Corpor., 36-37 Angappa. Naicken St.,

Madras-1.

Japan

(i) Moritani and Cie. Ltd., International Trading and Engineering,

4-22 Yaesu 1-Chorce Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103-91;

(ii) "CECOCO", P.O. Box 8, Ibrakin-Fu.
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Product Areas C: TEXTILE PRODUCTS

- Man's clothing
- Lace

- Women's and children's clothing
- Raincoats
- Working cloth

- Fiber for nets

- Underwear
- Blankets
- Shirts

- Curtains
- Socks

examples of cloth that is directlC rlnfh,-n
Ghanean kente cloths, the Ethionil =h l ^
the "Pagne" war, by ™ fn Togo Benin"
Africa, etc. There are also thfmill ^
To scr* extents tha^^^t^^
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variations, form variations
such as shirts, alSte^^^
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character of machi^^tilSd? ?he
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even when enterprises becairiarge thev tend
establishes than by ^i^^^^

in a is ci°thi^Tls Personality. The best

the Indian dhoti a"d saree, the
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C.I KNITTED COTTON CLOTH

Knitted cotton cloth is used as raw material for the manufacturing of
cotton vests, underwear*, outerwears, etc. These items are ™w^Q^™r
reauirerrent of all the African masses. In all African countries, the demand for
Stais increasing day by day, which creates a scope for n™| P^-^on of
knitted cloth. Since the knitted cotton cloth unit is easily manageabls, it can

be established in the rural areas.

This project profile relates to a production capacity of 5,000 pieces per

month.

(a) Raw material requirements per month

U) Single cotton yarrn

(ii) Packing material, polytheli *e, strips*

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital (US$)

(i) Land and buildings

- Total area a 100 square meters

- Covered area = 70 square meters

- Uncovered area = 30 square meters

Cii) Machinery and equipment

- Five interlock circular knitting
machines of 22 guage, diameter 14"

to IB"5

- One electric motors and fittings*

- Office furniture, weighing, balance,

racks, etc.s ;

- Erections and stores

Total (i) + Cii) =

(e) Process description

The cotton yarn is placed on the circular knitting machines for knitting of
cloth. The cloth so knitted in the rolls can already be despatched.
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Personnel (skilled and labour

£2*9222

Manager (owner)

Accountant/clerk

Knotting master

Machine operators

Packer and miscellaneous
work

Sub-total

Perquisites (15 per cent
of the salaries)

Nu*er

recuirements)

Salary rate

month

Total

Total:

Cg)

Minimum total fixed capital

Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials
- Utilities

- Other contingencies
- Personnel - , .■ .

Total (i) +

2. Source of Raw Material

supplied "ills or yarT,

India

ganj.
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(ii) S.T.M. Knitting Machinery Manufacturers, ■ . i

Kalsi Nagar, G.T. Road, Ludhianaj

(iii) Sohlson Mechanical Works, Industrial Area B,

Ludhianas

(iv) Subhash Machinery Industries [P)Ltd., 4, Rasia Lane

Calcutta-12j

(v) Ray Mechanical Industries, Gannondankerley & Co. Ltd.,

P.O. Box 1547, Bombay.

3apan

(i) Moritani and Co. Ltd., International Trade and Engineering,
4-22, Yaesu 1-Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyoj

(ii) Kondo Sewing Machine Co. Ltd., 163 Umegae-cho Kita-ku

Osaka.

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) Liba-Maschinenbau GmbH, 0.8674, P.O. Box 1120,

Naila/Bayern*

(ii) 3urgens Masehirienbau GmbH C. KG, P.O. Box 1454,

0-4407 Emsdetten; ■ ■■.

(iii): Hergeth Hollingsworth GmbH, D-4408, Dulmen.

C2: READY MADE GARMENTS

Garments are a basic neea1 ^For e\/ery human being. Therefore, the readymade
garments, as the name itself implies, are garments ready for wearing. _In#Africa,
the ready to wear garments have been finding mars and more acceptance in indigenous

markets.

The manufactures of, readymade garments may be undertaken at low cost, bssides
achieving economy in cloth consumption and mass production. The readymade manu
facture unit proposed here deal~with the manufacture of cotton shirts, pyjamas,
petticoats and blouses, for a production capacity of 18,000 - cotton shirts, 18,000

pyjamas and 18,000 blouses per annum. .:

ta) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Cotton popline, crape fabric for shirts* : _ _. .

Cii) Cotton long cloth [for pyjama/petticoatsh

[iii) Cotton fabric for blousesj

(iv) Sewing thread, buttons, hooks, collars,

packing materials, boxes, etc.
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Utilities per month

Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings:

- Total area = 100 Sq. metres
- Covered are (three rooms)= 80 sq.reteres
- Uncovered area - 20 sq. mstres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Twenty foot, operated sewing rrachines
- Two oyerlock machines threads with motors;
- Two electric irons;

■■" P???sinf tables' cutting tables, stools,
office furniture, racks tools,etc.

Ce) Process description

s

Personnel (skills and labour requireitents) '

Salary rate

Catesorv

Manager (owner) :

Accountant (cashier)

Cutter master

Tailors

Overlock machine operators

Pressmen

Packer/mix-work

1 ..:

1

20

2

2
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Sub-total

Perquisites (15 per cents

of the salaries)

Total;

(g) Minimum total capital investment required

to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital..„*,...,..

Cii) Minimum total working capital

._-■>■ - Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent

■ expenses

- Personnel

Sources of raw materials

The fabrics in different colours or design can be purchased locally from

the suppliers on the national markets.

Sources of machinery and equipment and address of suppliers

When making enquiries, it is advisable to specify whether complete machinery

and equipment or only some items of equipment are required.

India

Ci) M/s .Singer Sewing Machine Co. Netaji Subbas Marg,
Daryaganj, Delhi?

Eii) M/s Paul Brothers and Co., 1525, Nai Sarak, Uelhi;

(iii) M/S See delaers of Singer an Usha Sewing Machines;

(iv) M/s British Machinery Suppliers, Nai Sarak, Delhi.

3apan

Fbritani and Co, Ltd., International Trade and Engineering, 4-22 Yaesu

l.Chome, Chuo~ku, Tokyo.
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D. PAPER AND PAPER PRODUCTS

D>1 Hand-made paper

^It^^^S^. ^Production started on cottage
level is very conceivable <*•"««• its production on Small-scale

*

Paper which L

conveniently undertaken as a

This project profile ,elates to , production
capacity to 10 tonnes per month

(a) SSUSteriaLieauirements per month

Basic materials

- Sisal fibre wastes
- Bagasse waste

- Long grasses

- Rice stalk

- Waste paper

and waste cloth cuttings

oan *•used *ether - ■^»t.l7 *cc^ to

Chemicals

- Caustic soda

- Bleaching powder
- Whitening agent

tt>) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies

Fixed capital

(i) Land and building

- Land « 150 sq. metres

- Building -= 100 sq. metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Shredder

- Weighing machine

- Beating an^ pulping machine



- shredder ^

- weighing machine
- Eeating and pulping machine
- Digester

- Washing vats

- Hydraulic press

- Dryer

- calendering machine

- cutting and sizing machine

- Assorted tools and moulds
- Office equipment and furniture

(e) Process description

ECA/JID/85/37
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rsssr. s «--

size for sale.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirement)
Salary rate

Function *"*»* Per month

Manager (cum chemist)

Accountant (cum storekeeper) j

Purchase/sales assistant J

Office secretary/typist *

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

Unskilled workers

Sub-Total : . ■ ■ ■ . .
Perquisites, 15 per cent of salary

and wages

Total :

t reauired to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- land and building

- machinery and equipment

Total :

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials • * f ?

- utilities

- Personnel •

- Contingencies •

Total

Total
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Sources of raw materials

«*«!^ ba^xc agricultural raw materials (sisal, baggase , rice stalk, and long
grasses) may be obtained from rural communities and farms., Waste cloth cutting
and rags may be obtained from tailoring establishments. Waste paper maybe

T^^S™ °fflCeS PrinUn t establishments

tO. ^ proCUred from trade channels; or government corporations
£m^ * f/mf>rt.<>f materials. The Ministry of Industry and the Chamber of
Commerce and Industry in respective countries may be. able to assist with information
on producers and distributors of the chemicals or other sources of supply

3' Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

_ While contacting the sources indicated below, it should be specified that
the paper-making machinery is required for producing hand-made paper from wastes.

^i^f ^ y ' *" drier "^ can als° ^ mad« locally, -Esti
of locally made machinery for paper production is as follows.

Beater . -

Press

Drier room with ,'

shelves

Total

Source of machinery

Canada

(i) Albany Engineering Systems, Canada Ltd., PPha Division.
Point Claire, Quebec

(ii) Beloit Canada Ltee Ltd., Point Claire, Quebec.

(iii) Bird Machine Company of Canada Ltd., Saskatoon

(iv) Canron Limited, Mechanical Division, Rexdale, Ontario,

(v) Dominion Engineering Works Ltd., Montreal, Quebec.

(vi) Contact other sources ^through: Canadian ■■-—
Manufacturers Association, 1 Yonge Street, Toronto

France

(i) Lamort (F) M), S.S. et U, B.P. 46, 51302 Vitry,
Le Francis

(ii) Michon S.A., Tour Franklin, Cedex No.11, 92081 Paris
La Defense

(iii) SLGEE, 171, av. du^Gal-de-Gaulle, 92200, Neuilly-sur-Seine.
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German Democratic Republic

Industrie Lagen - Import, DDR-1080 Berlin, Bauerstraase 83-84

Hungary

Techno impex, Budapest V, Dorottya U.6

India

(i) National Small Industries Corporation, Near Okhla
industrial Estate, New Delhi 110020

Village, Industries Commission

Vision)', Vile Parle, Bombay

(iii) Contact: Federation of Indian Export Organization
SLhabod Bank Building, 17, Parliament Street ,
New Delhi 110001.

(iv) Bertram Scott India Ltd., 1/1 Kimber Street,

Calcutta-!7

(v) Bird and Co. Ltd., Process Engineering Division,

Dakhindari, Calcutta 48

West Germany

(i) Gebr. Bellmer KG Machinenfabrik, 7532 Hiefern-Oschelbronn

Posfach 6,

(iii) P.J. Wolf & Sohne GmbH, Machinen und Apparatebau

5160 Duren, Postfach 125

(iv) Jagenberg AG Postfach 1123, D-4000 Dusseldorf

England

(i) TVW Paper Machine Group Ltd.
18th Floor, Pembroke House, 44 Wellesley Road,

Croydon, Survey

Finland

(i) Tampella Ltd. P.O. Box ?67, 33101

Tampere, Finland

Horwaj

Rauma - Repola Dy

Pori works, P.O. Box 109

H. 3501 Honefoss, Norway

Sodra Skogsagarna AB

S-351 89 Xaxjo, Sweden

Contact: W Co^ulting InsUtute 1-1, V^raku-Cho,

Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
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Korea

1 ■;

Contact: Korea Society for the Advancement of Machine

industry (KOSAMI), 1-643, Yeoeuido-Dong
Yeongdeungpo-Gu, Seoul

Sweden

(i) AB Klip'pans Finpappersbruk, Xlippan

(ii) Nils Troedsson Paper Co., AB, Goteborg.

(iii) Contacts The Swedish Export Council, P.O. Box 5513
.^____ S-114 85 Stockholm

Switzerland ^

(i) ESCH2R WYSS Aktiengesellschaft, Escher Wyss-Platz
CH-8023, Zurich , .: . ■ ,-

(ii) Bachofen Meier AG, Feldstrasse 60, CH-8180 Buelach

(iii) Polytype AG, Route de la Glane, 26, CH-.1762 F

(iv) Bell Itoschinenfabrik AG, CH-6010 Kriens

(v) Leder Co., AG, Fluhstrasse 30, CH-8640,
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D.2. PAPER BOARD CARTONS

printing Sus making the packed item more eye appealing for sales purposes.

inputs to manufacturing unit ((capacity 300 tons annually)

(a) Raw material retirements. intermediate and accessorie^perjrgnth

(i) Boards

(ii) Papers

<iii) Inks

(iv) Glue, etc.

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and" buildings ..„ o... £v.v.

- Buildings (areas for office, stores, etc.: 50 square metres,

working shed 150 sg. metres) . .

(ii) Machinery and equipment ..<, -

- Automation stop, cylinder letterpress machine, .;.

size 18" x 23"

- Printing machine - 10" x 15"
- Cutting and creasing machine,

20" X 26"

- Paper cutting machine, 42"

- Dab .pre_ss, proof.press,^ typesr etc^ ■ -^A ■-
- Testing equipment (physical balance, metre scale etcj

- Dies, moulds, etc.
- Office equipments, working tables, etc.;

(iii) Electrification and installation charges -.
(10 per cent of the costs of the machinery ana equipment.)

Minimum total cost of machinery and equipment ~ <^\ ''■ iiLi) "

Minimum total fixed capital = (i) + (ii) '"■
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(e) Process description

i-w ■TH tS ftrSt printed on the P^intin^ machine as per requirements. Then,
they are punched to the required size on the cutting and creasing machine, then creased,
folded, glued if required to give its final shape.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

_ . . Salary rate

Functlon Number per month Total

Manager (owner) 1 ■ - ■ -----

Salesman/accountant ..,.:. 1

Mechanic ' j ■-'"■'■- ■*--.-..'..

Clerk/typist !

Skilled workers 4

Unskilled workers 4

Sub-Total:

Perquisites, 15 per cent of the

salaries

Total: ; "■-■

(g) Minimum total capital investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials B

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel „ „

Minimum grand total capital investment requirement
U) + (ii) =

2* Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

India

(i) M/s Printers House (p) Ltd., 10, Scindia House,
Con. Place, New Delhi-110001

(ii) M/S Indo-EUrope:Trading Co. Pvt. Ltd., Bhupen

Chambers, 9, Dalai Street, fort, Bombay-400023

(iii) M/S Manubhai Sons & Co. Mamu Mansions, 16, Shaid
Bhagat subash Marg,. Delhi-110006 ■ , . ,:......

(iv) M/S J. Mahabeer & Co.
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Japan

(i) Moritani and co. Ltd., International Trading
and Engineering, 4-22 Yaesu, 1-Chome, Chuoku,

Tokyo 103-91

(ii) CECOCO, P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki-Pu.

Switzerland

(i) Bachofen & Meier AG, Feldstrasse 60, CH-8180

BUELACH , . :,

(ii) ESCHERWYSS, Aktiengessell-schaft. Escher-Wyss-Platz, CH-8023 ZURICH

'(Hi) Polytype M, Route de la Glane 26, CH-1702 FKIBOUBG

(iv) Bell tnaschinenfabrik AG, CH-6010 KRIENS

(v) Leder & Co. AG, Flushtrasse, 30 CH-8640 EAPPERSWIL.
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D.3. PAPER ENVELOPES

The demand for offxce stationery and allied items is fast increasing in Africa
But the scarcity of these items is due to the lack of foreign exchange required
to import them, in fact, paper envelopes play .important part as a stationery
materials in any type of correspondence. Paper envelopes are ideal medium of
correspondence between two establishments, between members of the family and
between friends. Therefore, there is a tremendous scone of market for setting up
manufacturing units for a range of paper envelbpes and other stationery articles in
the African cities as well as in the rural areas,

U I"P"ts to manufacturing units (Capacity'= one million pieces a year)

(a) Raw material requirements, :intemediate.s and accessories, per month

(i) Paper

(ii) Gum, labels, etc.

(iii) Packing boxes (card board)

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings „ p

Buildings (areas for office, stores,

50 square metres - working shed, 50 square metres)

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Paper cutting machine

- Envelope making machine

- Testing equipment (physical balance, metre scales etc.)
- Moulds/dies, etc.

- Office equipment, vrorking tables, etc.

(iii) Electrification and installation charges

{10 per cent of the cost of machinery and equipment)

Minimum total cost of machinery and equipment
(ii) + (iii) «

Minimum total fixed capital :

U) + (ii) + (iii) =

(e) Process description

The paper is cut to the required size of tha envelope. Then, it is ed in
blocks of 150-200 sheets, depending upon the thickness of paper, in the envelope
making machine wherein these are cut into the shape of envelope. They are then
folded, glued to required shape of tha envelope.
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(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate

Function Number per mOnth

Manager

Salesman/accountant

Mechanic

Clerk/typist

Delivery man

Skilled workers

Unskilled workers

i

1

1

1
4

1

3

5

Sub-Total:

Perquisites, 15 per

cent of salaries

Total:

(g) Minimum total capital lw^nt required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital

investment requirement -

1'. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available on the national markets (indigenous or

imported) in each African country.

3. sources of machinery.jnJLegui.pment and addresses of suppliers

India

(i) M/S indo Europe Trading C, 1396 Chandni Chowk,
Delhi-11006 and their office at Bombay,

Calcutta and Madras;

(ii) M/S Printers House Pvt. Ltd., 10 Scindia House,

Con. Place, New Delhi-11001

(iii) M/S Industrial Paper Machines (P) Ltd.

1. A-32 industrial Area, Phase I, New Delhi
2. Sonawala Industrial Estate, Andheri East, Bombay

(iv) M/S Gunvarity a Co., Ground Floor, 41, Tamarind
Lane, Fort, Bombay-400001.

(v) M/S Anna Engineering Works, Guijon Kerala
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<vi) M/S Associated Packaging Machinery Co., B, Lyons
Range, Calcutta, Calcutta-700001

(vii) m/s Bhawani Industries, 2, 1st Cross, K.V.
Temple Street, Bangalore-53

Japan

<i> Moritani and Co. Ltd., International Trading and
Engineering, 4-22 Yaesu 1; Chome, Chuo-ku Tokyo 103-91

(ii) CECOCO, P.O. Box 8, Ibaraki, Osaka-Fu
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D.4. PAPER NAPKINS AND TOILET PAPER ROLLS AND FACIAL TISSUES

The popular manifold use of paper napkins requires the intensive development

of the manufacture of paper napkins, toilet paper rolls and *«c«\ta"^ "L""^
scale level in African countries. These papers are absorbent, hygienic, light and can

i ™™*?*™
scale level in African countries. pp

be produced with attractive printing. As far as toilet papers ?
is a wide consumption for sanitation not only in the rural areas, but specially xn
large African cities for the hotels, restaurants, cinema houses, etc.

The African policies on the popularization of tourism require not only increase
in thlnum"^ of hotels, holiday homes, etc., but should also emphasize an increase
in the production of paper products such as paper napkins, toilet paper rolls and
facial tissues at small-scale level.

•mis project profile relates to a production capacity of 300 metric tons per

asjuur.

(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Tissue paper (all grades)

(ii) Paper cartons, cores

(iii) Inks, thinners, etc.

(iv) Polythelene film

(v) Other packing materials

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

"■:'":. (d) Fixed capital .*».-. ......»■«>•••••• ••-'-• •

(i) Land arid building* i......

-land: 400 square metres

- Buildings: areas for office, stores, etc
' =50 square metres; working shed = 200 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment -.

- Two colour flexographic printing

machine for paper napkins

- One toilet paper roll making machine, 9
stations with arrangements for rewinding,

perforating and cutting arrangements

- One physical balance (testing equipment)

- One metre scale: (testing equipment)

- Cutting printing dies

- Office equipment, furniture

(iii) Installation and electrification charges

Minimum total cost of amchinery

and equipment = (ii) + (iii)

Minimum total fixed capital

(i) + (ii) + (iii)
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(e) Process description

Tissue paper rolls are fed to the flexographic printing machine for

ontoth ^ "^"* ■*« ^ ^S
■ ^^T* Similarl* toilet W rolls are slitted on roll

._„ ty,An na^^ • w *■--„-— — wooden core to the required sizes. These
are tnen packed in number or as required.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Category Number Salary rate
per month Total

Manager (owner) j

Accountant 1

Mechanic 1

Salesman \

Delivery man i

Skilled workers 3

Unskilled workers 3

Sub-Total

Perquisites, 15 per cent of salaries

TOTAL:

(9> *inimuin total,capital investment required to establish a manufacturing unit
for paper napkins, toilet paper rolls and:facial tissues' .....

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital ;

- Raw materials

- Utilities.,, t

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital

investment requirement :

2» Sources of raw materials

M«^-The XaW materials are often available locally on the national markets
(indigenous or imported).

3' Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

India "

(i) M/S Industrial Paper Machines (p) Ltd., A-32
Naraina Industrial Area, Phase I, New Delhi,

or Sonawala Industrial Estate, Ardheri East, Bombay
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(ii) M/S Indo-European Trading Co., t396, Chandni

Chowk, Delhi-110006

(iii) M/S Akeme Paper Machines, D-23 N.D.S.E. Part I,

New Delhi

(iv) M/S Associated Packaging Machinery Co., 8,

Lyons Range, Calcutta-700001

(V) M/S Bhavani Industries, 2, 1st Cross, K.V. Temple
Street, Bangalore-53

Japan

Moritani and Co. Ltd., International Trading and

Engineering, 44r22 Yaesu 1-Chome, Chuo-ku, Tokyo

103-91

Switzerland

(i) Bachofen & Meier AG, Feldstrasse, 60, CH-8180

Buelach

(ii) Edscher Wyss, Aktiengesell-schaft, Escher-Wyss-Platz,

CH-8023, ZURICH

(iii) Polytype AG, Route de la Glane, 26, CH-1702

Fribourg

Bell MaSChinenfabrik AG, CH-6010 KRIEKS

Leder & Co., AG, Fluhstrasse, 30, 8640

R&PPERSWIL. ; , .
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E. WOOD AND WOOD PRODUCTS

Food is comnonly used in African countries as building material and for the

manufacture cf furniture and fixtures. Therefore the development of a small saw

milling operation becomes an excellent way for the immediate supply of sawn wood

or simply graded boards for furniture or other uses, in order to satisfy the high

consumption of wood in Africa.

While more integrated wood-using industries require skilled labour and

significant capital small saw milling units as suppliers or woods can be used as

a way of leading to larger steps because of the following;

- the comparatively tow investment cost per unit of production;

- the simplicity' of operation and the ability to start iri; :a fairly

labour-intensive way?

- the feasibility of production volume and of replacement of labour

with capital at later date.,-. ■ . >■< - :

Since many woods, ,in their original shape, are not adequate for immediate use,

there are improved woods consisting of: , "

- Veneer ... , -.:.-■

- Plywood

According to the extensive market development of wood products and in

terms of local supply, import■ substitute,, multiplier effect on rural employment,

and possible earnings, the sawn wood production and improved woods (plywood panel)

are more significant.

Sawn wood and plywood panel are used as raw material, for manufacturing the

following woods products at the small-scale level:

1. Furniture and fixtures? .

2. Wooden crates;

3. Tea chest plywood;

4. Wooden sewing machine covers;

5. Wooden plugs;

6. Wooden storage cupboards;

7. Wooden storage shelves and racks;

8. Wooden wool slabs?

9. Articles made from veneers, such as ice-cream, spoons,

toothpicks and paint-stippers.
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10.Flush doorsi

11.Footwear;

12.Mosaic parquetry, etc.

13.Pencils.

E.I PENCILS

1 Pencils, specially black lead pencils, are one of the essential items of

office stationery an* are part of the educational kit in daily use by «*£'•
^e production of pencils is so important that in so.e ,frican countr.es the- Ministry

of Education takes over the responsibility of its production.

This project profile relates to a production capacity of 2500 gross pencils

per nonth (roughly 100 gross per day,. Bulk of the production would be the black

lead variety but in the same plant and with a slight change in some of the raw

aerials, other varieties of pencils like copying and coloured can be produced.

Production technology is single. Pencil industry can also be set up as a women s

enterprise,

Gooa quality graphite and right type of wood (softwood) are the critical

raw materials for pencil manufacture fro, the basic stage .namely the production

of lead slips and the preparation of wood slat which is to house the Blip.

Alternately, pencil production may be undertaken from the intermediate stage

namely fro, purchased slips and wood slats in which case, the investment can be

extremely low. It is however not difficult to set up the industry fro. the basic

stage. This profile is based on the basic stage,

(a) Raw material requirements

- sawn wood sleepers (cut to size)

- Graphite lumps

- Plastic ball clay

- Wood glue

- Sand paper

- Lacquer (in different colours)

- Stamping foil

- Metal ferrules and rubber tips (optional)

- Packing materials

-. Fuel (firewood)
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(b) Utilities (per month)

<c) Contingencies (per month)

(<*) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building

- Land 500 square metres

- Building 350 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Wood slat cutter

- Slat grooving machine

- Pug mill

- Slip extrusion machine (Low temperature)

- Baking furnace (brick work construction based

on wood fuel;maximum temperature 60-80 degree C)

- Baking moulds (brass)

- Press (for compacting the glued slats)

- Finished slat cutter

- Lacquer coating machine

- Stamping machine

- Ferrule and rubber tip fitting machine

- Electrical motors and accessories ■

- Offica furniture and equipment ~

(e) Process description

sheath , r in9 C°nSiStS ^ thrSe StagSS ^-^ <* woodslate into

»- first stage can be avoidea u a suitabl gement ^ mafie ^^

Doinery ffilll for co^nercial supply of ready made slats in 6 or 8 ply.

The entire three-stage process is as follows:

Soft wood sleepers dressed and cut to size axe obtained from the

rd into slats (185nm x 55ra x 5-5
lead and hence must correspond to its dimensions. Bach slat represents the
^ of the pencil in 6 or 8 piy. The slates _ ^.^^ J
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Next the lead slip is prepared by mixing fine graphite powder, clay and gun.

fragacanth into thick paste and extruded into a uniform tube of lead. The lead

slip, out to pencil size, is hardened for easy handling by baking it into a low

temperature furnace, The next operation consists of placing the lead slips into

the open grooves of the slats, gluing together two slats firmly and compacting them

into one piece of slat and then cutting then, along the plys into 6 or 8 pencxls.

These are then dressed to smoothness, cleaned, lacquered, stamped, fitted with

rubber and ferrules where necessary, packed and marketed.

(f)
rerscnn.il (skills anc labour requirements)

Function

.11

Manager cuip chemist

Purchase/sales

assistant

Accountant/storekeeper

Office Secretary/typist

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

Unskilled workers

SUE-TOTAL

Perquisites, 15 per Cent

of salaries

Number

1

1

1

1

3

6

12

■

Salary rate

Per month

„ — ■

. — —

Total

_..

■■

inimum total investment required to establish the unit (US$)

(i) Minimum total fixed capital:

- Land and building

- Machinery and equipment

TOTAL
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(ii) Minimum total working capital:

Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Contingencies

TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

2. Source of raw materials

Various species of soft wood for example, cedar, cypress, cedrella, Diambi,

Agba (Tola) and olon (Fagura) are available in many African countries in the

Eastern, Central and Western African subregions.' The above listing of the suitable

species is not exhaustive .->nd tGrhnir-i -«■*»■* ^. ^« ,.,,,•*: ui -,
. : i-LLnnic-^i aavise on suitable woods ?.iay bc sought

from the following organizations, among others:

(i) Forest Products Research Institute (Kumasi Ghana);

<ii) Timber Research and Development Association, High Wycombe (UK)

(iii) Centre Technique Forestiere Tropical, 45 avenue de la Belle:

, Gabrielle Nogent sur Marne (France)

(iv) Forest Research Institute Dehradan, India;

(v) Forest Industries Advisory Group, Economic Commission for Africa,

, r. O. Box 3001, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

Deposits of good quality graphite exist in Madagascar, and Zimbabwe., Other

well - known suppliers are India and Sri Lanka. Information on the availability

of graphite in other African countries may be sought from the Department of Mines

and Geology in respective countries.

Good quality plastic clays (other than Kaolin) are available in Algeria,

Egypt, Morocco, Mozambique, Swaziland, United Republic of Tanzania and Zimbabwe.

Metal ferrules and rubber tips may be made locally from steel strips and rubber *

blocks respectively or purchased from commercial sources.
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3. «n»mM n^achlnerv and equipment and addresses of suppliers
■ ii ■» ' *

Czechoslovakia

Techno Export

Prague

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) ultramar Fiscer and Co,, DusseldorfJ

(ii) Becker and Van Hullen, Krefeld;

(iii) Siempelkamp Ltd., Krefeld

(lv) Friedrich Ehrhardt, Bleistiftmachinenfabrik GMBH, Spenglerstrasse.

85O0 Moraberg; ;

(V) Bleistiftmaschinenfabrik, 85CO Hurnberg, Hans Buntestrasse-11.

India

(i) Standard Pencil Factory, Industrial Estate, Guindy, Madras

(ii) united Engineering Co .7 Cheruvannur, Feroke, Kerala;

(iii, oriental Machinery Supplying Agency, 12- Mission Row Calcutta-1;

(iv) Batlibor and Company, 26, Rajendra Hukherjee Road, Calcutta-1.

Netherlands

Van Reitcheten and Houwens Rotterdam 6.

Switzerland

Fahrni Industries Ltd., Zurich 2.

Yugoslavia

Iva Lola Ribar

Zelsnik,Belgrade
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E2. WOODEN CRATES

With the implementation of the industrialization policy in Africa, it

is anticipated that the production of consumer and engineering goods will increase.

Accordingly the demand for wooden crates will increase. In fact, the wooden crates

are and will be required for transportation of bulk stores by industry and business

houses

Inputs tc manufacturing unit

(a) Raw material requirements, intermediates and accessories

per rsonth

, - Planks or similar packing wood

- Nail

tk) Utilities per month(US$)

<c> ' Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings (rented)

- Land:150 square metres

- Buildings:2OO square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- vertical band saws, with 5 HP motor ■

- circular saws, with 3 HP motor and

cross cutting bench

- hot brazing equipment

- furniture and equipment

(iii) Installation and electriciation charges

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and equipment)

Minimum cost of machinery and equipment (ii) + (iii)

Minimum total fixed capital:

(i) + (ii) + (iii)
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(e) Process description

Planks, size bern and battons are cut to size in the cross cutting

machine. The top and bottom of crates, size and ends are separately built up according

to sizes of crates. During assembly for reinforcement purpose, wooden square bars may

have to be fixed at the four corners cf the crate with supporting cross bars may have

to be fixed at the' four"corners ofthe crate'with supporting cross bars. Care should

be taken to see that no defective planks are used.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Function * '

Manager

Lawyer

Clerk/accountant

Skilled workers

Helpers

Watchinan

■

Number

1

1

1

2

2

1

(. - .

Salary ra"^

Per ci. "-':h

i

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites, 10 pe:

cent of' salaries'

TOTAL

(g) Minimum total capital investment required to establish the unit

(i) Miniicum total fi::ed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

•■ Raw materials

- utilities

- Othor contingent expenses

Personnel

Minimum grand total capit-.l ~r\.?';tv.
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2, Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available locally. Planks of required sizes are "
procured from local market depending on demand.

3" Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

When making inquiries, and in order to satisfy your requirements please

indicate if you would like to receive complete machinery and e^ipment or only some
parts.

India

(i) M/s. Atlas Engineering Industries, G.T. Road, Batala, Punjab;'

(ii) M/s. varat Machinery, 676, Netaji subhas Road, Calcutta-1; :

West Germany

Maschinenfabrik Rovert burkle GMBH and Co., P.O. Box I60, D-729C,

FREUDENSTADT

Switzerland

(i) Uischer and Bolli AG. Zurichstrasse, 127, CR-8600, DUBENDORF;

(ii) Wahli Freres S.A. Fabrique de Machines, OJ-2735, BEVILARD;

(iii) INYECTA AG, CH-5723, TEUPENTBflL;

(iv) Fischer Georg Burgg Oehler AG, Wildischachen, CH-52OO, BRUGG;

(v) IRION, w. and P., Rauracherstrasse, 3 CH-4125, RIEHEN;

(vi) KUPFERL & P., Thurstrasse 57, CH-3612, STEFIISBURB;

(vii) Reinhard AG. H. Maschinenfabrik, CH-4950 HUTIWIL; ""' '"

(viii) Schneider Hugo Machlnenbau, CH-5416, KIRaiADORF;

(ix) HITLI AktoiengGsellschaft, FL-9494, SCHAAN;

(x) Oertli Wekzeuge AG Hochfederstrasse, 11, CH-8180 BULACH
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E3. WOODEN DOOR FRAMES AND SHUTTERS

There is an important requirement'of wooden door frames and shutters in every

household construction and in any institution buildings. Usually, whenever a house

is constructed carpenters have to be en,aged for the manufacture of doors, widows,

shutters, etc. following the development of the household construction in Africa

it is recorded to increase the manufacture of wooden doors and windows, specially

at the small-scale level.

1. Inputs to manufacturing unit

intermediates and accessories per

(i) Wood;

(ii) Plywood of various kinds;

(iii) Hinges and other fittings, etc.,

(iv) Polish and paint materials.

(b) utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital ;

(i) Land and buildings

- Land: 4OO square metres

-. Buildings (covered shed:200 square metres);

(ii) Machinery and equipment :

- Band saw macking 36" with motor 10 HP ....

- Circular saw 12" with 2 KP motor

- Surface-cum-thickness planner machine with motor, 2 HP

- Jointer planner 12" with motor, 2 HP

- Moulding spandLe machine 20" x 24" size

- Tenoning machine with mctor, 5 HP

- Belt sander machine with motor, 3 IIP

- Mortising chair chisel machine with motor and 1/4" to 1"

size chain and motor, 1 HP
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- Saw sharpening machine with actor, 1 HP -

- Saw brazing machine (electrically operated)

- Double ended grinder machine with 3/3" HP motor;

- Portable drill 12" capacity with stand

- Knife sharpening machine with 1/2 HP motor

- Hand tools - 20 sets

- Work tables - lo

- Office equipments
*

(iii) Electric installation charges

T1° Per cent of the costs of machinery and equipment)

Minimum total cost of machinery and equipment (ii) + (iii) .

Minimum total fixed capital (i) + (ii) + (iii) =

(e) Process description

Suitable sizes of planks are cut en the bend saw machine. These are cut

to required sizes on hand saw and circular saw depending upon the size. They are

then surface planned to required thickness on the planner. The edge forming drillin,

holes and moulding operations are done on the respective machines. The different
items are then glued and assembled.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Function

Manager (owner)

Machine operators

Clerk/accountant

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

Labourers

Watchmen

Helpers

SUB-TOTAL

Perquisites, 15 per

cent of the salaries

TOTAL

Nunber

1

4

1

4

3

3

2

3

Salary rate

Per month Total
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to establish the unit
total cap.^1 investment

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

Raw materials

Utilities

Other contingent expenses

Personnel - -■-

Minimum grand total capital investment.requirements =

2. Sources of raw materials

The log timber as a basic raw material is available locally

ncl pgnipment and addresses of suppliers
3. Sources of machine

India

(i) M/s. Sugga Engineering Works (P) Ltd. 8/39, South Industrial

Area, Kirti Nagar, New Delhi-15s

(ii) M/s. Soneic Machine Tools, 1O, Industrial Estate, Rajkot

(Gujarat);

(iii) M/s. The Bharat Mechanical Works (Road), GT. Road, Batala;

(iv) M/s. Ramanuja Industries, Kanimangalam, Trichur.

West Germany

Maschinenfabrik Robert, Burkle GMBH and Co. P.O. Box 160, D-7290

Freudenstadt.

Switzerland

(i) Uischer and Bolli AG, Zurichstrasse, 127, CH-86OO DUBENDORF;

(ii) wahli Freres, S.A. Fabrique de Machines, CH-2735 BEVILARD;

(iii) INYECTA AG, CH-5723 TEUFENTHrX;

(iv) Fischer Georg, Brugg Oehler AG, wildischachen, CH-52OO BRUGG?

(v) IRIONiW-and-P, Rauracherstrasse, 3, CH-4125 RIHENf

(vi) KUPFERL & F., Thurstrasse 57, CH-3612, STEFIISBURG;

(vii) REINHARD AG. H. Maschinenfabrik, CH-4950 HUTWILL;

(viii) Schneider Hugo Maschinenbau, CH-5416 KIRCHDORF;

(ix) HILTI Aktiengesellschaft, FL-9494 SCHAAN;

(x) Dertli Werkzeuge AG, Hochefelderstrasse, 11, CH-8180 BULACH.
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E4. WOODEN FURNITURE

Furniture and fixtures are essential for each house and office. Modern life

requires furniture and fixtures starting from plank, table, chair, rack, meatsafe,

bed, etc. Furniture made out of good quality wood (highly finished) is beautiful in
* i.

the room.

Inputs to manufacturing unit

(5) ^w material requirements, intermediates and accessories per

month ; ■■■-.■-

(i) Planks and other woods;

(ii) Nail, sand paper; .. . - ■

(iii) Foam plywood, rexine, glue, etc.?

(iv) Varnish;

(v) Other polishing material.

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings (rented)

- Land: 600 square metres

-■ Building area: 1,200 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Heavy duty vertical bandsaw machine complete with

electric motor suitable for 440/3/50 cycles supply

starter, vee belt

- Dia of wheels - 18" 450 mm

- Width of wheels - 1 1/2" 38 ram .

- (HP required - 1 HP)

- Hand Feed Surface Planner complete with guide fence,

blade guard, cutter block with 3 steel knives complete

electric motor starter, pulley and belt
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- Cutter Head diameter 6C ram

- Table size 500 x 170 mm

■ - indigenous make ball bearings fitted heavy duty motorised

circular saw machine with heavy machine table, saw guard with

electric motor starter, vee belt etc.

- Dia of saw blade - 300 mm

- Maximum depth of cut - 110 ran.

(HP required - 1 HP)

- 1/2" capacity portable drill (wolf brand)

- Portable, heavy duty sancer - 6" (wolf brand)

- saw sharpener and setter with 1/2 HP motor starter etc.

- Hot iron brazin equipment with stand and forge

- 18" knife grinding machine with 1/2 HP motor and starter, etc

- Electrical installation, power and light

- Carpentry hand tools

- Furniture for workshop arid office equipment

(iii) Electrical installation, power and light

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and equipment)

Minimum cost of machinery and equipment: (ii) +

Minimum total fixed capital : (i) + (ii) + <i;Li) =

(e) process description

The planks are plained and cut in the cross cutting machine to the

required length. «M design ana curving* are »ade on the pl^s where nece„.

ThTPartS are then joined toother with the help of a special nail (having both .
pointed, , wooden pin, glue. etc. as deeraed fit for the en* product. Then products

oade are polished, varnished and furnished, and ready for dispatching.
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<f) Personnel (skills and labour
requirements)

Salary rate

Per month

Manager (owner)

Carpenters

Machine operators

Clerk/accountant

Helpers

VJatchman

Perquisites, lo per cent

of salaries

total capital invests .oqulred to eB,wM<nh

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital

investment requirements:

2* Sourc-es of raw materials

Kaw materials' are available locally. Planks and other
tne local market. They are

. are procured

indicate i/^you
to recexve conplete machinery and equipment or only so.e
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Indi<

(i) M/s. Maneklal and Sons, 115/116, Narayan Dhuru Street, Bonibay-3;

(ii) M/s. Jayems Machinery, 22, Brabourne Road, Calcutta-1;

(iii) M/s. Varat Machinery, 288, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta-17;

(iv) M/s. Perfect Machine tools, 123, Mount Road, Madras-6.

West Germany

^aschinenfabrik Robert Burkle GMBH & Co., P.O. Box 160, D-7290

FREUDENSTADT.

Switzerland

(i) Uischer and Bolli AG, Zur.ichstrasse, 127, CH-86OO, DUBENDORF;

(ii) Wahli Freres S.&. Fabrique,4e Machines, CK-2735, BEVILARD;

(iii) INYECTA AG, CH-5723 TEUFENTHAL? .

(iv) Fischer Georg Brugg Oehler AG, Wildischachen, CH-52OO BRUGG;

(v) IRI0N;W. and P., Rauracherstrasse, 3, CH-425 RIEEN;

(vi) REINHT.RD AG.H- Maschinenfabrik, CH-4950 HUTIWIL;

(vii) Scheinder Hugo Maschinenbau, CH-5416 KIRHDORF;

(viii) HILTI Aktiengessellschaft, FL-9494 SCHAAN;

(ix) Oertli Werkzeuge AG Hochfelderstrasse, 11, CH-8180.

BULACH.

E5. WOOD SCREWS

Wood screws are considered as industrial fasteners and are mainly used in

wooden furniture, electrical fittings and railway carriages. There is a high

consumption of wood screws by building construction work and repair work.

1. Inputs to manufacturing unit

(a) Raw material requirements, intermediates and accessories per month

("r- Sard,bright materials

Polishing material

..... - - Packing cartons ■.:■ . . '■ ■■■■■.■■.. ■

• (b)p Utilities per month

. .,: ;(c) Other contingencies get- month ■ :;
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<<*) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings (rented)

Building areas : 2OO square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Heading machines producing wooden

screws, length from 50 mm to 75 mm

- Heading machines producing wooden

screws, length from 8 ma to 35 mm

- Slotting machines for light duty

- Slotting machines for heavy duty

- Threading machines for light duty

- Threading machines for heavy duty

- Polishing drums

- Pickling and cleaning vats

- Weighing scale

- Measuring instruments such as micro-meter.,

caliper guages etc.

- Fixtures/dies

- Office equipment

- Working table, etc.

(iii) Installation and electrification charges

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and equipment)

Minimum cost of machinery and equipment:

(ii) .+ (iii)

Minimum total fixed capital :

(i) + (ii) + (iii) =

(e) Process description

(i) The wire is fed to an automatic heading machine where the

head is formed and parting off done according to desired

length;

(ii) Slotting on the head is made on slotting machine?

(iii) Threading is done on the thread cutting machine.

Then screws are degreased, pickled and polished in the polishing drums

and finally packed in cartons.
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(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Function

Manager (owner)

Foreman

Accountant/storekeeper

Clerk/typist

Mechanic

Skilled workers

Unskilled workers

; Watchman

SUB-TOTr.L

1 Perquisites, 10 per

cent of salaries

TOTAL

Number

1

1

1

: l

l

2

4

2 •

■

Salary rate

Per month

\

Total

•

(a) Minimum total capital investments required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- ' Personnel

Minimum grand total capital

investment requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials, are available locally.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment aria"addresses of suppliers

When making inquiries, and in order to satisfy your requirements,

please indicate if you would like to receive complete machinery and equipment

or only some parts.
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India

(i) M/s. Varat Machinery, 288, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta-17,

(ID- M/s. Jaynues:"Machinery, 22 Brabourne Road, Calcutta-1;.

;(iil) M/S: Batlib°i ^d COV.Pvt*/ Ltdl' Jeewan *">«. Parliament
i Street, New Delhi

: (iv) M/s. Rama Industries, Rewari, Karyana.

West Germany ■

$£ Rb GMBH S Co.,P.O. BOX 16O,D-729O
Switzerland

; (i) Uischer and Bolli AG, Zurichstrasse, 127 CH-860O, DUBENDORT;

; (ii) Wahli Freres s.A. Fabrique de Machines, CH-2735, BEVILAED;
(iii) INYECTA AG, CH-5723, TEUFENTHAL;

(iv) Fischer Georg Brugg Oehler AG, Wildischachen, CH-52OO, BRUGG;

(v) irioh,k. and P., Bauracherstrassa, 3 CH-4125, RIEHEN;

(vi) KUPFERL a P., Thurstrasse 57, CH-3612, STEFIISBURG;

(vii) Reinhard; AG.H. Maschinenfabrik, CH-4950 HBTIWIL; '
(vili) Schneider Ugo Maschinenbau, CH-5416, KIRCHDORF; '

(ix) HILTI flktiengesellschaft FL-9494 SCHAAN;

<) t ac Hbchfelderstrasse, 11, CH-8180, BOLACH.

E6. V7OODEN STORAGE SHELVES AND RACKS

The utilization of shelves and racks is a ^^ and better means Qf

*eepxng and storing articles such as books, records, clothes, etc. Wooden storage
shelves and racks are supplied to furnish shops and offices. They have certain

advantages, particularly in the delivery of products, over steel shelves and racks.

wooden storage shelves and racks enjoy a ready market because of their multipurpose
use and easy maintenance.

1- Inputs to manufacturing unit

(a> Ra_W- material requirements, intermediates and

accessories per month
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(i) Wooden.planks;

(ii) P'ood of various cross section; :

(iii) Varnish and other polishing material

(b) Utilities per month

(c? -Other contingencies per-month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings (rented per ;month)

- Land: 4OO square metres ,

: - Building area: 150 square metres

(ii) Machinery and:equipment ;

; - Hand feed surface planner complete with guide fence.

blade guard electric motor. starter, etc.

;(a) Cutter head diameter 60 mm;

(b) Table size - 5OO x 7OO mm; .

(c) HP required - 1 HP. ......

■ - Heavy duty circular saw machine with table and saw

"guard electric motor,' starter, etc.

....(a)- -Diameter of saw-blade — 3OO mm;

(b) Max. Dept. of cut - 110 nn;

(c) HP required 1 HP .■'-,.)

- 1/2" capacity portable drill (wolf brand)

- 18" knife grinding machine with 1/2 HP mctor and starter, etc,

- Carpentry hand tools;

- Furniture for workshop and office equipment

'(iii) Electrical installation, power and light

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and equipment)

Minimum cost of machinery and equipment (iiK-.+

,.; : Minimum t^otal fixed capital (i) + (ii) + (iii)-:'r
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(e) Process description

The planks and other woods are surfaced and cut to the required sizes *

in respective machines available. The parts are then joined together with the help

of nails, wooden pins, glue etc. as deemed necessary for the end products. Finishing

and painting are done as per the requirements of customers

(f) Personnel (skills and labour reauirements). - -

Function

Manager (owner)

Carpenters

Machine operators

Clerk/accountant

Helpers/cleaners: •

Watchman . > '-■

SUB'TOTP.L

Perquisites,

Number

1

2

3

1

'3

1

10 per cent of the salaries

TOTAL I

Salary rate

Per month

-

Total

1
(g) Minimum total capital investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital investment requirements

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available locally. Planks and other woods are

procured from the local market. They are seasoned in the open air as per requirement,

3* Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

India

(i) M/s. Varat Machinery, 288, Shakespeare Sarani, Calcutta-17;
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(ii) M/s. Jaynues Machinery, 22 Brabourne Road, Calcutta-1, India;

.(iii) M/s. Batlipoi and Co. Pvt. Ltd., Jeewan Vihar, Parliament Street,

New Delhi;

(iv) M/s. Rame Industries, Reward, Haryana.

West Germany

Maschinenfabrik Robert Burkle GMBH & Co., P.O. Box 160, D-7290 FREUDENSTAIT

Switzerland > .

(i) Uischer and Belli AG, Zurichstrasse, 12, CH-8600, DUBENDORF;

(ii) Wahli Freres S.A. Fabrique de Machines, CH-7235;, BEVILARD;

(iii) INYECTA AG, CH-5723 TEUFENTtUi,

(iv) Fischer Georg Brugg Oehler AG, Woldischachen, ai-52OO BRUGG;

(v) IRI0N;W, and P. Rauracherstrasse, 3 CH-4125, RIEHEN;

(vi) KUPFERL & P. Thurstrasse, CH-3.612, STEFIISBURG;: ■ :,

(vii) REIKHARD AG, H. Bauracherstras^ ,CH-495O flUTIVJIL

(viii) Schneider Hugo Maschienbau, CH-5416 Kirchdorf;

(ix) HILTI Akiengesellschaft, FL-9494 SCHAAN;

(x) Oertli ^erkZeyge AC- Unchfelderstrasse, 11 r CH-8180 .BULAOU ,.
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F. j^^jjjgjj^ng_and Engineering

8 °f ^^ a* -*™«*"E "en* tobe

1. Manhole covers-C.I,
2. Weights

3- Circlips

4, Bright bars

b» Pressure die casing

6, Conduit pipes metallic

7. Flexible metallic pipe
tt. Standard wire.

9. (Machine shop vices

10. Mechanical jacks . .
11. Hydraulic jacks

12. Signal ladders

13. Street light fittings
14. Steel almirah

15. Steel vaults, safes and cash boxes

lb. Moat and food safes - metallic cabinets - all types
17. Steel trunks ...

IB. Tin containers unprinted
19= Buckets

20. Barrels

21. Drums ■■'■:

22. Tin trays

23. Bath tubes

24- Dust Dins

25. Sanitary fixutures - metallic
26. Cocks and valves - water pipe fittings
27. Pipe fittings

26. Pressure stove

29. Wick stoves

30. Hurricans lanterns
31. Signal lamps

32. Hand lanps

33. Shoe tacks

34. Shoe eylets

3ii. Umbrella ribs and fittings
36. Zip fasteners metallic
36. Tin cutters

39. Belt fasteners

40. Pilferproof caps

41. Gun cases

42. Doors, windows and ventilators
43. Rolling shutters

44. Lantern posts and bodies

45. Aluminium furniture

4b. Adjustable beds hospital

47. Iron and steel costs - all types
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46. Storage cupboards - iron and steel
4B. Racks - all types including angular racks - iron and steel

50. Racks iron and stesl

51. Wheelchairs for invalids

52. Steel chairs - all types

53. Steel table hospital

54. Steel tables - all other types

55. Trolleys - railway plat form drinking water

56. Trolleys iron and steel hospital

57. Strechers iron and steel

56. Storage bins steel .

59. Steel furniture all other types

bO. Hacksaw frames

61. Pliers

62. Screw Drivers

63. Spanners

64. Hanmers

65. Anvils

66. Wood working saws

67. Wrenches

68. Industrial knives

69. Nail pullers

70. Chisels

71. Pincers

72. Wire cutters

73. Other hand tools for olacksmith

74. Carpentry, handforging, foundry, etc

75. 3olts and nuts except high tensile and other special types

76. Rivets of all types including bifurcated

77. Wire adjusting screws

7b. Turrbler locks

79. Pad locks

60. Safe/cabinet locks . .

81. Door locks

62. Bicycle locks

63. Other locks

84. Lashing chains ■ ■■

65. Persian wheels

86. Chaff cutter blades

67. Chaff cutters

88. Animal driven implements = .

89. Crow bars

90. Plough shears/iron ploughs

91- Cultivators ,

92. Disc barrows •

93. Insecticide dusters manual

94. Insecticiae sprayers manual
95. Forks ■.■■-■■

96. Hoes :

97. Levellers

98. Nowers
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99. Pickers-metallic
100. Hand pumps

101. Seed treaters
102. Fund shovels

103. Sickles

104. Seed bins

105. Water lifters

106- Other agricultural implements
107. Wire nails

IQti. Wood screws

109. Machine screws - except socket head and special types
110. Gate hooks J^

111- Shoe nails animal

112. Hob nails

113. Builders hardware
114. toil cutters

115. Metallic washers
116. Barbed wires

117. Spoons cutlery
116. Forks cutler

119. Table knives/household knives
120. Bread cutters

121. Other cuttier items

122. Domestic utensils [brass)

123. Domestic utensils (aluminium)
124. Domestic utensils (bell metal)
125. Domestic utensils (copper)
126. Domestic utensils (iron) - ' ■ :■ :;
127. Domestic utensils (silver) ;
126. Domestic utensils (bronze)
129. Domestic utensils (German silver)
130a Pressure cookers

131. Gas appliances such as cooking ranges, ovens, etc.
132. Gas lighters - mechanical
133. Razors

134. Safety pins

135. Wach straps metallic
136. Drrbrella parts

137. Domestic sewing machines
13a. Beam scales

139. Postal weighing scales
140. Expanded metal

141. Welded wire mesh

142. Wire gauze and wire netting, metallic
143. Steel wool

144. Hair pins

145. Metal fittings for leather goods and garrrents
146. blacksmith hearths

147. Brass dampers

14a. Measuring types steel
149. Lamp holders

150. Winnowers
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151. Wheat and rice threshers

152. Sheed cleans

153. Shell h"..;skev\3

154. Grain dripro

155. Reapers

156. Cotton delinking machine .. , .

157. Sheed drills .. ,. ■ '
156. Other agricultural machinery
159. Hand saw bledss for cutting wooden logs

160. Coolant p'-irrps

161. Steadies

162. Dog plates

163. Double can mixer dairy equipment

164. Micro pulveriser dairy equipmsnt

165. Rottary driers dairy squipment

166. Basket type centrifuge^ dairy equipment

167. Milk Cooling and cheese-settling'equipment dairy equipment

166. Evaporating pans dairy equipment

169. Butter Chum dairy equipment ;

170. Curd mills dairy equipment

171. Agitators da^ry equipment

172. Storage tsnkrs for dairies

173. All poultry s

F.I. Automobile radiator cores,

The radiator keeps water circulation in the cylinder heads of engines at

relatively cco^tr.nt temperature and thus prevent overheating of the engine. A

radiator is also used in stationary types of engines.. The design of a radiator

varies according to the types of vehicles and different manufacturers of

automobiles. ! "".""'"

*' Iripubs tc manufacturing unit (capacity 100'pieces a rnonthi

?' n-gtsrial requirements, intermediates and

- Coppsr Ingots

- Zinc :*".<pts

- Tin ir.gatr. ■■'■■■■'•

- Letrd in gets

- Shr-sts

icalE, flux, etc.

Cb) LH:ilities tpsr month)

(c) Other contingencies(per month)

(c) F.ixed r-r-pital

{:.) Land and buildings (rented) per month:

- built area*. 300 square t
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(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Automatic Tube Drawing

- Automatic Strip Tinner

- Automatic Fin Roller Machine

- Heavy Duty Core Assembly Jigs

- Special Soldering Oven

- Header Plate Dipping Equipment

- Fluxing and Draining Equiprrent

- Guillotine Shearing Machine
- Capacity Drill Machine

- Double ended Pedestal Grinder
- Ball Press

- Compressor

- Squaring jig

- Dies, tools, .fixtures, gadgets
- Installation Electrification

• ■ - Furnitures, office equipment

tiii) Installation and electrification charges:
(10 per cent of the costs of machinery and
equipment]

ilinimum total cost of machinery and
equiprrent

Minimum total fixed capital

(e| Process description

TinnJ i^r aPe ulnn8d and tha sheets are also tinned in-Automatic strip
The S», ^/*-S ^ P^hBd^.entosaad out of Copper Strips in a Press fechine.
The tubes and fins areassenbied in Asseafcly Jigs. Then, the assented cores are
fluxed m-Fluxing an Draining equipment. The cores are then baked and squaredTn
Jn fiH° ^ h Care Of.a^ defonrati^- The header plates are pressed in the rachine
ri?nnpH ?n dS1HrS fS by,Hand Rollln2 ™chi™- Then the Header plates are hot
diPP?H i" f°ldfr bath and assemtll8d with core, aefore assently, the cores
should be subjected to pressure testing,

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)
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Function Number Salary rate

per month

Total

Manager (engineer or

mechanic with a long

experience (owner)

f'techanic-technician

Clerk/accountant

Salesman"

Skilled workers

Unskilled workers

Watchmen

Casual labour

....'.' . Sub-total,

perquisifcies lb% of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total capital investment required

to establish the unit " _ ™

(i) Hinimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities .■-.....,
- Other; contingent ,. ; . ' :

; ..._ " !- expenses ■'' '. '.>-. .'.].
' - Personnel " .

Minimum grand total capital investmsnt.

requirement ... . .

2- Sources of raw materials ..

The raw materials are available on the national market.in some African countries

In other African countries the governments provide engineering, manufacturers with

facilities to import such raw materials as copper, zinc, tin> and lead ingots. In

any case, it is recorTmended to contact the National Chamber of ComnBrce or Industry.
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3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses

of suppliers

India

(i) International Machine Tools Corporation, 5 Bank Street,
P.O. Box 799 Fort Bombay-400001,

(ii) Power Tools and Appliances Co., 2, Dalhouse Square

East, Calcutta-700001,

3apan

(i) iioritani and Cie. Ltd., International Trading and Enginaering

4-22 Yaesu 1-Chome, Chou-Ku, Tokyo 103-91,

(ii) "CECOCU', P.O. Box a, Ibraki-Fu.

F=2. Dairy Equipment

The implementation of a food prograrrme requires the availability of appropriate

equipment for food preservation. As far as the preservation of milk is concerned,

it is necessary to have storage tanks and other equipment in organised dairies.
The following dairy equipment can be manufactures by small-scale manufacturing
units:

'"- cJduble"cbne mixer

- micro pulveriser

- rotary driers

- basket type centrifuges .. - ■ ■■-■■■.-.

- milk cooking and settling equipment

- butter churns

- curd mills

- evaporating pans

- agitators

- storage tanks

As indicated, the above mentioned items are necessary for preservation and

processing of milk and milk products. Therefore, the small scale manufacturing units

will have to be established in the African cities, as well.as in rural areas, to
cater for the demand of smaller dairies. : "'

1. Inputs to the manufacturing unit L ; ''

(a) Raw material requirements,intermediates and accessories
per montn" " ~~~' -' ■ ■.'- "■- ■■-■■"

'.■' ' - stainless steel 'plates and sheets ; '.!.'. "''.'•'.
;"'- sheets rbds etc. ' . .:']'■'. ''.'.' ■ ■

- stainless steel rods and other sectioris . . l:"' '
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(b) Utilities per month

- postage

- stationery

- consumable stores

- repair and maintenance

- transport charges

(c) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building (rented per month)

covered area; 100 square metres , ,. .,

open area: 120 square metres

(ii) Machinery .'.and equipment

- cutqgen 5 oxyacetylene '

- plate bending machine

- air cooled art; welding transformer 350 arnpsres

- welding rectifier set, 30 x 350 amperes

- argonarc welding equipment and accessories

- air compressor

- various penumatic tools such as chipping harrmers,

polishers, wire brushes, etc.

- flexible shaft grinder

- gas welding set with accessories

- universal radial drilling machine 250 rrm capacity

- lathe height of centre 1770 rrm capacity

- Bench drilling machine 15 rrm capacity

- hacksaw machine 175 rrm capacity

- 5 ton chain pulley block and travelling trolley

with chain

- 5 ton hand operated gantry crane

- vessel rotator stands ■;;_ . . :

- double ended bench grinder

- work bench with vices

- electrical drying oven

- hydraulic test pump . . . . : ]

- furnitures and office equipment

(iii) Electrification and installation charges

C10 per cent of the cost of machinery

and equipment)

Minimum total cost of machinery

and equipment (ii) + (iii)

Minimum total fixed capital

(i) + (ii) + (iii)
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(e) Process description

Welding of stainless steel requires high skill in operation. Internal surface
finishing require high polish, free from any scratch. All this aspects require
high quality of skilled workmanship and supervision in welding and material handling
The masin process involved for the making of bodies of the products are:

- cutting sheets to size either by shearing or gas cutting
- plate bending

- welding

- polishing and

- grinding.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate

per month

Function Number _ Total

Manager-engineer . 1

Clerk/Accountant ..'. , , 1

Skilled welders 3

Skilled machinists • ^ ,.',._.,'.,.'
Typist .1

Semi-skilled workers 4

Unskilled workers 2

Apprentices ... ■ . 4

Watchman ,-."■■ 2

Sub-total ' . : ■'.,.

Perquisites, 15% of salaries .

Total

Cg) Minimum total capital investment reduiGed to
establish the unrE

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities : ■■- '■

- Other contingent

expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital

investment requirement
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2. Sources of raw materials

In some African countries the national market can provide with the national or

imported raw materials. But in the other African countries the Governments provide

small scale manufacturers of metal and engineering products with facilities to

import raw materials directly. In any case, it is reconrmended to contact the

National Chamber of Comnerce of Industry. ,.,;

3* Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses

of suppliers

India

(i) M/s Indian Oxygen Ltd., Oxygen House, P-34

Taratala Road> Calcutta-700053

Cii) Pl/s New Standard Engineering Co, Ltd., Ram l^iandir Road,

Goregaon, Bombay-4000063

Ciii) M/s Ashok Bros., 37 Panchkuin Margr New Delhi

(iv) M/s Advani & Co. (P) Ltd., Advani Chamers, Sir

. .-....-.. .. . P.M. Road, P..B. No. 687, BcmDay-400023 - ;;..;

Japan -' ■..-.■ v.

Tokyo Milk Machinery Co. Ltd., 9, 1-Chome Fukagawa Sarue-Cho

Koto-ku, Tokyo

West Germany

(i) Becker, Gebr. Apparatbau, 472 Beckum,. Postfach 96

Cii) Meyer, H.F. Maschinenfabrik, 2430 Newstadt (Holstein)

Postfach 84

(iii) Schroder, Wilh. G. Nachfolger QnbH/ 2413 Lubeck-Schltup
Industrie-Gelande Halle L45 ^:

\JGA , . .,

(i) Gaulin Corporation, 44 Garden Street, Evaret.t,;;Mass. 02149

(ii) Allied Fisher Scientific, New York, 52 Faedem Road,
Spring Field, N.3. 07081, ,USA L, . f,:-..- ..■ ■; ; .

Switzerland ; .. : ; : .: - i

Ci) Aluminium Schweiusswerk Ag, Bernstrasse.63 CH-3952

Schlieren, Switzerland

(ii) Brunner, Robert, Drunnergasse 1, dH-6302, Kloten
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Ciii) Buznand S.A., Avenue de Hordes 46-48, CH-1004
Lausanne

Civ) Egli & Co. Jon. Inh. -A.; Egli Kirchgasse,
CH-96-06 Butschwill

(v) Escher Wyss, Aktie Ngssellschaft. Escner-Wyss-Platz
CH-8023, Zurich

For designs and accessories of dairy equipments contact the following suppliers;

Finland

Finnagro OY, P.O. Box 50, SF 00101,, Helsinki, Finland

Sweden * ,. . : , . , , .

Alfalaval, Stockholm, Sweden

F.3. Hair Pins

Hair pins/grips are widely used by ladies of different ages all over Africa
in large cities as well as in rural areas. There is a good market potential for
these items.

1- Inputs to manufacturing unit (capacity = 2000 gross per month)

(a) Raw material raquiremants, intermediates and accessories
per month "' — __ , .

- spring steel wire

- enamel paint

■* packing cartons

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

ti) Land and buildings (ranted) 100 square metres
Buildings area; 75 square meters

(ii) Machinery and equipment ^

- Automatic Hair Pins and hair.^rips making machines 2-
and 3" capacity complete with Dies. Electric Motor
2 HP/ starterr etc.%

- Bench Drilling Machine \K capacity with starter

and 2 HP motor ■ .. -\. ■■ , ■ ■' : 1.

- Painting Equipment i.e. Trays, Throughs Drip stands.
Baking oven, etc.,

- Office Furniture and Equipment I

- Tools, etc.
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(iii) Installation and electrification charges:

(Lj per cent of fochinorv ^i«-i -jcuif.ront)

1; Minimum cost of machinery and equipmant:

(ii) ■'+■ (iii) =

Minimum total fixed capital;

(i) + (ii) + [iii) + ■ ■

(e) Process description '."■: .

The wire is fed to arv automatic machine where the pins or grips are fbrrred
to their fins! shape. After this operation, the pins or grips are painted by
dipping in black paint and baked in an oven. The baked hair pins or grips are

finally packed in cartons of one gross pins or grips each and ready for market.

Personnel (skills and labour requirements) ,; . ;

Function Number Salary rate
per month

Function Number ; Total

Manager (owner) ' 1

Clerk/accountant 1

Mechanic 1 .

Skilled workers 2 -,.,='''
Unskilled workers 4

Sub-t0t-:l ■
Perquisites, 15 per cent of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total capital investment required to

establish the unit"

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital investment

requirement
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2. Sources of raw materials

In some African countries the national market can provide with national or
imported main raw materials. But in other African countries the Governments
provide the small-scale rretal and engineering manufacturers with facilities to
import directly the raw materials. In any case, it is recommended to contact the
National Chamber of Cormnerce or Industry.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

When making enquiries, and in order to satisfy your requirements,, please indicate
if you would like to receive, complete machinery and equipment or only some parts.

India

(i) lYs Indiana .Trade Links, Sultanwind .Road, Near Octori,
Amritsar

Japan . .

(i) Moritani and Co. Ltd., International Trading and
Enginee-ring, 4-22, Yaesu l-Chorre, Chou-ku, Tokyo
103-91

(ii) "CECOCO" Chou Boeki Goshi Kaisha, 9-29,
f^atsugamoto-Cho, Ibaraki, Osaka

West Germany

Ci) MRP Meyer, Roth and Past 02, Maschihenfabrik GnbH '

(ii) Raderberger Str. 202, Postfach 510829, D-5Q0Q, Kolin 51

(iii) Voest-Alpine GmbH, P.O. Box 210324^ Elsenheimerstrasse
59, 008 Munchen, 21.
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F.4, liachine Screws

The development of manufacturing industries during the implementation of the

Industrial Development Decade will increase considerably the demand of industrial
hardwares like machine screws. Therefore, there is a sufficient scope for the
establishment of more small-scale manufacturing units of machine screws in the

large cities as well as in African rural areas,

1. Inputs to the manufacturing unit (Capacity 10 tons a month)

(a) Raw material requirements,intermediates and

accessories per month

- Low carbon steel wires in coils (suitable for cold

forging) 5 rrvn to 2U rrm in diarreter are used.

- Hard bright wire

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contigencies per month . ' .

(d) Fixed capital__

(i) Land and building (rented) per month

- built area: 200 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipmsnt.-Minirpum cost: .

- old heading machine of capacity range of screw

diarreter 5 mm to 10 nmj

- Head trinming machine of capacity 60 pcs/min.;

- Thread rolling machine capacity 100 pcs/min.,

- Screw hsad slotting machine capacity 100 pcs/min-

- Tools, dies accessories., attachments, etc.;

- Polishing barrel..

- Double ended bench grinder with spare wheel?

- Furniture snd office Gquiptient.

(iii) Electrification and installation charges; .

(10 per cent of the cost of machinery and

equiment) . .

. . .: Minimum.total cost of machinery and■equipment

, . (ii)v+- -till] * . ■ ; ■.

Minimum total fixed capital

(i) + (ii) + (iiij =
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(e) Process description

. The material is fed in the.cold heading machine and the head is formed in
one end whilst the shank is pointed from thu other end. The head fins are trirrmed
and threads on shakns are cut by thread rolling process. Then, a slot on head
is cut in shitting machine for the screw driver and finally the screws are barrel
polished.

^ Personnel [skills and labour requirerrents)

Salary per

month

Function Number Total

Manager Engineer 1

Mechanic 1

Foreman 1

Clerk/Accountant 1

Semi-skilled workers 4

Helpers 2

Watchman 2

Sub-total

Perquisites,, 15% of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total capital investment required
—° es"tablish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

Cii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent

- Expenses

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital investrrent
requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

In some African countries the national market can provide with the national or
imported main raw materials. But in other African countries the Governments provide
small scalerranuf-jctursr of metal and engineering products with facilities to
import raw materials directly, In any case, it is recorrmended to contact the National
Chamber of Corrmerce or Industry.
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3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses

of suppliers

India

Ci) ii/s K.B. Machinery Factory, 5-Hamam Singh, Ramagarish

Marg (Sultan Wind Road) > Arrritsar

Eii) M/S Goldman Automatics Pvt. Ltd,, 75, Village Roaa,

Bhandup, Borrbay-4GQQ073

(iii) n/S Buwra Industrial Corporation G-T* Road, Putlighar, Amritsar

Civ) M/S Willner & Co., 15 Richmond Road, Bangalore - 25

Japan

Ci) "CECOCCT Chou Boeki Goshi Kaisha, 3-29 Matsugarroto-Cho

Ibarakx Osaka-pref

(ii) rioritani and Co. Ltd., International Trading and Engineering,

4-22 Yaesu 1-Chome, Chou-ku Tokyo, 103-91

West Germany

(i) MRP Meyer, Roth & Past 02, Maschinenfabrik, Gmbh

(ii) Raderberger Str., 202 Postfach 510829, D-5000, Koln 51

tiii) Voest-Alpine GmbH, P.O. Box 210324, ElsenshGimstrasse,

59, 008, Munchen, 21

F.5 Mechanical Toys

There is a substantial demand for mechanical toys in Africa. The modern

mechanical type of toys have an increased attraction for children. Actually, in

large African cities as well as in rural areas, sophisticated type of toys are

the main attraction in kindergardent schools, Therefere, while attractive designs

become more and more evident, the demand for toys increases rapidly. Toys are

prototypes of products already manufactured on a large scale and therefore are

miniatures of actual products. The necessity of toys is to educate African children

Fundamental technical principals are tought by toys through observation made by

children when they play their games. Children also learn technology when they try to

maintain their toys» According to the designs, mechanical toys to be manufactured

in this unit are subdivided into:

Ca) Dunmy toys

(b) Spring driven or weight (fly-wheel type)

(c) Battery operated automatic toys ' .
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1. Inputs to the manufacturing unit (capacity 2000 pieces a month)

(a) Raw material requirements; intermediates

and accessories per monEh ""~

- Tin plate

- Tin printing

- Brass

- Die cast tGy bodies pinion sections

- Spring steel strips hardened & in ribbon rolls

- Rubber moulded wheels

- Wire

- Small screws, rivets

- Paints, chemicals

- Plastic moulded toy bodies

- Cotton waste, cutting tools, etc.

[b) Utilities (per month'.-1

£c) Contingencies (per month,

(d) Fixed capital

(ij Land and buildings (rented) per month

Built area; 300 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment. ■

- treadle operated guillotine shearing machine

- bench type capstan lathe, length of bed 13" complete

- centre lathe ht. of centre 62 bed length - 6 ft.

- power press - general type

- Hand press

- drilling machine

- double ended'bench grinder 8" wheel dia'

- shaper - geared type 5" stock

- Horizontal milling machine, bench type table length 24"

- wire straightening machine

- spray painting equipment with compressor

- hand lever shear

- dies, jigs and fixtures

- work benches, tables and racks, etc,

- office equipment and workshop furniture

(iii) Installation and electrification charges

(10 per cent of the costs of machinery and equipment)

Minimum total cost of machinery and

equipment fii) + (iii)

Minimum total fixed capital

(i) + (ii) + (iii)
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(e) Process description

The process of manufacture of mechanical toys' is divided into the following

three major sections: .

(i) Body or outer shape

The bodies For different toys can be made either from sheet metal and

tin plates, or from plastic moulded material generally injection

moulded.

(ii) Prime rrechanism

The spring operated prime mechanism consists of a few gears operated by

a spring whe^-eby the motive is transmitted. Other movement are obtained

through wire linkage. Laminating round washer!pl'ates to form a small

fly wheel can be made by press for hand operated toys.

tiii) Assembly of the body and mechanism

(f) Personnel

Function

Pianager-mechanic

(owner)

Foreman

Clerk/accountant

Skilled operators

Salesman

Helper

Packer

Watchman

Sub-total

Prequisties* 15%

(skilled and labour requirements)

Salary rate

per month

Number

1

1

1

4

1

1

1

2

of salaries

Total

Total

(g) Minimum total capital investment required

to establish the unit .

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- raw materials )

- utilities

- other contingent

expenses

- personnel

Minimum grand total cap.i r,dl

investment requirerrent
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2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available on the national market in some African
countries. In other African countries the governments provide engineering

manufacturers with facilities to import such raw materials as copper, zinc, tin,

and lead ingots. In any case, it is recommended to contact the National Chamber of
Corrmerce or Industry. . ■.:

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses
of suppliers

India

. Ci) M/S i^aneklal & Sons, Narayan Dhuru Street, Fort, Bombay-1

\ Hi) iVS Perfect Machine, Tools (Pvt J Ltd.

Ciii) M/S Batliboi & Co.3 Jeevan Vihar, Parliament Street,

i\lew Uelhi

(iv) M/S Sagar Engg, Industries, Miller Ganj, Ludhiana

Cv) IVS G.R. Jessore Road, Calcutta

Hongkong

Andrews and Co., Ltd,

G.P.D. Box 2983
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F-C. rtTAL WORKSHOPS

Metal workshops are places where the simplest metal ingot or rretal sheet

is converted into a completely different product,- It is in this place that the

designs and imaginations of an entrepreneur are translated into tangible products.

Improvements of existing technology are exercised in metal workshops„ The

success and failure of such workshops depend on the technological zeal of the

entrepreneur. The following information is based on activities already existing
in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, The purpose of this brief introduction of each activity

is-to indicate the possibility of starting the same activity in any other African
country.

1- Metal Furniture Workshop

Products- Metal chairs, tables, beds and benches

Machinery; Drilling, cutting, welding, polishing and
pressing machines

Estimated capital investment excluding

building:

Employment: 20 skilled persons

15 unskilled persons

2. Metal Containers workshop

Products: Cans (one to twenty liters)

["lachinery - Sloting, welding, seaming and press

machines

One forklift

Estimated capital investment.

Employrrent; 10 skilled persons

20 unskilled persons

3. Office Furniture Metal Workshop

Products, Filing cabinet

Swievel chairs

Breif cases

Lampshades and safes

Machinery; Cutting, welding, drilling and

polishing machines

Estimated capital investment:

Employment; 5 skilled persons

15 unskilled persons
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4. Carbodies Netal Workshop

Products; Upper body.of automobiles

Machinery. Cuttings 'welding, drilling, polishing,

painting and bending machines

Estimated capital investment, ' .

Employment. 20 skilled persons

60 unskilled persons

5, Large and medium size Welding Scales Workshops

Products. Live animal scales

. Loaded lorry scale

Grain scale

Machines: Lathe, cutting, drilling, welding and

pointing machines.

Estimated capital investment: " "

Employment: 14 skilled persons

66 unskilled persons

t». Large Metal Containers Workshop

Products; . Fuel tanks

Water tanks

Chemical tanks

Machines; Heavy duty welding, drilling and cutting

machines

Estimated capital investment; ■ : %

Employment; 20 skilled persons

50 unskilled persons

7. Camping equipment Workshop

Products; Tents of different sizes

Canvas beds

Portable tables
Chairs

Machinery: ; Cutting arid welding machines

Sewing machines

Estimated investment;

Employment; 10 skilled persons

20 unskilled persons

6. Household Metal Furniture Workshop

Products; Chairs, tables, beds, mattresses and

chrome plated shelves
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Machinery: Cutting welding and drilling machines

Estimated capital; ' .■

Employrmnt: 10 skilled persons

10 unskilled persons

9. Sports wear and Equipment Workshop

Products^ Football shoes

Sports apparel, uniforms

Ping pong tables

Nets

Physical exercise apparatus

Machinery;. ■ Knitting machine, shoemaking equipment,

metal casting foundry, sewing machine and

silk screening apparatus

Estimated investment.

10. Prs-fabricated Metal Workshops

Products, Beans, pillars^ metal doors and windows,

gates and metal fences

Machinery; Cutting, welding, boring, drilling and lathe

machines., Heavy duty forklift

Estimated investnnent: - : ■ ;

Employment; 40 skilled persons

110 unsilled'persons

11. Electrical Stoves and Ovens Workshop -. ■.... ■■

Products: Stoves and ovens. ■:

Machines: .'■ -Cutting, :welding>. tioring machines and

electrical equipment

Estimated investment: \

Employments 3 skilled persons

10 unskilled persons

12. Aluminium products Workshop

Products; ■ . . Aluminium pots

Industrial aluminium kettles .

Aluminium windows and doors

Machinery; Bending, drilling^ welding and cutting

machines

Estimated investment,

Employment:. 30 skilled persons

40 unskilled persons
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13. Scrap Converters workshop

Products; Metal ingots

Spare parts, raw materials

Machines: Furnace equipment

Milling and lathe machines

Estimated investment.

Employment; 10 skilled persons

IS unskilled persons

14. Metal Sheet Workshop

Products* ■ Gutters, pipes, buckets and water-tanks

Machines"; Bending, welding and cutting machines

Estimated investment.

Employment; 2 skilled persons

5 unskilled persons

15. tilpholestry Workshop

Products- .. .. Car-chair covers

Machinery, . Sewing and cutting machines

Estimated investment:

Employment: 2 skilled persons

0 unskilled persons

16. Ruober Rethreading Workshop

Product; Rubber products

Machinery. "■' .Rubber stamping machinery and rroulds

Estimated investment;

Employment; 5 skilled persons

12 unskilled persons

17. Plastic Container Workshop

Products. Plastic cups, dishes/tumblers and-lids

Machinery; Plastic extrusion machine., moulding equipment

Estinatsd investment:.

Errployment,- . 2 skilled persons

b unskilled persons
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16. Battery Maintenance Workshop

Product. Rectified battery

Machinery. Exchanger (AC to DC) and tester

estimated investment.

Errployment, One skilled person

5 unskilled persons

Source of machinery and equipment

Lathe Machines

Breda S.P.A.

35G1Q CAGONEGHE

Via 1, 3ordini 50

Italy

Perico Llaroni anu Raimondi

20025 Legnano

Via Giro rfenatti, 201

Italy

Prilling £ Goring Machines

G. Bluthardt Werkzeugmaschinen fabrik

7440 Nurtinger, Postfach 46

West Germany

Huller Hible GmbH Werkzeng I'lachinen

7140 Lutiwigsburg, Postfach 540

West Germany

AT.Re.MA. S.P.A

10135 TORINO

Italy

[■lilling Machines

Sachrran StP = A.o

42100 Reggio Emilia

Via Masaccio 15

Italy

Sheetrrecal fiachines

Mariani

20036 Seregno

Via 0. Visconti, 6-C.P.X07

Italy
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Welding Machines

Carl Canzler Apparate Unc' Kaschinenbau
5160,Dureu,Postfach 107
West Gerrrany

Castol in GrrbH

6239 Kriftel, Postfach 1120
Wast Germany

Plate Bending Machine

Sertam 5,n,c=

Machine Lavorazione Lamisra
■ 21j06Q Collebeato OS]

Via E. F'tittei 6

Italy

Seaming Machines

Cevoloni Sip A

40100 Sologna

Via Creti, 16CP.1728
Italy
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F, 7. Umbrella Assenrbly

Umbrellas are very corrmonly used in African countries to protect against
rain. Ttiey can be also used in sorre African countries having hot climates to
protect against the sun. There are different types of urrbrellas used by gents,
ladies and children. Since there are different climates in Africa the demand

for umbrellas is expected to increase.

1. Inputs to manufacturing: unit

C a) Raw material requirements intermediates and

accessories per month

- Cloth

- Umbrella ribs

- Br^ss rinr,

- Seamless pipe

- Plastic handles'

- Spring and clips

- Clotted cap pipe

- Thread spools

- Elastic tapes

Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings (rented]

- Buildings area, 20 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment ' 3

■ - Sewing machine

Ciii) Installation and electrification chages

Minimum cost of machinery and equipment:

(ii) + Ciii) =

Minimum total fixed capital.

(i) + Cii) ♦ Ciii) =

.-■ ■:.■-■, (e) Process description

The cloth is cut to the size by used of a profile and stitched on
sewing machines. All parts like ribs, cloth, brass ring, pipe, etc. are assembled

together.
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Cf) Personnel (skilled and labour requirsrrents)

Salary rate

per month

rjurtar ______ Total

Manager (owner) i

Clerk/accountant i

Mechanic i

Skilled workers 2

Unskilled owrkars ^ .

Sub-tctal

Perquisites, 15 per cent
of salaries

Total

(&3 Minimum total capital investment required
to establish the unit . . "'.

(i) i'linimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses
- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital investment requirement:

2. Sources of raw materials

nr, . . ln s?rTie African countries the national market can provide with national
or imported main raw ^terials. But in other African countries the Governs
Kf^^f316 nBJal.a?d en?lnBeri^ "anufacti™™ with faciHt^s to

raterialsv In ^y case, it is rBcorrmsnded to contact the

ST °r IndUS^ t fld dd and local

3- Sources of machinery and equiprrent and
addresses of suppliers^ :

if ^n^Jvl!2 *nwir**> and in order to satisfy-your requiraranta, please indicate
if you would like to receive corrplete machinery and equipnwit or only sore parts?

(i) M/3 Sansar Sewing Machine, G.T, Road, Shahdara, India

(ii) TVS Rita Sewing Haohine Industry, Industrial Area, Ludhiana.
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f.ti. Wire Hails

Wire nails are widely used for fastening purposes. They are also used for
industrial and domsstic activities. There is an increasing demand for wire nails
for wooden fabrications like packing cases, boxes, partitions, etc,

1. Inputs to the manufacturing unit (capacity 20 tons a month)

(a) Raw material requirements, intermediates and

accessories per month

- Hard drawn bright wire

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital . .

(i) Land and building (rented) per rronth:

- built area. 100 square rretrss

(ii) Machinery and equipment " 1

- Wire nail rraking machine (automatic)

size 20rrm (3/4*) to 75 mn (3")
- Wire nail making machine (automatic) size 25 rrm (1")

to 30 nm (H")
- Wire nail making machine (automatic) size 12 rrm (5")

to 50 rrm {2")
- Polishing barrel motorised with reduction gear arrangements

- Bench grinder 12' wheel diameter

- Tools and equipment ■ -

- Office furniture and equipment

(iii).,, Installation and electrification charges

(10% of the costs of machinery and equipment) _

Minimum total cost of machinery-arid equiprrent ■

(ii) + (iii) =

(e) Process description

Coils of hard drawn bright wire are taken and fed to automatic nail raking
machines which are fitted with the proper heading dies, grips and cutting tools. In
the rrachine, cold heading of the wire nail, and cutting of the nail are done automatic'
ally and the finished wire nails are thrown out. These wire nails are put into a
polishing drum along with saw dust, leather, pieces and similar items and.rotated to
get polished on the wire nails. Then they are packed as required, ready for the

market.
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(f) Personnel (skills ana labour requirements)

, Salary rate

: ' _ per month

Function dumber ___. jota 1

Manager (owner) l

ForenBn 1

Clerk/accountant 1

Skilled operators ' "2 ' ' - . . ..._.

Salesman 1

Packer \

Watchman \

Sub toal

Perquisites, 15% of salaries
Total : •

(g) ninimum total capital investment required
to establish the unit "" ~~

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital '■'■'■

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingent expenses
- Personnel

Minimum grand total

Capital investment requirement

2■ Sources of raw materials

In some African countries the national market can provide with national or
imported mam raw materials. But in other African countries the governments provide
small scale manufacturers of metal and engineering products with facilities to
import raw materials directly. In any case, it is recorrrrEnded to contact the
National Chamber of Comnerce or Industry.

3- Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses
of suppliers

India . .

(i) M/S Burma Industrial Corporation ,.
G,T> Road, Puthigher, Amritsar, Punjabi ;.

(ii) iVS International Wire.Products* 6, Rajput Para,, ■ ■
Rajkot-1, Gujarat

(iii) n/S International Machine Tool Corporation, 5,
Dank Street. Behind State Bank of India, Fort,
Bombay-400023,
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Japan .

(i) "CECOCO" Chuo Boeki Goshi Kaisha, 9-29 Matsuganoto-ChO
■ ibaraki-Qsaka-pref, : , .

-- (ii) Moritani and Co, Ltd., International Trying and
Engineering, 4-22 Yaesu, l-Chome, Chuo-ku

Tokyo, 103-91

West Germany .;';'; . , , -..■..,■■..

(i) MRP Meyer, Roth & Past, 02, liaschinenfabrik GnbH

(ii] RadertDer^er Str. 202, Postfach 510829, D-5000
Koln 51

Ciii) Voest-Alpine GnbH, P=Q..Box 210324, Elsenhein^rstrasse

53, DOB HuncHen-21. ' ; _ .'. . . ... .
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PRODUCT AREA G: BUILDING MATERIALS

the I^fpia"* ^cuo*8 ^ I"'10:" ^r13"0"'8 baS±C "eedS Called

G.I ASPHALTIC ROOFING SHEETS

hhbhk

■•■ ■
(a) Raw material requirements

(per month)

- Asphalt

- Waste paper, or rags or agricultural fihre wastes
- Aluminium or other suitable durable r
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(b) Utilities (per month)

(c) Other contingencies "(per"month)

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

- Land 200 square metres

- Buildings 100 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment: Minimum cost

- Kneading machine (roller type)
- Sheet moulding press (semi-mechanical)

- Sheet cutter

- paint sprayer

- Dryer

- Transport trolleys

- Electrical meters and accessories

Minimum total fixed capital

(e) Process description ,:

on a corrugated sheet mould" (made °f The coinpacting may 1~ -^--
to desired thickness and compacted witnpr "y ^ sheets which are in semi

mechanically Qr semi-mechanically or evenj* ^'^ in a aryer to lose their

stiff condition whe".^^a^df^^yCondition! they are given .a spray coating of
moisture and become tully hard, an ary ^ ^ sheets are fixed on the
.._, .... -nibble pamt and ready for use^ J^^.^ iron or asbestOs

cement sheets.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate Total

Function Number per month

i
Manager

Accountant cum

storekeeper

Purchase/sales

assistant

Office secretary/tyi ■st l

Semi-skilled worker 3
Unskilled workers 10

Total
Perquisites, 15% of salaries

Total
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Minimum total fixed capital required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- Land and buildings

- Machinery and equipment

Total

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Other contingencies

Total

GRAHD TOTAL .

2. Sources of raw materials

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

Ghana

Building and Road Research Institute
UPO Box 40, Kumasi

United Republic of Tanzania

Building Research Unit

P.O. Box 1964

Dar-es-Salaam

India

Industrial Technical Services Private Ltd.
147 Cremas Road, Madras 600086

Light Roofings Limited

125 Ldeyds Road, Madras 600086
Madras
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G.2. CERAMIC TILES

more durable.

S
can also be used in flooring. .,/■■■

, Vtood, if available, may be used as fuel for the,klin. Alternately, coal
or fuel may be used. :

(a) Raw material requirements (per month)
(per month)

- China clay

- Felspar

- Quartz

- Limestone or marble

- Talc

- Miscellaneous chemicals for glazing

- Fireclay and its grog for making saggers

- Fuel (wood)

- Packing materials

(b) Utilities (per monthV

(c) Contingencies (per month)

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

- land 300 square metres - building 150 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Jaw crusher

- Rug mill

- Ball mill

- Small pot mills

- Blunger

- Electromagnet and screen

- Slurry pump

- Filter press .

- Tile press with different moulds (semi-mechanical)

- Dryer (based on waste heat from the kiln)
- Down-draft kiln (10 tonnes capacity)
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- Pyrometer

- Burners (if oil is used as fuel)

- Wooden trolleys

:"-^lectrical motors and accessories
--Office furniture and equipment

(e) Process desqription .

»■■-»

?! ^°X6^ "*■■tata^ gradually, to a temperature of 1100 degrees? cooled packed

sir-

slurry. The tile when dry is baked as explained earlier.

the kS work! OPerati°nS haVe -nsiderable scope for employment of women, except for

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Function Number S^ary rate

Ceramic technologist cum

plant manager 1

Purchase/sales

assistant 1

Accountant/storekeeper ' '-"'f

Office secretary/typist 1
Skilled workers 6

Unskilled workers 10

Total

Perquisites, 15 % of salaries
Total

y

per month Total
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(g) Minimum total investment requi~* +<> establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- Land and building

- Machinery and equipment

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- personnel

- Contingencies

Total '

2. Sources of raw materials

The primary raw material (china clay <^11£><|^7 Mozambique, Nigeria,
Algeria, Angola, Burundi, Egypt, Ethiopia, **£»;£ ^ ^^ raw materials (quartz
Swaziland and United Republic of l»nz*n"'' Madaaascar, Mozambique, Nigeria, and Zambia,
and felspar) are available in Egypt, «»»y«' * de to the Department of

:ormation on the sources of supply or

i, marble, talc and fireclay.

imported.

3. Sources of machinery and

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) Dorst Kerareik machinen Bau,

and addresses of suppliers

if«rhPl- am - See Mitten Walder
(i) Dorst Keram , Kochel am

(ii) Buhler niag GmbH, Post Fach 3369, 3300 Braunschweig

(iii) Laeis - Worke AG, 5500 Trier (mosel) Post fach 2560

(iv) Dubois and Co., Elsengleberie, Abt. maschinenbau, 5100
Anchen, Julicher Strasse 334

India

(i) Rusum Engineering Company, 25, S«allo I^ne Calcutta

(ii) Arun Engineering Works Goindal ^ad »JST ^ of Indian chamber

Japan

Sources may be contacted through Ja^n Consulting Institute,

Yurako - Cho, Tokyo

KoreaK

Hankuk Ceramic Co., Ltd, 79 Jacsong-dong, Dagnae-ku, Busan
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Switzerland

(i) Bau and Industrie Ag.# Industrie Strasse CH-4415 -,
Laussane

(ii) Keramische Industrie Laufen flg fur, Wahlen strasse 46

United Kingdom

(i) Bradley and Graven Limited, Wakefield, Yorks

^Jtione%^ * C?|tactad throu*h fche British Ceramic
Association, Stoke-on-Trent, North Staffordshire«■•* «?!?? fordshire
£^ B^On Ltf" PrOvidence Hou*e' Navigation Road,

-on-trent, Staffs ST6 3BQ .
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G 3 RICE HUSK ASH MASONRY CEMENT

into ash, it acquires P°"°lanlc/^for use" in P^e of ordinary portland cement

also be blended with ordinary portland cement to . ^ can

storage bins and low-cost housing.

With nearly 40 African countries engaged in rice cultivation, £££
of rice husK availabXe in the region is about 2 -^^^"-^'^i, ^%! asn.

W&Ef■£ MfflSS; l^ygdfeoXT ice hus. Sh .sonry
t, for the building trade Alternatively in the ^

well as building applications is quite large.

If production is also simple. The scale of production is quite flexible

according to needs.

at least 1,000 tonnes of paddy per year,

(a) Raw material requirements

Rice husk 2C*0 tonnes
- Limestone 25.tonnes (or lime sludge waste

if available locally from

sugar, pulp and paper and

leather tanning plants)

- Firewood 8 tonnes

coal 4 tonnes)

(b) Utilities (per month)

(c) Other contingencies (per month)

(d) Fixed capital

U) Land and buildings:

- Land 50 square metres

- Buildings 20 square metres
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(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Incinerator kiln (brick wood construction)
(capacity 2 tonnes per day) -..;

- Lime burning Jciin (brickwood construction) "
(capacity 0,5 tonnes per day) -

- Ball mill . , . ■ ■ >r. ■[' ' ' "",

,, ■ - Weighing machine

: - Begging machine ;

j:> r Electrical motors and accessories '

Minimum total fixed capital (i) + (ii)

(e) Process description

The two methods of producing rice husk ash masonry cement are as follows:

ftp TiX rlC! hUSk Wit>i lime 8lUdge waste Stained from sugar, pulp and caper
tanning or fertilizer plan and water into thick paste, fori balls, dry i^aun

burn it xn an incinerator and pulverize in a ball mill into fine powder for use In
this form, it is a self-setting cementing material;

(ii) to burn rice husk into ash in an incinerator, mix the ash with the
hydraulic lime and pulverize in a ball mill into fine powder for use.

This incincerator is a brick work kiln. The fuel generally used is firewood or
agricultural wastes or coal and the temperature of incineration is 900 deg.c.

k , u.Lim!' !hS co"raw «*t«rialf may be produced in the same plant but in another
Bour^Ttn8^ VUn 5r°^liinestone- Alternatively it may be purchased fr«n other
Ztti- f?Em*af hydrated lime OT lime slud^e »«te from sugar, pulp and paper
and fertilizer plants, in which case the invetment on a lime kiln will be unnecessary.

The rice husk ash incinerator may be operated intermittently or continuously de
pending on the market. '' '.."'"'

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirement)

Function Number Salary rate
per month Total

Manager cum chemist 1

Accountant cum

storekeeper 1

Purchase/sales

assistant 1

Office secretary/

typist 1

Semi-skilled workers 3

Unskilled workers 9
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Total _ „ ,
Perquisites, 15% of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital:

Land and buildings

Machinery and equipment

Total .

(ii) Minimum total working capital

Raw materials

Utilities

Personnel

Other contingent expenses

Grand total

2. Sources of raw materials

Rice mills are the main source of supply of rice husk. Lime sludge, if used,
may be obtained from plants producing sugar pulp and paper, ammonium sulphate,

soda ash, calcium carbide and acetylene plants or leather tanneries or commercial
sources. In case lime is to be produced captively, limestone may be obtained from

cement plants.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

The main item of equipment namely the ash incinerator (and also the lime ^^
bruning kiln in case lime is to be produced in the same plant) is entirely a brickwood
construction and h*.s to be fabricated at site. Other items of equipment (ball mill,
weighing and baging machine and electrical motors) may be obtained from commercial

source.

4. sources of technical consultancy and plant engineering services

Ghana

Building and Road Research Institute UPO Box 40, Kumasi

India

Central Building Research Institute Roorkae (U.P.)

Cement Research Institute of India M-10 South Extension part II, New Delhi 110049

Indian Institute of Technology (Dept. of Metallurgical Engineering), Kanpur 208016

Malaysia

Jitra Cement Products Sdn. Bhd. P.O. Box 120, Alor Sectan, Kedah
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Nepal

Sri Ianka

Thailand

United Kingdom

USA

ana

and

of scientific ana

DeVel°^ent Street,

College of Engineering Dept. of Civil Engineering, Division of
Kng.neerxng and Mechanics University of California, ^^
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G.4. LIME

1 idao is a good substitue binder material for use in place of cement in several
1. Liime is a gwu »«*;= . ,*• matenal.-.lt

inder ma

, particularly housing As a

investment capacity,

to requirements.

-

of 100 tonnes per month.

(a) Raw material requirements (per month)

Limestone - ■ *,«n«*
200 tonnes (or dolomite, marble, coral or sea shells)
Firewood 67 tonnes (or 33 tonnes of coal or 150 tonnes of
agricultural/cattle wastes

packing bags (25 kg capacity) 4000 nos.

(b) Utilities (per month)

(c) other contingencies (per month)

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

- Land 250 square metres

- Buildings 120 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- One lime kiln (with bucket elevator arrangement)

(calcining capacity 3 tonnes per day)

- Jaw crusher

- Weighing machine (100 kg capacity)

- screen mesh
- Electrical motors and, accessories „

- Radiation pyrometer

- Lime hydrator (Capacity? 3 tonnes per day)

- Bagging machine (capacity: 120 bags per day) testinq)
- Minor laboratory equipment and chemical (for routine testing)

- Office furniture and equipment

Minimum total fixed capital
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. <e> Process description (Batch method)

The process of lime production consists of two stages. In the first stage,
limestone (or dolomite or coral or sea shells) is crushed to small size
(3 to 3 cm) in a jaw crusher and calcined in a kiln at a temperature of about
1000 degrees centigrade in order to produce quick lime. Quick lime is unstable and
the second stage consists of converting it into a stable form, namely hydrated lime
by slaking it with water, manually or mechanically.

The fuel for the calcination is generally firewood or coal or coke or fuel
oil. Agricultural wastes like shells of coconuts, palm cashew and groundnuts as
well as cattle waste (dried) may also be used but their fuel efficiency is less.

Limestone and firewood (or coal) are fed into the kiln through the open top;

stacked in alternate layers and calcined. The proportion of limestone and firewood
is 3 parts to 1 part of firewood (or 6 parts of lime to 1 part of coal). The calcined
material is discharged from the side draw-hot located in the base of the kiln,

then spread on a cement or stone platform and quenched with water to slake it into
quicklime. The resulting quicklime which is a fine white powder is then bagged
and marketed. The slaking is done in a hanical hydrator, but also can be done
manually.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour .requirements)

Function Kumber Salary rate
per month roT:ax

Manager cum chemist 1

Accountant/sales

assistant 1

Purchase/ sales

assistant i

Office secretary/

typist 1

Semi-skilled 3

workers

Unskilled workers 6

Total ' .

Perquisites, 15% of salary and wages

Total

(g) Minimum total investment requirement to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital: .

- Land and buildings

- Machinery and equipment ;
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(ii) Minimum total working capital

Raw materials

Utilities

Personnel .. , ,.

Other contingent expenses

Total : "

2. Sources of raw materials

The basic raw material in the form of natural deposits of limestone, marble and
chalJor marine deposits of coral or sea shells is available in most^African countries
The department of Mines and/or Information of Sources supply of the materials.

3, sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

The rain and most important item of equipment required for ^ ^
calcination kiln which is essentially a brickwork structure^ has to ^ f
at site with the help of standard design drawings and local masonry services The
drawings may be purchased from lime producing firms or furnace designers. Technical
consultancy and engineering organization building materials research centres and
technical departments attached to Ministry of Industry in respective countries may
also be able to provide guidance on the sources of supply of design drawings *■
well as of other items of machinery. The following organizations may be contacted:

Ghana [ . ;. ■ '

Building and Road Research Institute UPO Box 40, Kumasi

Ethiopia

Building Construction Authority (Research and Development Section) P.O. Box 4074,

Addis Ababa , ,- . > ;:

United Republic of Tanzania

Building Research Unit, P.O. Box 1964 Dar-es-Salaam
Tanzania Saruji Corporation P.O. Box 4123, Dar-es-Salaam

Small Industries Development Organisation (SIDO) P.O. Box 1278, Arusha

Tanzania Industrial Studies and Consulting Organization P.O. Box 2650, Dar-es-Salaam

Togo

Centre de la construction et du Logement Cacavelli, P. Box 1762, Iome

Benin

Centre National d'Essais et de Recherches des travaux publiques (ONERTP) B.P.

1270 Cotonou

Tunisia

Society Tunisienne des Industries de materiaux de construction (SOTIMACO)

2 Place Barcelkona, Tunisue
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India

Central Building Research Institute Nirman Bhavan, Maulana
Azad Road, New Delhi 11000I

Cement Research Institute of India M-10 South Extension Part II
New Delhi 110049

Khadi and Village Industries Commission 3, Irla Road, Vile
Parle West, Bombay, 400056

Lime Manufacturing Association 10 Alipur Road, Delhi

Czhechoslovakia

Research Institute for Ceramics., Refractories and Raw
Materials P.O. Box 211, 305 11 Plzen

France ' " "" " .:■..., . ...

Centre Scientifique et Technique du BStiment 4 Avenue du
Recteur Poincare 75782, Paris Cedex 16

UK

The Intermediate Technology Development Group 9 King Street
London, W.C. 2 E8 HN -

Federal Republic of Germany

Bendeaverband der deutschen Kalkindustries e.v. Bauverlab BmbH,
Weisbaden, Demag AG, Duisburg

Denmark

F.L. Smidth Company DK-2500 Copenhagen

Indonesia ;

Directorate of Building Research 84 Jalan Tamansari, Bandung
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H. "URAL HOUSEHOLD PRODUCTS

h. 1 HASHING

1. This project profile relates to a production capacity of 25 tonnes washing

soap cakes per month equivalant to 300,000 cakes.

The production can be undertaken as a rural industry and also as a women's

enterprise.

The production does not involve elaborate technology or equipment.

(a) Raw material requirements (per month)

- Vegetable oil? (based on coconut or palm or groundnut

or cotton seed etc.).

- Tallow. "

,; - Caustic soda lye

- Sodium silicate

- Salt

- Fuel (firewood)

(b) Utilities (ier month)

- water.

... (c) Contingencies (per month)

- Stationery and postage

- Consumable stores

- Sprons and gloves

(d) ?ixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

- land 300 square metres

- building 200 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipment

- Mild Steel Kettles

- Mild steel cylindrical pans

- Mixing rods
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- Soap moulds

- Cutting machine (hand operated)

- Soap stamping machine (hand operated)

- Wooden trolleys and pallets

Minimum total fixed capital

(e) Process description

seed oifetcT^sivIiCbi; 1 "^ ^T^ °U> Paln oil' «r°Undnut »"• ""on

ll°" Constitute the ^ «w materials for soap

-

All the machinery can be hand operated without requiring electric power,

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Manager cum chemist

Accountant cum storekeeper x

Purchase/sales assistant i
Office secretary/typist i
Semi-skilled workers 3
Unskilled workers 10

Total

Perquisites, 15% of salaries

Total

Say

The employment can be exclusively on women labour if required,
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Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- Land and building

- Machinery and equipment

Total

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- raw materials

- tilities

- Personnel

- Contingents

Total

Grand total

2. Sources of raw materials

oils may be obtained from oil-expelling mills or government supplies

of Commerce in respective countries.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and other contacts for suppliers

The Canadian Manufacturers Association. Toronto

Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry. Argentinska 38.

170 05 Prague 7

France

(i) Appareils et evaporateurs Kestner 7 rue de Tpul.

B.P. 44 :■. i

5r 9003 Lille

Cedex T. (20) 93-46-24
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(ii) CI-FAL (Ingeniere ^ Enterprise Generale) 46 Avenue, d-'-ivry,
75645 Paris Cedex 13T584-11-40

(iii) Grenier - Charvest SA, 100 Avenue au mail
B.P. 1244

350113 Rennes Cedex T99)59-16-9O

(iv) Ultrafine (Ste),

46 Rue de Doual

75009 Paris T.526-25-90

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) Weber and Seelender maschinenfabrik Postfach 1520

3320 Helmstedt

(ii) Gustav Elrich machinenfabrik

Postfach 1160, 6969 Hardhein

(iii) Association of German Machinery Manufacturers

D-6000 Frankfurt "

German Democratic Republic

Chamber of Foreign Trade of GDR 3.D.R. - 1080 Berlin

Schadow Strasse 1 '

Hungary •

Hungarian Chamber of Commerce

P.O. Box 106

H-133£ Budapest, Hungary '...'".. _ :..:

India

Corporated Engineers, 7 Chittranjan Avenue, .Calcutta I."...1.1'
Jay Bharat Engineering Tforks

Lai Kuan - Delhi

The National Small Industries Corporation :

New Okhla - Industrial Estate

New Delhi 110020

Federation of Indian Export Organizations

Allahabad Bank Building

17 Parliament Street New Delhi 110001
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Japan

Japan Consulting Institutes 1-1 Yuraka-Cho

Chiyoda-ku tokyo

Korea

Korea Society for the Advancement of Machine Industry
(KOSAMI) 1-643, Yuao suido-Dong Yeogduego-gu Seoul

Sweden

Swedish Export Council P.O. Box 5513

5-1485 Stockholm

Switzerland

Swiss Office of the Development of Trade Dept. H.

. P.O. Box CH-3OO5 Zurich.

While ordering the machinery from the above sources, it is advisable to
specify the extent^ mechanisation proposed to be adopted or the production
and to specify that the production will be washing soaps only.

It may also be possible in some countries to avail of tte^T^6^";*
fabrication facilities and get some of the required machinery fabricated locally
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H2. SAFETY MATCHES

Safety matches are items of daily rural and urban need. In many countries
in tne Asian region, its production is generally undertaken as a cottage industry
on the basis of subcontracting parts of the production operation like coatim*-
the matchsticks preparing the boxes, labelling, racking, etc.. The production
process is quite simple and amendable to such type of enterprise, mostly based

on women labour. It is feasible to undertake production of safety matches in
African countries in small units with suitable arrangements for regular supplies
of some of the basic materials like matchstick splints, special chemicals and.
wrapping due paper. Some of these materials may involve inmort in some countries.
To encourage the development of local match industry in the small scale and rural
sector, Government agencies concerned with procurement or distribution of imported
materials may assist this industry since the materials involved are also required
in several other industries and are perhaps already being imported. . .. 1.

This project profile relates to a production of 1 500 gross per month (equivalent
to Zlb matchboxes of standard size and content of 5o raatchsticks per box) based
on self-contained operations (that is, without subcontracting any part of the work
among tne households even within the community). Such subcontracting if done would
considerably reduce production costs without reducing the sales realization.

(a) Raw material requirements (per month)

There is a slight difference in the raw.materials TJhich make up the chemical
mixture for the matchstick head and that for the igniting edge of the box. The
raw materials required are as follows"

(i) For matchstick

- Soft matchwood or sized snlints

- Potassium chlorate

- Manganese dioxide

- Sulphur

- Ferric oxide

- Paraffiun wax

- Powdered glass (ordinary glass)

- Rosin

- Glue

- Fuel (firewood)
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(ii) For matchbox (outer shell and inner box)

- Soft wood peeling

- Red phosphorous

- Antimony sulphide

- Potassium dichomate

- Powdered glass (ordinary glass)

- Glue

- Blue wrapping paper ,

- Labels

(b) Utilities (per month)

- Water

- Power (optional)

(c) Contingencies (per month)

- Postage and stationery

- Consumable stores

- Miscellaneous items

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land:and building

land 200 square metres

building 100 square metres

(ii) machinery and equipment

- Matchstick splicing machine

- Mild steel sheets

- Weighing scale

- Mortars and.pestlesfor grinding ohemioals

- Mixing pots

- Mild steel dipping tanks

- Wooden racks (for housing the dipped splints)

- Iron pans for glue preparation

- Boxwood splicing machines (optional)

- Paper cutting machine
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- Drying chamber

- Wooden trolleys and trays

- Hiscellaneous hand tools

- Office equipment and furniture

The machine can be hand-operated. If electric power is available, the operations
may be semi-mechanized.

(e) Process description

Matchwood purchased from joinery mills in cut sizes are spliced into raatchstick
splints (size 2 sq mm diameter) in a cutting machine. The splints are placed in
wooden mould frames which contain a series of grooves shaped to splint size a small

portion of the end of the splints sticking out of the mould. These protruding ends
of the dipped end up on a hot solution of paraffin wax and afterwards placed, with
the dipped and up on a hot steel plate which is kept heated from below by .. a slow
fire. The paraffin melts and impregnates the matchstick splints, and makes them
ready for coating their ends with the inflammable chemicals mixture.

The chemical mixture is prepared separately, Finally ground potassium chorate,
potassium dichronatc, manganese dioxide, iron dioxide, ordinary glass powder and

rosin are add to a hot solution of glue thoroughly stirred and mixed to a homogenous
plastic mass. The mass is then ground with water made into a thick slurry and

transferred to dipping tanks which are kept in a hot condition over a fire. The

ends of the dry splints are dipped into this solution so that the mixture of chemicals

from a small globule at the end of the splint and gradually set hard, this operation
is known as head-cutting.

The next operation consists of making the match box and coating its two covered

edges with chemicals. The thin wood sheets (also obtains!from joinery mills) are

cut to size and shaped to the outer and the inner portions of the matchbox and blue

paper is wrapped over the portions with glue. The igniting surface on the outer

cover is then prepared by applying a coating of a finelly ground hot wet mixture

of antimony sulphide, red phosphorous glass powder and potassium dichroraate and

rosin and drying, (50 pieces to a box) are packed in the box and marketed,

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Salary rate

Function Number oer month Total

Ilanager cum chemist 1

Accountant cum storekeeper 1

Purchase/sales assistant , 1

Office secretary/typist 1

Skilled workers 6

Semi-skilled workers 6

Unskilled workers 6

Total

Perquisites, 15% of salaries
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(b) Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

Land and buildings

Machinery and equipment

. : Total

(ii) Minimum total working capital :

Raw materials

Utilities

Personnel

Contingencies

Total

Grand total

2, Sources of raw materials

Soft wood suitable for -making matchstick is available in different
species in Cameroon, Congo, China, Ivory Coast, Nigeria and in parts of East

Africa. Some of the species are:

- Abura: Mitrargyna macrophylla

- Emien" Alstonia spp (congoleusis, boonei, gilleti)

- Essesang: Ricinopdendron Spp (heudelotti, africanuim, vautanenii).

This is by no means exhaustive list. There may be other species and.it.
is advisable to consult local forestry development agencies and timber research
organizations, FAO (Food and Agricultural Organization, Rome), Economic Commission
for .Africa (Forest Industries Advisory Group) Addis Ababa and UNIDO (United
Nations Industrial Development Organization), Vienna.

Medium softwood suitable, for making matchboxes (both outer and inner boxes)
is available in many African countries.

Reference to the chemicals required for coating the end of matchsticks and
the igniting side of the matchbox has been made in paragraph 1.

The other materials including wrapping paper and glue may be obtained from

local trade sources.

The Ministry of Industry in respective countries may also be approached
for information on the sources of supply of various materials.
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3' S°UrCGS Of "achinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

. Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry

Argentinska 38, 170 05 Prague 7

Federal Republic of Germany

Aktiengesellschaft A. Hering, Postfaoh 220, 3500 Nurnberg 1

A. Roller Gmbh andCo. Maschinenfabrik, Lengenderstrasse
29, 1000 Berlin 51,

German Democratic Republic

Chamber of Foreign Trade of the GDr

Schadowstrasse 1, DDR - 1080 Berlin

India

(i) Kaka Iron Foundry, Tiruttangal, Sivakasi, Tamil, Nadu

(ii) Shanmugham Engineering and Trading Co.
Feroke, Calicut, Kerala State

(iii) Southern Match Traders, 8/10 Abdul Rahim Road, Race
Course, Coimbatore 641018 ,

(iv) National Small Industries Corporation
Near Okhla Industrial Estate, New Delhi 110020

Japan

Japan Consulting Institute

1-1 Yuraku-Cho, Chiyoda-ku9 Tokyo

Korea

Korea Society for the Advancement of Machine
Industry (KOSAMI)

1-643 Yeoeuido-Dong, Yengdeungpo, Giu, Seoul

Sweden

Arenco AB, Jonkoping

Switzerland

Of^I rn fnt- tha Vlatrat ~ C T J_
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H.3 WAX CANDLES

Candles are afi item of necessity in households. Particularly in rural households,
they constitute a source of illumination. They are made from paraffin wax which is

3 product of petroleum refineries.

The candle manufacture is ideal for promoting as a women1s enterprise, or
even as an artisanal activity. Production can be manual or mechanical according to

the demand and investment capacity.

This project profile relates to a production capacity of 96,000 candles per
month based on an output of 200 candles per moulding machine per hour and the use
of, two machines. Each moulding machine will have provision for 100 moulds on twice

an hour operation,

(a) Raw material requirements (per month)

- Paraffin wax - Stearic acid (commercial) - Wick rolls

- Colouring dyes (optional) - fuel (firewood or agricultural/cattle

wastes) - Packing materials

(b) Utilities (per month) ;

- Power—water

c) Contingencies (per month)

- Stationery - consumable stores

(d) Fixed capital ■ ; . ..

(i) land and buildings

land 40 square metres

building 25 square metres

(ii) Machinery and quipment

- Open low temperature furnace (brick vbrk construction)
based on firewood or agricultural/cattle wastes as fuel

- Metal vessels for melting wax (made of mild steel or aluminium)

- Moulding machine consisting of a series of metal moulds and

cutter device

- Weighing balance

- Long-handle ladles, holding tongs, spatulas

- Office furniture and equipment

Minimum total fixed capital
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(e) Process description

Paraffin wax is melted in a series of metal containers together with a small
quantity of stearic acid in a low temperature open furnace. The melt may be coloured
if so desired, by addition of suitable organic dyes (including vegetable" dyes), The
wax is maintained in a molten condition and is constantly stirred to keep it in a
homogenous mass until it is transferred to the moulding machine.

The moulding operation consists of pouring the hot liquid mixture of wax, dye
and stearic acid into the channel of the moulding machine which consists of a series
of moulds which are shaped to the candle. The moulds contain a stretched length of
cotton wick running through the length of the mould. The hot wax envelopes the wick
and starts to solidify. The solidifying process if facilitated by keeping the outer
space of the mould cooled under circulating cold water. When the candle has set

firmly inside the mould, the mould is opened to release the candle. The candles are
trimmed with a cutter, packed and marketed.

Since the temperature required for keeping the wax in molten condition is low,
the furnace can be heated and cooled on a day to day basis.

(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements) .

Salary rate

Function Number per month Total

Manager 1

Accountant cum storekeeper 1

Purchase/sales assistant 1

Office secretary/typist 1

Semi-skilled workers 3

Unskilled workers 6

Total

Perquisites, 15% of salaries

Total

(g) Minimum total investment required to establish the units

(i) Minimum total fixed capital (US$)
Land and building .

Machinery and equipment

Total
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(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Contingencies

Total

Grand total

Say

2. Sources of raw materials

Paraffin wax may be obtained from petroleum refineries or commercial
sourcefwnich distribute petroleum products. S^earic^acxd <c«ercia grade)
may also be obtained from commercial sources trading in chenacal» °* "!*
factories. Cotton wicks may be got prepared foremen's ^erat
sector or any small scale unit concerned with spinning. Dyes may

from trade channels.

nf machinery and equipment and other contacts for suppliers

Federal Republic of Germany

(i) Hans Kurschner Gmbh and Co kg. Spezialmchinenfabrik 405

Nettetal 2 Rhinelands Postfach 2220

(ii) Machinen and Apparatebau Ing. Alfred Herrhammer kg 3703
Oschenfurt (main), Tucklehau ser strasse 47

(iii) Arthur WessbachkgMaPhinenfabrik 6400, Fulda Postfach 1125

German Democratic Republic

Chamber of Foreign Trade of the GDR, DDR-1080, Berlin

Schadowstrasse 1

Hungary

Hungarian Chamber of Commerce P.O. Box 106

H-1389 Budapest

India

Oriental Machinery Pvt. Ltd*

25 N. Mukherjee Road

Calcutta 1

Kolhapur Candle Works

1435 Lakshmipuri Kohlhapur

National Small Industries Corporation

Near Industrial Estate

Okhla, New Delhi 1100200
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Japan

Japan Consulting Institute

1-1 Yuraku-Cho

Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo

It is also possible depending upon the availability of engineering fabrica
tion facilities within country to design and produce simpler types of candle
moulding machine as well as the wax melting oven.
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H4. KEROSENE STQVE

Hand-operated non-pressure type

of daily ^stic need i, ,ura an
^

"he

Sid^::^ Irosene Sto.es to Justify
production of the stoves.

Xnis project profile relates to a production edacity of 500 pieces per .onth.

(a) Raw material requirements

i1
Utilities (per month)

- Power

- Water

(c) Contingencies (per month)

- Postage and stationery

- Consumable stores

- Miscellaneous items

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and buildings

Land 400 square metres

Building 230 square metres

(ii) Machinery and equipments

- Sheet cutting machine

- Sheet rolling machine

- Sheet bending machine

- Sheet perforation machine

- Threading machine

- Sheet seaming and welding machine

- Stamping machine

- Sand-biasing machine
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- Stove enamelling machine

- Electric motors and accessories

- Office equipment and furniture

(e) Process description

The process involves the fabrication of the individual parts and

?} CUt lnd Shaped acc°rding to the required design of
ividual parts and scrcvad or welded together.the

„* K .^ ^ three.°ain parts of the stove is designed to be screwed together
at base with the part mediately next to it. The p,rt6 can be easily disS
by unscrewing for periodic cleaning or adjustment/replacement of wick! 1Smantled

The bottom container has also an orifice with a screw lid for feeding Kerosene
The combustion unit has a perforated cylindrial steel sheet wrapping whicV

27ZZ T lnlet7alr,,contro1 and funnel* the heat upwards to the cooking vessel
mJnifz^ heat-losses due to radiation. The movement of the ^ick

r °J 6 f lame ar£ ad3ustad ^ "™ of a screw arrangement at the
i ld 8 unit for

The entire assembly may be given a spray coting of stove enamelling to
make it rust-proof and easy to clean.

(f) Personnel (skilled and labour requirements)

Funtion

Manager

Accountant cum storekeeper

Purchase/sales assistant

Office secretary/typist

Skilled workers

Semi-skilled workers

Unskilled workers

Number

1

1

1

1

6

10

6

Salary rate

per month Total

Total
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Perquisites, 15% of salary.

Total

(g) Minimum total investment required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

- Land and building

- machinery and equipment

Total

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Personnel

- Contingencies .

Total

Grand total

2, Sources of raw materials ..<>..

Steel sheets, screws and nuts and vri

3 t£?sr si3sssir^=rs:i3
the Chamber of Commerce and Industry may also be contacted.

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

The machinery used in the fabrication of stoves are of general purpose type

rsM": s-=1=£snta"-5=5V^

the ty^e o? machinery required and the purpose for which it is proposed to be used
and requesting them to help with the addresses of suppliers.

Czechoslovakia

Czechoslovak Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Argentinska 38 170 05 Prague 7
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Federal Republic of Germany

Association of German Machinery Manufacturers (VDMA) D-6000
Frankfurt/Main 71

German Democratic Republic

Chamber of Foreign Trade of the GDR Schadowstrasse 1
DDR-1080 Berlin

India

National Small Industries Corporation, Near Okhla Industrial
Estate, New Delhi 11020

Federation of Indian Export Organizations Allahabad Bank
Building, 17 Parliament Street New Delhi 110001

Japan

Japan Consulting Institute 1-1 Yuraku-Cho,
Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo

Korea

Korea Society for the Advancement of Machine Industry
(KOSAMI) Yeoeuido-Dongs Yeongdeongpo9 Seoul

Sweden : ■ ,: :

Swedish Export Council

P.O. Box 5513

S-11485, Stockholm

Switzerland

Swiss Office for the Development of Trade
Dept. 4, P.O. Box CH-8035 Zurich
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H5. STOVE WICKS

Stove wicks ate important items used in domestic stoves. A wick itself is
also used in paraffin lamp. Being a large consumable item, there is a good
scope for manufacturing of paraffin lamp wicks and stove wicks in the *««}
areas. Apart from the large requirement of rural areas there xs also an important

demand of this item in the modernized African cities. The technology involved in
this type of manufacturing unit is quite simplea

This project profile relates to a production capacity of 30,000 pieces

per month.

(a) Raw material requirements per month

(i) Cotton/staple yarn about 1,500 kg

(ii) Low quality cotton about 750 i-.g

(iii) Polythelene bags, labels etc0.

(b) Utilities per month

(c) Other contingencies per month

(d) Fixed capital

(i) Land and building

This unit does not require much space. Two rooms of good size are
sufficient for the installation of the machinery and equipment.

(ii) Machinery and equipment...,„

- Braiding machines:

- 24 spindles with electric motor

< - Windking machine

- Tables9 scissors

- Office furniture

(e) Process description

Cotton staple yarn should be placed on braiding machines. Long dories

for marketing.
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(f) Personnel (skills and labour requirements)

Number

1

1

2

1

2

Total

Salary rate

per month
Category

—

Manager (owner)

Accountant/cashier

Braiding machine operators

Winding machine operator

Nix-work/packer ■ =

Total:

Perquisites (15 percent
of salaries)

Total:

(s) Minimum total capital investments required to establish the unit

(i) Minimum total fixed capital

(ii) Minimum total working capital

- Raw materials

- Utilities

- Other contingencies

- Personnel

Minimum grand total capital investment requirement

2. Sources of raw materials

The raw materials are available locally

3. Sources of machinery and equipment and addresses of suppliers

When making enquiries it is advisable to specify whether complete machinery
and equipment or only some items of equipment .are required. *acmnerv

India

(i) Sidana" Engineering Works, New Industrial Town, Fariadabad

(ii) Mbhindra and Co. Gheekanta Road, Pittalia Bamba
Ahmedabad-1

(iii) Strichand Engineering and Moulding Co. E. Ward
Kuber, Nagar, Ahmedabad

(iv) Bhupinder and Brothers, Outside Daryapur Gate
Swaminarain, Godown, Ahmedabad 3800a.

Japan

Moritani and Co. Ltd, International Trade and
Ensinfti A99
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I, General information

1.

2.

3-

4.

5.

Name of the product produced

of machine or equipment used - source price per unit

of machine or equipment (hrs/day/month)

Total annual production (i984 or 1985) (tons/litres^) ^__
Number of production units (set of nachines or equipment)

of equipnent; raw materials and supplies done by

7 0>> central procurement body (government) /

7 (d) subsidized by ^vemnent A 7
(a) self

8

(c) co-operative / /

Marketing of products done by

(a) Self /—~7 (b) Central sales body (government)

. (c) Co-operatives / ■/

Repair and maintenance done by (a) Self f_ZJ _
p^^ - .v / r (c) co-operative shop

(b) Central shop (government) / / v» ^

Assistance provided by government in .«_■«.
r. *. ** « / 7 (hi credit at low interest

(a) preparation of studies / / v» ^^^ <*

Toy*»**»*O=J^ «^ £p^ tMM'vA
(e) tax exemption / / u; «• * ^ i

support in iirproving operation of production

(h) advertizing / / _ d)

II. Specific information

1.

"2.

3-

5-

7-

of plant (also of contracting conpany, if any)
tt or central p

Name oi pxaiio \oj.ov ^^ -

Location/Mdress of Industrial Estates or central pronotxonal

organization (if any):

Year established ,

Total investment (US$) .

Total covered area- of plant

Indigenous ownership (SO

Total labour force;

of which skilled technical staff
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80 Raw materials

9.

Raw materials Specify if raw3 I tons/ 1 Local,
.semi-finished, finished or waste (litres ! imported

etc

Cost per

unit

Utility requirenBnts per year (a) water (m3)
(b) electricity (kwhr)
(c) other fuels specify (tons/litres/etc

10. Capacity of production and sales

Products

items

(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Total

; Type of

machine or

equipment

Annual capacity

1 (tons/litres/
m?)

1984 or 1985

production

(tons/litres/r
m2)

1984 or 1985

; ex-factory

sales (value
in. US$>

Unit

price

(US$
value)

i

i

11. Plans for expansion and diversification

Product

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

1 Expansion

Additional annual
capacity ■• (tons/
litres/m2)

Year of

operation

New products

annual capa-^

city (tons :

litres/m2)

■ 1

i
1

Year of

operation

12. Brief description of process and technology of existing plant (including mention
of major machinery and equipment and their suppliers)..
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List of Published Materials Consulted

1. A Guideline manual for small-scale engineering industries, metal working and
light engineering sector, by Aloke Mitra, Valetta, Malta, 197A.

2. An Investment Guide 1980 by Kenya Industrial Survey and Promotion Centre,

3. Appropriate Industrial Technology for Sugar, Monographs on Appropriate

Technology, Uo. 7.

4. Asian Network for Industrial Technology Information and Extension by

"Technonet Asia," Singapore.

5. Chemical Engineering Series, The Chemical Process Industries R. Norris

Shreve, Second Edition.

6. Clothing industrie in the Central African Subregion>E/CN.14/INR/166, ECA

Addis Ababa, 1968.

7. Development and Transfer of Technology Series, Technology from developing

Countries, No. 7, UTIDO, Vienna, 1980.

8. Development of small scale industry in Africa, E/CN,14/AS/III/25, ECA

Addis Ababas 1966.

9. Economics, February 1966, XXXIII, "Growth, Sales and Profit Maximization,

"by J.K. Williamson.

10. Economic Geograph of Industrial Materials, Reinhold Publishing Corporation, 1956.

11. Feasibility Jtudy Report on liquid scdium silicate - Sudhansu S. Padit, UNIDO

Small-Scale Industry Advisers 1972.

12. FAO Portfolio of Small-Scale voort-based. rancl :"iant?by Bison, Bahre and,Greton,Rom*

13. Guidebook for Rural Cottage and Small and Medium-Scale Industries. Paddy

Rice Cultivation (seventh edition). Published by "CECOCO" Exhibition

Demonstration Centre Japcn,1965.

14. Guidelines for the establishment of Industrial Estates in Developing Countries

by UNIDO, Vienna, New York, 1973.

15. How to Establish Industries by Moritani and Co., Ltd., International Trade

and Engineering, Tokyo.

16. How to Start Manufaturing Industries, Technological and Industries Perspectives -

UNIDO, Vienna, 1981.

X
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"' T^^i:t^7iZ: "SmaU l^f^^ **•rprl...." by w. Arnold Hosmer,

in

Guide by the Yokohama Industrial Institute and

Press-;

20. Inventory of Adapted Technologies for ACP countries. Centre for Industrial "W"i(t'
Development, Bruxelles, 1979.

21. Investment of Africa, December 198 , ECA, UNIDO.

22. Journal of American Statistical Association: "The Variability of Profitability
with size of Firms, 1947-1958," December 1964. oincy

23. Kirk Othmer, Encyclopedia of Chemicals Technology, Second Edition, 1964,
Volume 3, Page 54. *

de la Technologie
26. Monographies de l'ONUDI sur le Developpement Industriel No.11 - La petite

Industrie, Nations Unies, New York, 1969.

27. Monographs on appropriate industrial technology No,3. Appropriate industrial
technology for paper products and small pulp mills, United Nations, New York, U '9.

"' Phii?::^::GS;^?P^ v!ia ™*™t™&™™ *' ^ustrial-tion, «u*l e,
29.

en
30. Natural Pesticides from neem free (Azadirachta Indica A. Juss), First Internal -'

Lonterence on neem.

31" L^ffS'!!r °? th? Federation.of Germany Industries and the Federat'.on *
by Gemeinschaftsverhf -

32. Plande promotion et dt developpement de l'Artisanat Traditionnel rvalgachepar i >
service do 1'artisanat de 1'lndustrie et des Mines. "

33. Project de rapport au gouvernement de la Rcpublique Democratique de Madagascar b..ir
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